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Abstract
High Brightness Lasers
D. Naidoo
Physics Department,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Dissertation: PhD
March 2015
High power laser diode-pumped solid-state lasers have the potential for high efficiency,
a highly compact design due to cooling geometries and better frequency stability, and have
been exploited in applications such as ultrafast spectroscopy, laser weapons applications,
laser precision materials processing and remote sensing. The efficacy and power extrac-
tion of such laser systems may be drastically improved by forcing the laser to oscillate on
a desired mode. This is achieved by employing intra-cavity beam shaping techniques as
the selection of higher-order transverse modes offer a higher energy extraction due to a
larger mode volume. We thus investigate the intra-cavity selection of higher-order trans-
verse modes and we demonstrate the selection of pure higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian vor-
tex modes of opposite handedness and superpositions thereof. We consider two intra-cavity
beam shaping approaches namely, the intra-cavity coupling of spin angular momentum to
orbital angular momentum and the use of an amplitude filter, respectively, in the selection of
these pure modes. Subsequent to this, we demonstrate the intra-cavity selection of circular
flat-top beams by the incoherent superposition of two transverse modes in a Fabry-Pérot in-
terferometer and by the metamorphosis of a Gaussian distribution to a flat-top distribution,
respectively. The selection of pure higher-order transverse modes allows for the optical
v
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brightness of a laser system to be improved where the brightness describes the potential
of a laser beam to achieve high intensities while maintaining a large Rayleigh range for
small focusing angles. The brightness of a laser source is a characteristic that encapsulates
the energy or power content and the quality of the laser mode, and in obtaining high laser
brightness, it is ideal to obtain maximum energy extraction with a Gaussian output. How-
ever, in the case of pure higher-order transverse modes, the output field may be tailored
external to the cavity into a Gaussian mode, thus warranting the selection of higher-order
transverse modes in attaining higher energy extraction leading to a higher optical brightness.
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Uittreksel
Hoë Helderheid Lasers
(”High Brightness Lasers”)
D. Naidoo
Fisika Departement,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Proefskrif: (PhD)
Maart 2015
Hoë drywing diode-gepompte vastetoestand lasers het die potensiaal vir hoë effekti-
witeit en baie kompakte ontwerp weens verkoelingsuitleg en beter frekwensie stabiliteit, en
vind toepassing in ultravinnige spektroskopie, laser-wapentoepassings, afstands-monitering
en laser-materiaalprosessering. Die effektiwiteit en drywingsuitset van sulke laser sisteme
kan dramaties verbeter deur die laser te dwing om in ’n voorgeskrewe mode te ossilleer. Dit
word bereik deur intra-resonator bundelvormingstegnieke aan te wend soos die keuse van
hoër transversale modes wat hoër energie onttrekking weens die groter modus volume tot
gevolg het. Daarom ondersoek ons die intra-resonator seleksie van hoër orde transversale
modusse en demonstreer die selektering van suiwer hoër orde Laguerre-Gaussiese vorteks-
modusse met teenoorgestelde handigheid en superposisies van die modusse. Ons beskou
twee intra-resonator bundelvormings-strategieë naamlik, die intra resonatorkoppeling van
spin tot orbitale hoekmomentum en die gebruik van ’n amplitude filter, respektiewelik, om
die suiwer modusse te selekteer. Daarna demonstreer ons die intra-resonator seleksie van
sirkelvormige plat top ("flat-top") bundels deur inkoherente superposisie van twee transver-
sale modusse in ’n Fabry-Pérot interferometer en deur die metamorfose van ’n Gaussiese
vii
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verdeling na ’n plat top verdeling, respektiewelik. Die seleksie van suiwer hoër-orde trans-
versale modusse maak dit moontlik om die optiese helderheid van die laser te verbeter,
waar die helderheid die potensiaal van die laserbundel om hoë intensiteite te bereik terwyl
die Rayleigh afstand vir klein fokushoeke behoue bly, beskryf. Die helderheid van ’n la-
serbron is die eienskap wat die energie en drywing van die laser en die kwaliteit van die
lasermodus bevat. Om hoë laser helderheid te bereik is dit wenslik om maksimale ontrek-
king van energie in ’n Gaussiese modus te verkry. Daar is egter die moontlikheid om suiwer
hoër-orde transversale modusse ekstern tot die resonator te omvorm na die Gaussiese mo-
dus, wat dus die seleksie van hoër-orde transversale modusse om hoë energie onttrekking te
bewerkstellig, regverdig om uiteindelik hoër helderheid te verkry.
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surement (green crosses) on the corresponding (c) correlation channels in the
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2.7 Modal analysis of a higher-order beam emerging from a 6-mode fibre where
we measure the (a) intensity of the beam at the end-face of the fibre by relay-
imaging this plane to CCD1. We perform an on-axis intensity measurement
(green crosses) corresponding to the positions obtained for the fundamental
mode-like beam of the (c) correlation channels. This is used to measure the
modal amplitudes to infer the (d) modal power spectrum where more than 80%
of the total power guided in the fibre lies in the higher-order mode content.
The intensity measurements of the modal amplitudes coupled with intensity
measurements of the intermodal phase delays allows for the (b) reconstruction
of the beam’s intensity illustrating a high quality measurement process as the
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3.4 The CGB was realised with a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) where
the transmission function cos(β r2) was encoded with complex amplitude and
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such that the field on the LCD of the SLM may be approximated as a plane
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3.7 In investigating the effect on the on-axis intensity of the second focus for an
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obstructions of (a) 200 µm and (b) 400 µm in diameter, respectively and the
corresponding obstructed beams present well defined foci (d)-(e) at the plane
of the second focus. The obstructed CGB is compared to an equivalent Gaus-
sian beam, where a Gaussian beam of w = 2.5 mm is addressed with some
curvature such that it focuses at the position of the second focus upon trans-
mission through the focusing lens and the corresponding obstructed Gaussian
beams at the focal plane of the lens (c),(g) present well defined foci (f),(h), re-
spectively. The (i) on-axis intensity variation of the second focus to that of the
unobstructed beams illustrates minimal deviation of 0.43% for the CGB under
the first obstruction while a significant deviation of 4.88% for the equivalent
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on-axis intensity of 6.13% and 6.85%, respectively. The intensity of the beams
are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as
the colour black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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positioned at the concave high reflector with a variable circular aperture for
accurate mode control. The cavity was constructed in an L-shape to prevent the
residual pump light from impinging on the amplitude mask. . . . . . . . . . . 52
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4.2 The output of the cavity under amplitude filtering at the threshold of the laser
gives rise to modes that are characterised by petals. The amplitude mask con-
sists of a 5× 4 grid of concentric rings where the columns correspond to the
number of rings, p = 1 to 5 and the rows correspond to the thickness (h) of
each ring h = 10µm to 25µm. An increase in the number of petals is primarily
due to an increase in the number of rings but is also attributed to an increase
in the thickness of the rings. This approach provides a means to actively select
petal modes, however, does not provide adequate discrimination in the selection
of pure LG0` modes. The intensity of the beams are shown as a colour variation
where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black. . . . . . . . . . 53
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4.7 The (a) near field output of the laser operating under the Gaussian shaped pump
beam on Position 1 of the crystal with its corresponding (b) far field profile.
The output beam is passed through a linear polariser where the (c) double sided
arrow represents the orientation of the polariser. This illustrates a Gaussian
beam that is linearly polarised at -45◦. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
4.8 The (a) near field output of the laser operating under the annular shaped pump
beam on Position 1 of the crystal with its corresponding (b) far field profile.
The output beam is passed through a linear polariser where the (c) double sided
arrow represents the orientation of the polariser. This illustrates an annular
shaped beam that is linearly polarised at -45◦. (d) The relative modal weightings
resulting from an azimuthal modal decomposition states an incoherent mixture
of LG0` modes at the output. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
4.9 The (a, e) near field output of the laser operating under the donut-like pump
beam on Position 2 and 3 of the crystal, respectively, with their corresponding
(b, f) far field profiles. The output beam is passed through a linear polariser
where the (c, g) double sided arrow represents the orientation of the polariser.
These illustrate annular shaped beams that are arbitrarily polarised. (d, h) The
relative modal weightings resulting from an azimuthal modal decomposition
states an incoherent mixture of LG0` modes at the output. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
5.1 A single round trip in a laser cavity is represented by unfolding the cavity about
the output mirror, M2. For some linear polarisation state either horizontal (H)
or vertical (V), we obtain a pure SAM state by transmission through a rotated
quarter-wave plate (QWP) giving rise to either left or right circular, (LC or RC).
Upon transmission through a q-plate (QP), the incident SAM state of zero OAM
is flipped and the output contains some OAM of +` or −`. Acting in reverse,
the OAM state is required to be destroyed such that the final state have zero
OAM and of some linear polarisation state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
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5.2 Higher-order Poincaré sphere representation of vector vortex beams illustrating
the (a) local polarization states at various positions on the sphere. The intensi-
ties of the outputs are (b) consistently beams with a central intensity null and
are differentiated by the transmitted intensity from a linear polarizer oriented in
the vertical direction as depicted by the double sided arrows. . . . . . . . . . . 66
5.3 Experimental concept of the active selection pure OAM LG0` modes of oppo-
site handedness by the intra-cavity coupling of SAM to OAM. The coupling
is achieved by selecting a pure SAM state by transmitting light that is linearly
polarized in the horizontal through a quarter-wave plate (QWP) rotated at some
angle β . This LG00 shaped field is directed to a q-plate (QP) rotated at some
angle γ and consequently out coupled. The two rotation angles may be varied
accordingly to map out the higher-order Poincaré sphere. The inset illustrates
the various polarization states operating in the cavity with their associated vec-
tors described in the circular polarization basis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
5.4 Experimental schematic of a solid-state laser resonator for the intra-cavity cou-
pling of SAM to OAM. The V-shaped cavity allows for the use of a single QWP
and q-plate (QP) where the arms of the V are separated within a few degrees.
The output coupler (FM) is a flat mirror of 90% reflectivity and the output mode
is that of the forward propagating wave (mirror R1 to mirror R2). The QWP is
rotatable at some angle β for the selection of pure SAM states or superpositions
thereof incident on the QP resulting in the active selection of arbitrary vector
vortex modes with a rotation in the QP of some angle γ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
5.5 Annular shaped profiles are recorded at the output of the laser for the forward
propagating wave with the QWP rotated at β = (a) −45◦, (b) −30◦, (c) −20◦,
(d) −10◦, (e) 0◦, (f) 10◦, (g) 20◦, (h) 30◦ and (i) 45◦. The inserts illustrate the
state of polarization at the output by transmitting the output through a diffractive
polarisation grating which acts as a beam splitter for left and right polarisation,
where we evolve from a (a) pure SAM state of left handedness to a (i) pure
SAM state of right handedness with an (e) equivalent superposition of SAM
states in between. The intensity of the beams are shown as a colour variation
where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black. . . . . . . . . . 72
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5.6 An azimuthal inner product is executed on the output of the laser operating
under β = −45◦ and +45◦ illustrating (a) a pure LG0+` and LG0−` mode, re-
spectively, with the corresponding experimental correlation signals illustrated
in (b) and (c), respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
5.7 Pure vectorial vortex beams are actively selected by propagating linearly po-
larized light onto the q-plate by setting β to zero. The (a) output of the laser
at γ set to zero is an annular shaped beam which is subsequently transmitted
through a linear polariser resulting in a lobed beam that angularly rotates with
a rotation of the polariser presenting a purely radially polarized beam. (b) The
lobed structure is parallel to the orientation of the polariser (indicated as double
sided arrows) upon rotation. With γ rotated by 90◦ we select (c) an annular
shaped profile that again delivers a lobed structure that rotates with a rotation
in the linear polariser, however, (d) perpendicularly to the orientation of the
polariser indicating pure azimuthal polarisation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
5.8 The experimental selection of beams as represented on a higher-order Poincaré
sphere illustrating output beams that have an annular shaped intensity profile
and are differentiated by the transmitted intensity from a linear polariser ori-
ented in the vertical as depicted by the double sided arrows. . . . . . . . . . . . 74
5.9 (The technique in the selection of pure LG0±` modes is not limited to ` = ±1
and for a q-plate with q = 5 we obtain (a) annular outputs for the cavity oper-
ating under β =−45◦ and +45◦ with γ = 0. We execute an azimuthal decom-
position illustrating (b) a pure LG0+10 and LG0−10 mode, respectively, with the
(c) corresponding experimental correlation signals illustrated for the respective
beams. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
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5.10 The realisation of higher-order vector vortex modes allows for the selection of
a radially polarised higher-order vector vortex mode. The output of the laser is
transmitted through a rotated linear polariser for the laser operated at (a) β =
+45◦, (b) β = −45◦ and (c) β = 0◦ and demonstrate minimal deviation in the
transmitted transverse shape for β =+45◦ and −45◦, however, for β = 0◦, the
resulting transmitted light is characterised by "petals". The petals rotate with a
rotation in the linear polariser which is indicative of a radially polarised mode
where the double sided arrows represent the orientation of the linear polariser.
The intensity of the beams are shown as a colour variation where a maximum
intensity is represented as the colour black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
6.1 The selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam through the incoherent super-
position of an equally weighted LG00 and LG01 beam. The transverse profile is
characterised by a (a) flat plateau and further illustrated in its (b) cross-section. 82
6.2 Schematic of the three-mirror laser made up of a main resonator (MML) and
an external passive resonator. The system is reduced by replacing the external
cavity by an equivalent mirror Meq. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
6.3 The variations of the Michelson reflectivity (where Lext = ∆), Rp` for the LG00
and LG01 beams for (a) ∆Φ= 180◦ and (b) ∆Φ= 220◦. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
6.4 Schematic of the experimental setup for optically pumping a microchip laser
with a Gaussian pump. The optical feedback in the multiple wave interference
experiment in the simultaneous excitation of a Gaussian beam (LG00) and a
donut-shaped beam (LG01) was provided by an interference filter. . . . . . . . 86
6.5 A laser line filter is positioned at a distance 25 mm from the microchip. The
reflection from the surface of the filter is directed back into the microchip thus
creating optical feedback. The (a) near field profile as recorded for the laser
operating under Gaussian pumping. The (b) position at which the output mode
from the microchip is incident on the filter. The centre of the line filter provided
drastic interference thus requiring the position in (b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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6.6 The (a) near field profile of the transmitted light after optical feedback and its
corresponding (b) far field profile with the filter positioned at a distance 40 mm
from the microchip indicating operation in the Lext < ZR/2.5 regime. With the
line filter positioned at a distance of 60 mm we obtain a (c) near field profile
that is a well defined flat-top beam indicative of operation in the Lext ≈ ZR/2.5
regime that retains its transverse profile into the (d) far field. With the line
filter positioned at a distance of 100 mm we obtain (e) near and (f) far field
profiles that are Gaussian which provide a limit to the optical feedback as we
are operating in the Lext > ZR/2.5 regime. The line filter is then flipped about
its axis and the (g) near and (h) far field profiles illustrate no effect from the
optical feedback. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
6.7 Schematic implementation of the metamorphosis a Gaussian beam into a flat-
top beam with two phase-only optical elements. The first optical element (ψ1(ρ))
is used to transform a Gaussian field into a flat-top distribution. The second el-
ement (ψ2(r)) is encoded as the conjugate of the field at that plane such that the
output flat-top beam has a flat wavefront as desired. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
6.8 We numerically investigate the phase transformation of an input Gaussian field
transmitted through both optical elements in a single pass test. The input Gaus-
sian (a) field intensity contains a (b) planar wavefront and is directed onto
the Gaussian transformation element (ψ1(ρ)) characterised by some (c) phase
structure. The resulting field has a Gaussian (d) intensity with its (e) phase
acquired solely from the element. The field is propagated by a distance equiv-
alent to that of the Fourier lens resulting in a well defined (f) flat-top intensity
profile with its corresponding (g) phase. This field is directed onto the (h) flat-
top transformation element resulting in a (i) flat-top intensity profile with a (j)
planar wavefront. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
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6.9 We investigate the phase transformation of the field of the single pass test act-
ing in reverse. The output flat-top beam is directed onto the flat-top transfor-
mation element and propagated to the Gaussian transformation element. The
field is characterised by some (a) phase structure with its corresponding (b)
cross-section. The cross-section is compared to that of the (c) Gaussian trans-
formation element and is found to be the inverse. Upon transmission through
the element the output Gaussian beam contains a (d) planar wavefront with its
corresponding (e) cross-section. Upon comparison to the (f) cross-section of
the input Gaussian beam as in the single pass test, there exists minimal deviation. 91
6.10 There exists two equivalent solutions for the transformation of a Gaussian beam
into a flat-top beam, −ψF and ψF . Although these solutions both provide flat-
top intensity profiles at the output, there is a marked difference in the beam
transformation. The negative solution produces a beam that converges at some
plane before the output while the positive solution converges at a plane after the
output plane. We realised these solutions by setting the dimensionless param-
eter α to either positive or negative, respectively and sampled the intensity of
the beam transformation between the optical elements. The positive solution is
preferable as it offers the least sensitivity to defocus errors. . . . . . . . . . . . 93
6.11 A single intra-cavity round trip may be represented as an unfolded cavity which
gives rise to four optical phase transformations as we pass through each optical
element twice. We reduce this to two phase transformations by firstly modify-
ing the flat-top transformation element from a double element transformation
to a single element transformation, ψ3(r) = 2ψ2(r). As an example of this
modification we considered the conversion of a Gaussian beam of diameter 4σ
= 2.0 mm to flat-top beams of diameters 2 mm and 3.6 mm resulting in the
corresponding (a), (c) phase profiles of the flat-top transformation element, re-
spectively. (b), (d) These profiles are adequately altered giving rise to a single
element transformation. Secondly, the intensity of the field immediately be-
fore and after an element are identical thus negating a secondary propagation
through the Gaussian transformation element to infer the reverse propagated
intensity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
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6.12 A single round trip is tested external to a laser cavity by use of a spatial light
modulator (SLM). We addressed the liquid crystal display (LCD) with both
phase profiles simultaneously where the right half of the screen containedψ1(ρ)
and the left half contained ψ3(r). We collimated and directed a Gaussian beam
onto the right half of the LCD and the resulting reflected beam was directed to
the left half with a pop-up mirror. The distance between the two halves via the
pop-up mirror was equivalent to the focal length of the digitally encoded lens, f
embedded in ψ1(ρ). The resulting transformed beam was measured on a CCD
device to infer the intensity of the field from the transformation element, ψ3(r). 95
6.13 The external optical testing of a single round trip was executed with a (a),(f)
Gaussian beam of w0 = 1 mm operating at λ = 633 nm for transformation to
two flat-top beams of widths wFT B1 = 1 mm and wFT B2 = 1.8 mm, respectively.
The Gaussian field was directed to the appropriate (b),(g) phase profiles which
resulted in well defined (c),(h) flat-top beams of edge-to-edge diameters 2.02
mm and 3.61 mm, respectively, at a length equivalent to the encoded lens f =
250 mm. The flat-top beams were directed to the single element transformation
(d),(i) phase profiles and resulted in (e),(j) Gaussian beams of diameters 4σ =
1.91 mm and 4σ = 1.90 mm, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
6.14 The beam transformation of the physical optical elements was verified external
to a laser cavity by transmitting a collimated (a) Gaussian beam of 4σ = 3.04
mm operating at λ = 1.064 µm through the Gaussian transformation element.
The intensity of the transmitted beam was captured on a CCD device at (b) 338
mm, (c) 400 mm, (d) 522 mm and (e) 542 mm along the propagation axis. The
insertion of the flat-top transformation element gave rise to a (f) flat-top beam
with an edge-to-edge diameter of 3.49 mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98
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6.15 Experimental schematic of the implementation of the intra-cavity metamorpho-
sis of a Gaussian beam to a flat-top beam. The cavity consisted of a side-
pumped 0.5 at.-% Nd-doped YAG rod with a total input average pump power
of ∼ 600 W operating at 805 nm. The cavity mirrors were both flat with the
end mirror (HR) acting as a high reflector with an output coupler (FM) of 40%
reflectivity. The optical elements, ψ1(ρ) and ψ2(r) were positioned sufficiently
adjacent to the cavity mirrors and suitably mounted for control of lateral posi-
tioning and tip and tilt. The laser was operated under two conditions namely
with or without an electrically controlled q-switch and the length of the cavity
(L) was adjustable to accommodate for the inclusion of the q-switch. . . . . . 99
6.16 The laser cavity with the inclusion of the beam transformation elements was
compared to an empty cavity, that is a cavity of the same optical mirrors and
length, but without any intra-cavity transformation elements. With the cavity
operated under condition 1 (without the q-switch), the outputs of the empty
cavity were not pure LG or HG modes at (a) 1pps and (b) 20pps and verified
in the far-field by executing an optical Fourier transformation as in (e) and
(f), respectively. With the inclusion of the optical elements, the outputs were
approximately Gaussian in shape at (c) 1pps and (d) 20pps and further validated
in the optical far-field as in (g) and (h), respectively. The cavities are operated
under condition 2 (with the q-switch) and multi-mode operation was obtained
for the empty cavity at (i) 1pps and (j) 20pps and affirmed in the far-field in (m)
and (n), respectively. The intra-cavity insertion of the optical elements gave rise
to Gaussian outputs at (k) 1pps and (l) 20pps and further validated in the optical
far-field as in (o) and (p), respectively. The intensity of the beams are shown as
a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black. 100
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6.17 A standard beam profiling method was used to determine the quality of the
beam at the output arising from the various cavities. The output of the laser
was focused with a convergent lens and the second moment beam width was
sampled along the propagation axis. The square of the width was plotted against
its longitudinal position from the plane of the lens and fitted with a two order
polynomial. The coefficients of the fit were extracted and used to determine the
beam quality factor, M2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
6.18 The output energy of the empty cavity operated under condition 1 was measured
and normalised to unity for comparison to the cavity with the insertion of the
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the empty cavity which is in excellent agreement with the expected value of
50% as imposed by the cavity design. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
6.19 The optical brightness for each laser cavity was determined from the output
energy and the measured beam quality. With the cavity operated under (a)
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transformation elements was increased by 2.36× at 1pps and 3.55× at 20pps
when compared to the equivalent empty cavity. (b) Under condition 2, the
increase in optical brightness was 1.54× at 1pps with 2.25× at 20pps. . . . . . 104
6.20 The cavity with the inclusion of the optical elements was selected to extract
50% of the optical energy as compared to the empty cavity. With astute control
of the flat-top beam diameter, the cavity may be engineered to have the same
energy extraction when compared to the equivalent empty cavity. With this,
the brightness improvement may potentially be improved (a) by 4.49× at 1pps
and 6.76× at 20pps operated in condition 1. Under (b) condition 2, the optical
brightness improvement may be 2.92× at 1pps with 4.29× at 20pps. . . . . . 105
7.1 The implementation of a high brightness laser output from a diode-pumped
solid-state laser was achieved with a (a) cylindrically symmetric gain medium
(rod). Due to thermally induced aberrations, we will consider the use of a (b)
rectangular symmetric gain medium (slab) in the realisation of a high brightness
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QWP Quarter-wave plate
SAM Spin angular momentum
SHS Shack-Hartmann sensor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Laser brightness is a characteristic of a laser source that encapsulates both the power or
energy content and the quality of the laser mode. We investigate the intra-cavity transverse
mode control for the realisation of a high brightness diode-pumped solid-state laser. We in-
troduce diode-pumped solid-state laser resonators and briefly examine the need for a larger
mode volume in obtaining high output powers and illustrate the selection of circular sym-
metric Laguerre-Gaussian modes. We provide a derivation for the determination of laser
brightness and explore a variety of approaches in the selection of pure transverse modes by
the intra-cavity discrimination of unwanted higher-order modes.
1
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1.1 Diode Pumped Solid-State Lasers
The realisation of high power laser systems was first achieved with flashlamp-pumped solid-
state lasers and later with diode-pumped systems for higher efficiency, a highly compact de-
sign due to cooling geometries and better frequency stability [1]. Keyes et al. demonstrated
the first diode-pumped solid-state laser [2] and it was shown that GaAs diode lasers were
an ideal pump source for Nd-doped gain media due to the strong absorption in the emission
bands of GaAs, GaAlAs and GaAsP laser diodes. This sparked interest in using Nd:YAG
gain media due to the exceptional spectroscopic properties of Nd3+ ions over CaF2:U3+ gain
media which were used in much of the initial work on diode-pumped solid-state lasers. The
first demonstration of a diode-pumped Nd:YAG medium was achieved with a single GaAs
diode by Ross et al. and it was found that diode-pumped Nd-doped systems possess the
ability to achieve high peak powers due to the long upper state lifetimes of Nd-doped media
as they may act as a temporary energy storage devices [3]. The threshold of an Nd-doped
laser system may also be reduced as the absorption of the pump radiation may be achieved
in much smaller volumes which increases the gain due to the high optical brightness of laser
diodes themselves [4].
There are a variety of geometries that have been exploited in diode pumping of solid-
state gain media, however, the transverse and end-pumped geometries are often the most
favourable [1]. Transversal pumping is achieved by directing the excitation energy along
the length of the gain medium from the side, whereby in an end-pumped scheme the energy
is directed along the propagation axis of the laser radiation onto the end faces of the gain
medium as is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The co-linearity of the pump radiation with
the emitted laser radiation, however, does not allow for a more efficient pump absorption in
an end-pumped configuration as compared to the transversal geometry, which ideal for high
output powers as a larger mode volume is occupied [1]. Diode-pumped solid-state lasers
have the possibility of offering high efficiency, compactness and reliability, particularly in
an end-pumped configuration [5]. This configuration as presented in Fig. 1.1 is exploited
by longitudinally pumping the end face of a gain medium and may be done with a fibre-
coupled diode laser. The use of fibre-coupled diodes proves advantageous in that single-
mode operation may be selected as the pump energy may be deposited in the centre of the
gain medium with a tight focusing of the pump radiation [6; 7]. Although this advantage
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Figure 1.1: Diode pumped gain media may be achieved in a variety of geometries where the trans-
verse and end-pumped geometries are most favourable.
proves valuable in the selection of a Gaussian mode, the energy extraction is low as the
volume occupied by the field within the laser mirrors is minimal. This warrants the selection
of higher-order transverse modes in attaining higher energy extraction leading to higher
optical brightness [8; 9].
1.2 Transverse Mode Selection
The determining factor in intra-cavity transverse mode selection in solid-state lasers is due
to the geometry of an optical resonator including the boundary conditions imposed by the
mirrors as to which eigensolution will represent a set of modes. As the mirrors, in general,
are either circular or rectangular, eigensolutions which exhibit either circular or rectan-
gular symmetry will form the oscillating mode set in the resonator where the respective
symmetries correspond to the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) and Hermite-Gaussian (HG) mode
set. Transverse modes as represented by eigensolutions, correspond to a set of discrete fre-
quencies, ωq(= (piq+(2p+`+1)cos−1±√g1g2)(c/L)) [10], where the frequency spacing
between the modes is dependent on the LG radial mode index, p, the LG azimuthal mode
index, `, the spacing between the end mirrors of the resonator cavity, L, the speed of light
in a vacuum, c and the curvatures of the mirrors, R1 and R2, embedded in the g-parameters,
g1(= 1−L/R1) and g2(= 1−L/R2). q denotes a single longitudinal mode and the frequency
spacing may be equivalently expressed for the HG mode set by replacing (2p+ `+1) with
(m+n+1) where m and n represent the HG mode indices.
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Figure 1.2: Transverse intensity profiles of higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian modes where the mode
indices correspond to the radial, p and azimuthal, ` index, respectively. The intensity of the beams
are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black.
The transverse mode structure within a resonant cavity may be described by Laguerre-
Gaussian or Hermite-Gaussian functions where the number of modes oscillating within a
resonator will depend on the size of the apertures within the cavity. Our interest lies in
the selection of circular symmetric modes as governed by the symmetry of our gain media
and mirrors as will be discussed in Chap.4-5 and the corresponding field of the Laguerre-
Gaussian mode set may be described by [11]
up`(r,φ ,z) =
√
2p!
pi(p+ |`|)!
1
w0(z)
exp
[ −r2
w20(z)
− ikr
2
2R(z)
]
Lp|`|
[
2r2
w20(z)
]
×
[ √
2r
w0(z)
]|`|
exp [i`φ ]exp
[
−i(2p+ |`|+1)arctan
(
z
zR
)]
, (1.2.1)
where the transverse mode indices, p and ` correspond to the radial and azimuthal order,
respectively, r and φ are the radial and azimuthal coordinates, respectively, zR is the Gaus-
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sian Rayleigh range, w0(z) is the Gaussian beam width at some propagation position z and
Lp|`| is the generalised Laguerre polynomial. The intensity of this set of transverse modes is
given as I(r,φ ,z) = |up`(r,φ ,z)|2 where the circular symmetric transverse intensity profiles
are illustrated in Fig. 1.2 for a variant of Laguerre-Gaussian modes.
The selection of Laguerre-Gaussian modes may be achieved by inducing circular sym-
metric operation in a cavity with an intra-cavity filter and in general a superposition of
modes is observed. Methods of selecting superpositions of pure higher-order Laguerre-
Gaussian modes include an intra-cavity aperture [12], the use of intra-cavity phase elements
[13], defocusing the pump radiation in an end-pumped microchip [14; 15] and an intra-
cavity spot defected mirror [16; 17]. Pure higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian modes, however,
may be selected external to a cavity by the use cylindrical lens mode converters [18] and
spatial light modulators [19]. The intra-cavity selection of pure modes has been achieved
with phase conjugate etalon mirrors [20], with the use of diffractive optical elements [21]
and with an amplitude filter consisting of concentric rings [22]. These examples touch on
a few techniques that have been exploited in the selection of Laguerre-Gaussian modes and
a comprehensive review on the intra-cavity selection of Laguerre-Gaussian modes is pro-
vided by Senatsky et al. [23]. The value in selecting pure higher-order transverse modes is
to adequately tailor a field in a laser resonator from some pure single higher-order transverse
mode or coherent superposition thereof to a Gaussian field at maximum output power. It is
thus notably necessary to consider the selection of single higher-order transverse modes in
attaining high laser brightness.
1.3 Laser Brightness
High brightness lasers, particular of the solid-state design, are of considerable interest in
industry, the military and academia, and have been exploited in applications such as remote
sensing, ultrafast spectroscopy, laser precision materials processing and laser weapons ap-
plications [24]. Bright sources are of particular importance in applications where high en-
ergy is to be delivered to some distant target, in laser material processing where a large
power is required at some specific plane at small focusing angles, in long distance free
space optical communication and even in applied LIDAR science. The brightness describes
the potential of a laser beam to achieve high intensities while maintaining a large Rayleigh
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range for small focusing angles and is defined as the power (P) emitted per unit surface area
(A) per unit solid angle (Ω) and may be expressed as [25]:
B =
P
AΩ
. (1.3.1)
The potential for a laser beam to maintain a large Rayleigh range is strongly dependent on
the quality of the transverse mode and we define the quality of a beam by the laser beam
quality factor, M2, as [26]:
M2x =
4piσxσsx
λ
, (1.3.2)
where λ represents the wavelength of the laser beam. σx represents the second moment
real beam variance corresponding to the time-averaged intensity profile, I(x,y,z), of some
arbitrary laser beam and may be defined as:
σ2x (z) =
∫∫
(x− x)2 I (x,y,z)dxdy∫∫
I (x,y,z)dxdy
, (1.3.3)
where, analogously, σsx corresponds to the spatial frequency distribution, Is(sx,sy) and may
be defined as:
σ2sx =
∫∫
(sx− sx)2 Is (sx,sy)dsxdsy∫∫
Is (sx,sy)dsxdsy
. (1.3.4)
The second moment real beam variances as in Eq. (1.3.3) and Eq. (1.3.4) are defined in
a single transverse co-ordinate (x-direction) and may be similarly represented in the other
transverse co-ordinate (y-direction). The laser beam quality factor as given in Eq. (1.3.2)
may also be represented in the y-direction and in general, the laser beam quality may be
given as the product of the two co-ordinates by:
M2 = MxMy. (1.3.5)
For a laser beam of width, w, and angular divergence, θ , that is characterised by circular
symmetry, the area of the laser beam may be expressed as A = piw2 = 4piσ2 and the solid
angle expressed as Ω = piθ 2 = 4piσ2s . By substituting these definitions in Eq. (1.3.1) and
with the use of Eq. (1.3.2), the brightness of a laser beam may be defined as:
B =
P
M4λ 2
. (1.3.6)
This may be extended to non-circularly symmetric beams where the brightness may be
defined as:
B =
P
M2xM
2
yλ 2
(1.3.7)
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In achieving high brightness from a laser system it is imperative to obtain maximum
energy extraction with a pure transverse mode at the output. Maximum energy extraction
may be achieved in a diode-pumped solid-state laser by spatially distributing the pump
beam over the entire gain medium or with a substantial increase in input pump power in a
resonator cavity that contains large apertures [10; 12; 27; 28]. This ensures a higher energy
extraction but consequently gives rise to a larger mode volume resulting in an incoherent
superposition of pure higher-order modes (M 1), thus reducing the overall brightness.
Ideally, the intra-cavity selection of a Gaussian mode (M2 = 1) at the output is most apt,
however, the intra-cavity selection of pure higher-order transverse modes allows for a larger
mode volume and an extra-cavity conversion to a Gaussian beam may be implemented.
Intra-cavity beam shaping techniques are found to be preferable as the gain may be coupled
into the desired mode thus reducing diffraction effects and other unavoidable losses.
Bélanger et al. [29; 30; 31] proposed the use of a low loss stable graded-phase mirror
(GPM) resonator providing a large discrimination against unwanted higher-order modes for
the selection of a super-Gaussian beam in a technique referred to as reverse propagation.
The technique is comprised of propagating the desired field to the GPM and from diffrac-
tion; the wavefront of the beam on this mirror is used to select an appropriate phase profile to
be addressed to the mirror such that the conjugate of this field propagates to the output cou-
pler. This allows for the reflected field to be reconstructed into the desired output field. The
GPM resonator has also been used with an intra-cavity diffractive phase plate and a diffrac-
tive mode selecting mirror in the selection of a low loss fundamental mode with substantial
modal discrimination of unwanted higher-order modes [32; 33]. Other specialised resonator
designs include the use of diffractive mode selecting mirrors as the resonator end mirrors
for the selection of a square flat-top beam [34], an aspheric radially phase-conjugating mir-
ror and an annular mirror for the selection of Bessel-Gaussian beams [35; 36] and even an
intra-cavity spatial filter for the generation of a uniphase beam with a flat spatial profile
[37]. The approach that we consider in obtaining high laser brightness as will be discussed
in Chap.6, is the use of intra-cavity diffractive optical elements (DOE) which employ phase
delays in the selection of a Gaussian distribution by the metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam
into a circular flat-top distribution on opposing mirrors [38].
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1.4 Outline
In this chapter, we presented a brief introduction to diode-pumped solid-state laser res-
onators where the energy extraction from a solid-state gain medium is dependent on the
pumping geometry and the mode volume of the corresponding transverse field. It was
recognised that higher-order transverse mode operation is preferable in higher energy ex-
traction due to a larger mode volume and in the case of pure higher-order transverse modes,
the output field may be tailored external to the cavity into a Gaussian mode. Ideally, in ob-
taining a high brightness laser system, it is imperative to obtain maximum energy extraction
with a Gaussian output and we explore this by considering the intra-cavity metamorphosis
of a Gaussian distribution to a flat-top distribution.
In Chapter 2 we investigate the digital implementation of a modal analysis tool termed
modal decomposition (MD). This method is employed to modally resolve the output of a
coherent source of light into an orthogonal set of modes by determining the relative modal
weightings. The implementation of the MD is carried out with hard coded computer gener-
ated holograms and are limited by the wavelength and size of the fundamental mode of the
source. The digital implementation presents a flexible approach with complex amplitude
and phase modulation on a liquid-crystal on silicon based phase-only spatial light modu-
lator (SLM). This method presents a means for the full field information to be determined
which allows for the conversion of some higher-order mode to a Gaussian mode to be im-
plemented.
In Chapter 3 we explore the advantage of complex amplitude modulation in the extra-
cavity generation of an optical bottle beam (OBB). OBBs are characterised by a dark focus
surrounded in the three principal directions with regions of higher intensity light and we
realise this by the superposition of two identical Gaussian beams of the same width but
opposite curvature. This may be equivalently obtained by the modulation of a Gaussian
beam with a complex transmission function of the form, cos(β r2). We demonstrate the
characteristics of the OBB by sampling the transmitted light after a convergent lens and we
investigate a bi-axial focusing property associated with the superimposed beams.
In Chapter 4 we investigate the intra-cavity selection of pure Laguerre-Gaussian vor-
tex modes (p = 0, ` > 0) which are known to carry orbital angular momentum (OAM).
Modes of opposite handedness (such as +` and −`) in their helicoidal wavefront are prac-
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tically indistinguishable in their intra-cavity loss and intensity structure and within a laser
resonator, vortex modes of equal but opposite handedness will coherently or incoherently
superimpose. We demonstrate with two beam shaping approaches, namely an intra-cavity
amplitude filter and pump shaping, that a non-sensitive OAM approach is not sufficient in
the selection of pure vortex modes.
In Chapter 5 we explore an OAM sensitive approach to suppress the degeneracy of vor-
tex modes of opposite handedness by the intra-cavity coupling of spin angular momentum
to orbital angular momentum. We demonstrate with an OAM sensitive element termed a
q-plate, the selection of pure vortex modes of opposite handedness by the judicious con-
trol of an intra-cavity quarter-wave plate (QWP). With a rotation of the QWP and q-plate,
we demonstrate the selection of radially and azimuthally polarised vector vortex modes as
represented on a higher-order Poincaré sphere.
In Chapter 6 we investigate the selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam by the inco-
herent superposition of a hollow beam and a Gaussian beam in a monolithic microchip laser.
We consider the implementation of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer with a laser line filter in a
two wave interference approach. We also explore the generation of a Gaussian distribution
by the metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam into a flat-top distribution on opposing mirrors
in the realisation of a high brightness laser. We demonstrate the selection of a good quality
Gaussian beam and show an improved brightness of potentially 7× against an unstable laser
resonator.
We finally conclude this thesis by providing a brief conclusion to the contributions we
have made to the development of high brightness lasers and provide an outline for the future
work within this field.
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Chapter 2
A Digital Modal Analysis Tool
We investigate the digital realisation of a full field modal decomposition technique (MD).
The MD is used to modally resolve the output of a coherent source of light with static
computer generated holograms (CGH) into an orthogonal set of modes. This is achieved
through intensity measurements of a few amplitudes and phases to determine the relative
modal weightings of the respective modes addressed to the CGHs. We digitally implement
respective CGHs with complex amplitude and phase modulation on a phase-only spatial
light modulator and demonstrate, with high accuracy, the reconstruction of multi-mode out-
puts from a 3-mode and 6-mode LMA-fibre, respectively. This technique is extended to
deduce the wavefront of an arbitrary laser beam and we demonstrate the determination of
the wavefront of some higher-order mode with high finesse, as compared to that measured
on a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor.
11
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2.1 Introduction
Techniques to obtain the complete modal content of coherent light have been sought after
for some time [39; 40; 41] and remain a topic of increased interest due to the physical
insights gained from the full knowledge of the field. In particular, the modal composition
of a field has proved essential in studying the beam quality dynamics of solid-state laser
resonators [42], beam quality degradation in fibre lasers [43] and has even applied to the
orbital angular momentum structure of light [44; 45]. Recently, an approach termed modal
decomposition (MD) [42; 46; 47] has been executed in retrieving the full information on the
investigated optical field by measurements of merely a few amplitudes and phases. The MD
uses optical correlation filters which are static filters that have been realised as amplitude-
or phase-only computer generated holograms (CGHs) coded in the Kirk-Jones technique
[48] and are elaborately fabricated via laser lithography [46]. Although this approach with
hard coded CGHs is highly accurate [47; 49], they exhibit a critical disadvantage in that
the CGH that is endued with the spatial field information of a particular set of modes is
limited to analyse only the corresponding type of resonator or fibre. This implies that a
priori knowledge of the field under investigation is essential, both in the scale parameters
and the modal basis and that a dynamic technique is required.
The need for analogous dynamic techniques in laser beam characterisation is seemingly
fundamental where, for example, wavefront reconstruction has become an integral part of
adaptive optical systems coupled with deformable mirrors for the correction of wavefront
distortions in enabling high quality terrestrial observations [50]. The correction and prudent
control of wavefronts is no less essential in the fields of microscopy, specifically confocal
microscopy [51], 2-photon microscopy [52; 53], and ophthalmology such as optical coher-
ence tomography [54] and scanning laser ophthalmoscopy [55]. A further area requiring
judicious wavefront control is laser material processing and in particular processes that ne-
cessitate a high beam quality such as laser drilling and cutting often executed with fibre laser
systems [56; 57]. Wavefront measurement techniques have existed for several decades, in-
cluding interferometric methods [58; 59; 60], laser ray tracing [61], pyramid sensors [62]
and the widely used Shack-Hartmann sensor (SHS) [63]. Recent developments have seen
the use of CGHs to encode specific aberrations to determine the Zernike coefficients [64],
non-linear approaches for high intensity light pulses [65] and ring shaped masks for decom-
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position of azimuthal modes [66].
In this chapter we explore a dynamic approach to alleviate the limitations presented
by hard coded CGHs by employing digital complex amplitude and phase modulation on a
liquid-crystal on silicon based phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). The advantage of
replacing the CGH with an SLM can be found in the real time switching of the digital holo-
grams relating to a rapid change in the transmission function. This allows for an arbitrary
or unknown laser or fibre to be investigated as the user may iteratively adapt the mode set
for the decomposition. We further the use of the modal decomposition technique and apply
it to a new approach to wavefront and phase measurement. We execute a modal decom-
position into a given set of modes and extract the amplitudes and phases of these modes
in the far-field of the hologram yielding the complete optical field information and upon
reconstruction we accurately deduce the modal content and wavefront.
2.2 Theory
2.2.1 Optical Inner Product
An arbitrary function within a vector space may be represented as a linear combination of
certain basis elements as there exists at least one basis set within the vector space. Sim-
ilarly, an arbitrary paraxial optical beam may be expanded and represented by basis sets
corresponding to orthogonal solutions to the paraxial wave equation. These solutions in-
clude Hermite-Gaussian, Ince-Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian functions and the linear
combination based on these orthogonal sets may be expressed as:
U(r) =
N
∑
n=1
anΨn(r), (2.2.1)
where U(r) represents the output field and an represents the weighting or correlation coeffi-
cient corresponding to a specific basis element Ψn(r). The coefficients may be determined
by executing an inner product given as:
an = 〈U,Ψn〉=
∫∫
ℜ
U(r)Ψ∗n(r)d
2r, (2.2.2)
where the asterisk represents the complex conjugate. The determination of the respective
correlation coefficients allows for an arbitrary paraxial optical beam to be completely de-
composed into the subsequent basis elements. The weightings are optically determined
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by sampling the resultant field (u(x,y) =U(x,y)Ψ∗n(x,y)) in the Fourier plane where the
corresponding Fourier transformation is expressed as:
U1(kx,ky) =F {u(x,y)}=
∫∫
U(x,y)Ψ∗n(x,y)exp(−i(kxx+ kyy))dxdy. (2.2.3)
The weightings as expressed in Eq. (2.2.2) are mathematically determined through an inner
product and we obtain this formalism optically by measurement of the on-axis intensity of
the field in the Fourier plane by setting the propagation vectors to zero (kx = ky = 0) in
Eq. (2.2.3) and is expressed as:
I(0,0) = |U1(0,0)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∫∫ U(x,y)Ψ∗n(x,y)dxdy∣∣∣∣2 = |an|2. (2.2.4)
It is instructive to decompose some arbitrary field U(x,y) into a set of angular harmonics
exp(i`φ(x,y)) where ` is referred to as the topological charge and can take any integer value
and φ is the azimuthal coordinate. These harmonics are orthogonal over the azimuthal
plane, however, do not form a complete basis set as no radial dependence exists. This
is termed an azimuthal decomposition and we have previously demonstrated this [17] on
superpositions of Laguerre-Gaussian azimuthal modes, where in general, the unknown field
U(x,y) is directed onto a spatial light modulator (SLM) that is electronically addressed with
the conjugate phase of the angular harmonic in question, Ψ∗n(x,y) = exp(−inφ(x,y)). The
resultant field (u(x,y) =U(x,y)Ψ∗n(x,y)) is Fourier transformed with a thin optical lens by
positioning the lens a focal length from the plane of the SLM and the intensity measurement
to determine the relative weightings (Eq. (2.2.4)) is performed at a focal length beyond the
lens as is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The angular harmonic as addressed to the
SLM is coupled with a linear grating employed as a phase carrier to separate the first order
of diffraction from the zeroth and unwanted diffraction orders and the intensity at the centre
of the first diffraction order (represented by a green cross in the magnified insert) is sampled
to determine the relative weightings.
An azimuthal decomposition is of particular significance due to the interest surrounded
by modes that are helically phased as they are known to carry orbital angular momentum
(OAM) of `h¯ per photon as will be discussed in Chap.4 and Chap.5. This approach provides
a direct means to determine the state of OAM as the on-axis intensity measurement in
Eq. (2.2.4) is directly proportional to the weighting associated to the respective harmonic.
This can be clearly demonstrated by interfering a Gaussian beam (OAM of 0h¯ per photon)
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual implementation of an azimuthal decomposition enabling the measurement
of relative weightings of angular harmonics in the determination of the state of OAM. An unknown
field (U(x,y)) is directed onto a spatial light modulator (SLM) that is digitally addressed with an
angular harmonic (Ψ∗n(x,y) = exp(−inφ(x,y))). The fork pattern is realised with phase modulation
where the phase is represented in grayscale (0=black and 2pi=white). The resultant field is Fourier
transformed with a thin optical lens where the lens is positioned at a focal length ( f ) from the SLM.
The determination of the relative modal weights is achieved at a focal length beyond the lens where
the intensity at the centre of the field is measured in the first order of diffraction. The intensity of
the beams are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour
black. An on-axis intensity null represents zero OAM as in the case of a (a) Gaussian beam directed
onto an angular harmonic of order 2 (n=−2), however, an on-axis intensity signal as in the case for
a (b) Laguerre-Gaussian azimuthal mode of order 2 indicates the presence of OAM associated with
the angular harmonic exp(i2φ).
with an angular harmonic of order 2 (n = −2) as in Fig. 2.1 (a). The resultant field in
the Fourier plane in the first order of diffraction contains an on-axis intensity null thus
indicating zero OAM. Consequently, the interference of a Laguerre-Gaussian azimuthal
mode of order 2 (OAM of 2h¯ per photon) with an angular harmonic of order 2 (n =−2) as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b), gives rise to an on-axis intensity signal indicating the presence of
OAM associated with the angular harmonic exp(i2φ).
2.2.2 Amplitude and Phase Modal Analysis
The measurement of a set of modal correlation coefficients yields the phase of a set of
modes that compose an optical light beam enabling the characterisation of a coherent optical
field. This may be achieved in amplitude and phase and this concept has been extensively
developed but has only recently seen viability in practical optical systems [46; 67] with
the MD. The structures of transverse modes are governed by the physical characteristics
of the optical system (e.g. laser resonator length or refractive index distribution of a fibre,
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etc.), however, independent of this system, an optical field may be decomposed into a set of
modes according to Eq. (2.2.1), where due to the orthonormality of the modes:
〈Ψn|Ψm〉=
∫∫
ℜ2
Ψ∗n(r)Ψm(r)d
2r= δnm, (2.2.5)
with r = (x,y) as the spatial coordinate, the asterisk represents the complex conjugate and
Ψn(r) = ψn(r)en is the nth mode having an amplitude, ρn, of a specific polarisation, en.
The coefficient as described in Eq. 2.2.2, may also be represented as a complex correlation
coefficient an = ρnei∆θn . The phase difference between two arbitrary modes in the basis
set ∆θn, is known as the intermodal phase difference where a mode with a planar phase is
selected as one of the modes. Provided the set of modes is complete, the sum of modes
describes the full optical field and thus the intensity and phase distributions of the field
under examination are computed via I(r) = |U(r)|2 and Φ j(r)=argU j(r) for each vector
component U j. The determination of the coefficients an which are normalised according to:
N
∑
n=1
|an|2 =
N
∑
n=1
ρ2n = 1, (2.2.6)
is the primary task of the MD by executing the modal decomposition into a given set of
modes Ψn. These modes are predetermined and thus enables the representation of the field
U by a one-dimensional set of correlation coefficients as the modal fields ψn contain the
spatial information.
By much the same principle as in the case of the azimuthal decomposition, upon illu-
mination of a CGH with some arbitrary field, the first order of diffraction is separated from
the unwanted diffraction orders in the Fourier plane of the CGH. The on-axis intensity of
the field in this plane is sampled giving rise to a correlation signal of the incident field with
the encoded hologram, thus allowing the respective weightings of the encoded fields to be
determined. The azimuthal decomposition is limited to identifying correlation signals of
angular harmonics and in the decomposition of a field in both amplitude and phase, the type
of transmission functions depends on the full field information of modes from an orthog-
onal set. For the extraction of an amplitude of a single mode from the orthogonal set, the
transmission function may be chosen as the complex conjugate of the corresponding field:
Tn(r) = ψ∗n (r). (2.2.7)
With this transmission function the on-axis optical intensity in the Fourier plane (far-field)
is Iρn ∝ ρ2n which is in fact the power of mode ψn. The measurement of the intermodal phase
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difference of some modeψn to some reference modeψ0, however, requires two transmission
functions where each represent an interferometric superposition of the two mode fields:
T cosn (r) = [ψ
∗
0 (r)+ψ
∗
l (r)]/
√
2, T sinn (r) = [ψ
∗
0 (r)+ iψ
∗
l (r)]/
√
2. (2.2.8)
The correlation of the incident field with these transmission functions results in intensities
Icosn ∝ ρ20 +ρ2n +2ρ0ρnsin∆θn and Isinn ∝ ρ20 +ρ2n +2ρ0ρncos∆θn corresponding to T cosn and
T sinn , respectively. Again, this is measured at the Fourier plane and the intermodal phase
difference is calculated according to:
∆θn =−arctan
[
2Isinn −ρ2n −ρ20
2Icosn −ρ2n −ρ20
]
. (2.2.9)
The complete polarisation state of arbitrarily polarised beams of the optical field U is ob-
tained by analysing the cartesian field components Ux and Uy and adequately the phase
difference δ existing between them. This analysis may be performed by measurement of
the Stokes parameters S0,S1,S2 and S3 provided that the incident light is completely po-
larised. This necessitates six modal decompositions with a polariser and a quarter-wave
plate in the appropriate rotational orientations in the path of the beam incident on the CGH:
S=

S0
S1
S2
S3
=

|Ux|2+ |Uy|2
|Ux|2−|Uy|2
2 |Ux|2 |Uy|2 cosδ
2 |Ux|2 |Uy|2 sinδ
=

I(0◦)+ I(90◦)
I(0◦)− I(90◦)
I(45◦)− I(135◦)
Iλ/4(45◦)− Iλ/4(135◦)
 , (2.2.10)
where I(η) are the measured intensities of the transmitted beam after a rotated linear po-
lariser at orientations η = 0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦ and Iλ/4(η) are additional measurements with
the polariser positioned at η = 45◦,135◦ with a preceding quarter-wave plate. Having ex-
ecuted all the measurements indicated above allows for an optical field to be completely
characterised in mode content and polarisation.
2.2.3 Digital Implementation of a CGH
A multitude of approaches have been exploited in the realisation of complex transmission
functions into either amplitude- [68; 69] or phase-only [48; 70; 71] digital holograms.
The dynamic approach in which we wish to express these complex transmission func-
tions is based on digitally addressing a liquid-crystal on silicon based phase-only spatial
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light modulator by a complex-to-phase coding technique. We make use of a complex-to-
phase technique proposed by V. Arrizón et al. [71] where the complex valued function
T (r) = A(r)exp[iΦ(r)] with A ∈ [0,1] and Φ ∈ [−pi,pi] is encoded into a phase-only digital
hologram H(r) = exp[iϕ(r)] with a unit amplitude transmission and some phase modula-
tion ϕ(A,Φ). With this technique, we encode in the first order of diffraction the expression
ϕ(A,Φ) = f (A)sin(Φ), where f (A) is obtained from inverting J1[ f (A)] ∼= 0.6A, with the
first order Bessel function J1(x) and we employ a sinusoidal grating for the separation of
the first diffraction order from the unwanted diffraction orders.
This technique allows for the generated transmission functions to remain orthogonal in
the first order of diffraction, however, the orthonormality is destroyed and the relationship
in Eq. (2.2.1) may not be applied as is. This is a result of the amplitude of the field being
normalised to unity thus violating energy conservation in some modes as a consequence
of the coding technique and to compensate for this power scaling, we introduce a correc-
tion parameter for each transmission function. This results in a difference in the encoded
optical field of a specific mode Ψ˜n(r) from the base mode field Ψn(r) by some constant
factor Ψ˜n(r) = αnΨn(r) where αn = max{|Ψn(r)|}−1 and αn ∈ ℜ+. The revised optical
inner product may now be expressed as:
〈Ψ˜n|Ψ˜m〉= 〈αnΨn|αmΨm〉= αnαmδnm, (2.2.11)
where the correction coefficients are expressed as a special case of the above as:
α2n = 〈Ψ˜n|Ψ˜n〉. (2.2.12)
The correction coefficients may be applied to the measurable intensities I˜n(r) =
∣∣Ψ˜n(r)∣∣2
for normalisation to unit power through the following relationship:
In(r) =
I˜n(r)
α2n
. (2.2.13)
The intensity correction is pertinent for the accurate reconstruction of some unknown inci-
dent field under modal decomposition.
2.2.4 Wavefront Reconstruction
The full optical field of some unknown beam as mentioned in the sections above is acces-
sible using a CGH in combination with standard polarisation elements. This equivalently
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indicates that the Poynting vector P is computable from [72]:
P(r) =
1
2
ℜ [E(r)×B∗(r)] = 1
2
ℜ
[
i
ωε0
ε−1(r) [∇×U(r)]×U∗(r)
]
, (2.2.14)
where ω is the angular frequency, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ε is the permittivity distri-
bution and E and B are the electric and magnetic field components, respectively that both
obey the criterion in Eq. (2.2.1). B in Eq. (2.2.14) was assumed to be the vector field U as
represented on the right-hand side and E was calculated from Maxwell’s Equations. It must
be noted that the vector field may have equally been chosen to be the electric field, which
ultimately leads to the same Poynting vector. The wavefront often defined as the continuous
surface normal to the time averaged direction of energy propagation or normal to the time
averaged Poynting vector P [73; 74] may be represented as:
W (r,z)⊥ P(r,z), (2.2.15)
where z is the position of the measurement plane. More generally, however, the wavefront
can be defined as the continuous surface that minimises the power density weighted devi-
ations of the direction of its normal vectors to the direction of energy flow at position z as
there may be no continuous surface fulfils the conditions above [73; 74]:∫∫
|P|
∣∣∣∣ Pt|P| −∇tW
∣∣∣∣2 dS−→min, (2.2.16)
where Pt = [Px,Py,0]′. In the simplest case of scalar beams (beams with uniform polarisa-
tion), the wavefront is merely equivalent to the phase distribution Φ(r) of the beam apart
from some proportionality factor [74]:
W (r) =
λ
2pi
Φ(r). (2.2.17)
The expression described in Eq. (2.2.17) only pertains to fields that do not possess phase
singularities or phase jumps as the wavefront is considered to be continuous.
2.3 Experimental Implementation of a Digital CGH
The implementation of the complex-to-phase transmission functions on spatial light modu-
lator in a full field decomposition is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 2.2. We arbitrarily
analysed the output from a passive optical fibre where the output was generated by coupling
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Figure 2.2: Experimental schematic of the digital implementation of modal decomposition. Light
operating at λ = 1064 nm is coupled into a step-index LMA-fibre via a microscope objective MO1
and the output is relay imaged through MO2 and lens f1 onto a charged coupled device, CCD1 for
near-field measurement via a mirror, M. The transmitted light after encountering a 50:50 beam split-
ter (BS)is directed onto a spatial light modulator (SLM) where the field is modulated in complex
amplitude and phase. The plane of the SLM is Fourier transformed with lens f2 and the resulting
correlation channels are measured in the first order of diffraction on CCD2. The state of polarisa-
tion of the output light is inferred by executing Stokes measurements aided with a rotatable linear
polariser, P and a quarter-wave plate, QWP. Upon inferring the phase of the output beam through
the optical inner product, we compare this wavefront with a Shack-Hartmann sensor (SHS) as the
output of the fibre is relay imaged to the sensor by MO2 and lens f3 via a mirror, M.
linearly polarised light from a Nd:YAG laser operating at λ = 1064 nm with a microscope
objective lens, MO1. The output of the fibre was relay imaged via a microscope objective,
MO2 and lens f1 (f =375 mm) onto a charge coupled device, CCD1, for near-field mea-
surement through a 50:50 beam splitter, BS. The remaining transmitted light was directed
onto a phase-only liquid-crystal on silicon based SLM operated in reflection mode where
the SLM (Holoeye, HEO1080-P with 1920×1080 pixels of pitch 8 µm and calibrated for a
2pi phase shift at λ = 1064 nm) was digitally addressed with grayscale images containing
the information pertaining to the transmission functions, Tn(r). In the determination of the
modal content of the incident field, the diffracted field from the SLM was Fourier trans-
formed with lens f2 (f =180 mm) and the intensities of the correlation channels used to infer
the modal composition was detected on CCD2. Care was taken to ensure the correct state
of linear polarisation incident on the SLM by use of a rotatable linear polariser, P.
The optical field exiting the fibre also served as the aberrated wavefront under test
and for comparison to the result obtained through the modal decomposition, the fibre face
was relay imaged through a secondary BS via MO2 and lens f3 (f =750 mm) to a Shack-
Hartmann sensor (SHS) (consisting of a 69×69 micro lenslet array each having a focal
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Figure 2.3: Encoded phase modulations ϕ(A,Φ) for the measurement of the six lowest-order fibre
LP modes guided in a step-index LMA-fibre under test. The transmission functions (a)-(f) corre-
spond to LP01,LP02, LP11e, LP11o, LP21e and LP21o, respectively, where the phase range is −pi to
pi .
length of 108 µm). For a completely polarised light beam, measurement of the Stokes pa-
rameters allows for the determination of the localised state of polarisation and this was ex-
perimentally achieved with a linear polariser and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) as explained
in the previous section. The choice to implement an optical fibre as the source was war-
ranted in that firstly an arbitrary coherent superposition of modes was obtained for which
this technique holds and secondly the aberrated wavefront was provided at the fibre end face
by multimode interference as the fibre under test was a multimode step-index LMA-fibre.
We considered two fibres in the execution of the optical inner product, the first of which
guided 3 modes also used for the wavefront reconstruction with the second fibre guiding
6 modes. In executing the modal decomposition, the measurement results were achieved
by utilising the ability of the SLM to switch its phase modulation with a frame rate of 60
Hz and the modal power spectrum was measured by successively implementing the various
transmission functions as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. These are the resulting phase modulations
for the measurement of the modal spectrum of the six lowest-order fibre LP modes.
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2.4 Digital investigation of Scalar Beams
2.4.1 Modal Analysis
An optical fibre operating in its fundamental mode is of considerable interest due to the
high beam quality as this mode is understood to spatially behave as a Gaussian mode. As
mentioned in the previous section we investigate two fibres, the first of which guides 3
modes at λ = 1064 nm and by astute control of the in-coupling conditions we out-couple
a fundamental mode-like beam where the corresponding near-field intensity as captured on
CCD1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (a). The field captured at this plane is identical to that inci-
dent on the SLM which is addressed with gray-scale images of the transmission functions
(see Fig.2.3 (a),(c) and (d)). It is imperative that the size of the mode encoded to the trans-
mission functions match that of the modes as determined by the properties of the fibre and
the magnifying relay imaging system. In the case of pure fundamental mode operation, the
end-face of the fibre is magnified and relay imaged to the SLM and based on the magni-
fication the required encoded size is easily computed. This allows for an accurate overlap
of the incident field with the encoded field resulting in a correlation signal corresponding
to the fundamental mode only. However, if an incorrect mode size is encoded to the trans-
mission functions, the overlap becomes imperfect and cross correlation occurs resulting in
correlation signals for higher-order modes.
With this consideration addressed, we measure on CCD2 the corresponding first-order
diffraction patterns also termed correlation channels for the measurement of the modal am-
plitudes of the 3 guided modes as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (c). The information of modal
amplitudes is measured directly on the optical axis of the diffracted signal depicted by the
green crosses and this corresponds to a single pixel on the CCD device. It is evident from
the correlation channels that there exists an on-axis intensity for the fundamental mode
only and the resulting modal power spectrum (Fig. 2.4 (d)) shows more than 99% of the
total power guided in the fibre is in the fundamental mode. The measurement of the modal
amplitudes coupled with the measurement of the phase differences to a chosen reference
mode [46] allows for the full field information to be extracted and permits the reconstruc-
tion of the beam’s intensity. It is thus in our basic principle to compare the measured field
intensity (Fig. 2.4 (a)) to the reconstructed field intensity (Fig. 2.4 (b)) to ensure a high mea-
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Figure 2.4: Modal analysis of a fundamental mode-like beam emerging from a 3-mode fibre that
is seeded by an Nd:YAG laser at λ = 1064 nm. We measure the (a) intensity of the beam at the
end-face of the fibre by relay-imaging this plane to CCD1. We perform an on-axis intensity mea-
surement (green crosses) on the corresponding (c) correlation channels in the first order of diffraction
of the modal amplitudes to infer the (d) modal power spectrum. The intensity measurements of the
modal amplitudes coupled with intensity measurements of the intermodal phase delays allows for
the (b) reconstruction of the beams intensity attesting to an excellent measurement result as the cross
correlation coefficient is 0.997.
surement finesse. We perform the comparison by the determination of the cross correlation
coefficient [75] and find a value of 0.997 attesting to an excellent measurement result as a
perfect measurement results in a value of 1.
The measurements under fundamental mode operation also serves as a calibration for
the measurement procedure as the determination of the phase differences are chosen with
this mode as the reference. In fact any mode may be chosen as the reference mode as the
fibre mode set forms an orthogonal set, however, the fundamental mode is easily obtained
by adding stress to the fibre in the form of bending thus creating losses for the high-order
modes. With a change in the in-coupling conditions we excite higher-order mode content as
illustrated in Fig. 2.5 (a) and we again measure successively in the first order of diffraction
the 3 lowest LP modes. The encoded transmission functions as in the case before are used
and the resulting correlation channels are depicted in Fig. 2.5 (c). Similar to the mode
analysing process described above, we measure the on-axis intensity of the diffracted field
and find that the total power guided in the fibre lies completely in the higher-order mode
content and none in the fundamental mode as illustrated in Fig. 2.5 (d). The reconstruction
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Figure 2.5: Modal analysis of a higher-order beam emerging from a 3-mode fibre where we mea-
sure the (a) intensity of the beam at the end-face of the fibre by relay-imaging this plane to CCD1.
We perform an on-axis intensity measurement (green crosses) corresponding to the positions ob-
tained for the fundamental mode-like beam of the (c) correlation channels. This is used to measure
the modal amplitudes to infer the (d) modal power spectrum where the total power guided in the
fibre lies completely in the higher-order mode content. The intensity measurements of the modal
amplitudes coupled with intensity measurements of the intermodal phase delays allows for the (b)
reconstruction of the beams intensity resulting in a high quality measurement process as the cross
correlation coefficient is 0.984.
of the beam’s intensity is available through measurement of the intermodal phase delays
and the cross correlation coefficient of the measured field intensity with the reconstructed
field intensity (Fig. 2.5 (b)) is 0.984 thus confirming a high quality measurement process.
The measurement process allows for a dynamic experimental approach to be imple-
mented. We replace the 3-mode fibre with the second fibre that guides 6 modes at λ =
1064 nm without changing the longitudinal position of the out-coupling optics. This allows
for the magnifying relay imaging system to image the end-face of the fibre onto CCD1
and the SLM. Again, we induce fundamental mode-like operation and capture the inten-
sity emitted at the output of the fibre on CCD1 as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (a). The use of
this 6-mode fibre necessitates an alteration to the physical size of the digital transmission
functions as the fibre properties differ from that in the previous measurement. This is the
only alteration that needs to be addressed and in doing so, the resulting correlation chan-
nels of the modal amplitudes are illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (c) for the six lowest-order fibre LP
modes. As in the previous case of fundamental mode-like operation, there exists a strong
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Figure 2.6: Modal analysis of a fundamental mode-like beam emerging from a 6-mode fibre where
we measure the (a) intensity of the beam at the end-face of the fibre by relay-imaging this plane
to CCD1. We perform an on-axis intensity measurement (green crosses) on the corresponding (c)
correlation channels in the first order of diffraction of the modal amplitudes to infer the (d) modal
power spectrum. The versatility of the technique, provided that the longitudinal position of the end-
face of the fibre is not altered, allows for the decomposition to be performed accurately by merely
adjusting the size of the digital holograms. The intensity measurements of the modal amplitudes
coupled with intensity measurements of the intermodal phase delays allows for the (b) reconstruction
of the beams intensity illustrating an excellent measurement result as the cross correlation coefficient
is 0.992.
on-axis intensity measurement of the fundamental mode amplitude corresponding to more
than 95% of the modal power as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (d). The reconstruction of the beam’s
intensity is available through measurement of the intermodal phase delays and the cross
correlation coefficient of the measured field intensity with the reconstructed field intensity
(Fig. 2.6 (b)) is 0.992 illustrating an excellent measurement result. With the measurement
positions of the modal amplitudes determined in the correlation channels, we alter the in-
coupling conditions and excite higher-order modes as is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (a) and we
measure successively in the first order of diffraction the 6 lowest LP modes. The transmis-
sion functions as in the case above for the 6-mode fibre are used and the resulting correlation
channels are shown in Fig. 2.7 (c). We measure the on-axis intensity of the diffracted field
and find that more than 80% of the total power guided in the fibre lies in the higher-order
mode content as illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (d). The reconstruction of the beam’s intensity is
available through measurement of the intermodal phase delays and the cross correlation co-
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Figure 2.7: Modal analysis of a higher-order beam emerging from a 6-mode fibre where we measure
the (a) intensity of the beam at the end-face of the fibre by relay-imaging this plane to CCD1. We
perform an on-axis intensity measurement (green crosses) corresponding to the positions obtained
for the fundamental mode-like beam of the (c) correlation channels. This is used to measure the
modal amplitudes to infer the (d) modal power spectrum where more than 80% of the total power
guided in the fibre lies in the higher-order mode content. The intensity measurements of the modal
amplitudes coupled with intensity measurements of the intermodal phase delays allows for the (b)
reconstruction of the beam’s intensity illustrating a high quality measurement process as the cross
correlation coefficient is 0.942.
efficient of the measured field intensity with the reconstructed field intensity (Fig. 2.7 (b))
is 0.942, again illustrating a high quality measurement process.
The basic advantage of the MD is to perform real time measurements as the information
pertaining to the modal amplitudes and intermodal phase delays are directly accessible as an
intensity signal and no further numerical evaluation is necessary. In the case of employing
an SLM as the correlation filter by way of the digital transmission functions, the relatively
large pixel pitch limits the implementation of multiplexed transmission functions that can
be encoded. This deficiency imposed the successive implementation of the transmission
functions and the measurements presented here are in the range of a some seconds. In
principle, with the adequate control of an automated process between the CCD device and
the SLM, the measurement can be exploited to run at 60 Hz (the refresh rate of the SLM in
question).
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2.4.2 Wavefront Analysis
As mentioned earlier, wavefront reconstruction has become an integral tool in many do-
mains of optics, however, an optical set-up can prove to distort measurement processes
giving rise to unreliable outputs. In the case of reconstructing the wavefront of the mode
emitted from a fibre, it is imperative to perform a calibration as such to ensure that both
the measured wavefronts, from the modal decomposition and SHS, are solely created by
the fibre and are not influenced by optical components. The main influence of the optical
components is attributed to defocus (associated with the curvature of a lens) and to ensure
accurate imaging of the fibre end-face to the SHS and SLM, we determine the focal length
of the imaging lenses by measuring the Zernike coefficient of defocus aberration on the
wavefront sensor of some transmitted light after directing a collimated Gaussian onto the
lens under test. This allows for accurate experimental positioning of the lenses from the fi-
bre end-face and effectively permits the calibration of the entire optical set-up as we image
onto the SHS and SLM the fundamental mode, which by definition has a flat wavefront.
Consequently, the optical set-up was adjusted to obtain a wavefront as flat as possible in the
detection planes.
The resulting output from this procedure with the 3-mode fibre is illustrated in Fig. 2.8
where the intensity as measured on the SHS is shown in Fig. 2.8 (a) with its correspond-
ing wavefront in Fig. 2.8 (c). The recorded wavefront is sufficiently flat with a maximum
deviation from the plane of 0.09µm which is less than λ/10. The purity of the result is ver-
ified in the modal decomposition of the output (Fig. 2.8 (c)) as the resulting modal power
spectrum (Fig. 2.8 (d)) shows more than 99% of the total power guided in the fibre is in the
fundamental mode. We alter the wavefront of the output beam from that of the fundamental
mode by shifting the in-coupling beam and effectively excite higher-order modes. Mea-
suring the constituent components of scalar beams only requires that we insert a polariser
between the fibre end-face and the second beam splitter (see Fig. 2.2) which is beneficial as
no measurements of the Stokes parameters are necessary. By altering the in-coupling con-
ditions, we excite higher-order modes and capture the intensity on the SHS as illustrated in
Fig. 2.9 (a) and on CCD1 as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2.9 (b). Through judicious con-
trol of the transmission functions addressed to the SLM, we measure the on-axis intensity
of the diffracted field and find that more than 50% of the total power guided in the fibre
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Figure 2.8: A fundamental mode-like beam emerging from a 3-mode fibre is measured in its (a)
intensity and (c) phase with a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHS). By definition, the funda-
mental mode of a fibre has a flat wavefront with its (b) intensity further illustrated as captured on
CCD1. To ensure the purity of this mode, a modal decomposition is executed and the resulting (d)
modal power spectrum verifies fundamental mode operation as more than 99% of the total power
guided in the fibre lies in this mode.
lies in the higher-order mode content as illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (c). The reconstruction of
the beam’s intensity is available through measurement of the intermodal phase delays and
is shown in Fig. 2.9 (d) where the measured intensities (on the SHS and CCD1) are in good
agreement with the reconstructed one as demonstrated previously. The wavefront may be
reconstructed in two approaches through the modal decomposition, namely from the phase
from the intermodal phase measurements (Eq. (2.2.17)) or from minimisation (Eq. (2.2.16))
as illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (e) and Fig. 2.9 (f), respectively and compare well with that directly
measured on the SHS (Fig. 2.9 (d)). Unavoidable aberrations potentially imposed by the
optical components would give rise to deviations in the reconstructed wavefronts and a
significant influence of these aberrations above a predefined threshold may be ignored. Ad-
ditionally, the wavefront reconstruction through this technique is artificially truncated to
values where the corresponding intensity is greater than 5% of its maximum value thus al-
lowing for a better comparison to that measured on the SHS. With these considerations, it is
clearly evident that the reconstructed data corresponds to an excellent measurement process
when compared to the measured data.
The modal decomposition is not limited to scalar beams and may be applied to vector
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Figure 2.9: A modal decomposition is executed on a higher-order mode to infer the reconstruction
of its wavefront. The (a) intensity and (d) phase of the beam is directly measured on a SHS for com-
parison while the (c) modal power spectrum as a result of the modal decomposition gives rise to the
reconstruction of the beam’s (b) intensity with its corresponding measured intensity illustrated in the
inset. There are two approaches in which the wavefront of this scalar beam is reconstructed, namely
from the phase from the intermodal phase measurements (Eq. (2.2.17)) or from the minimisation
(Eq. (2.2.16)) as represented in (e) and (f), respectively. The high quality measurement process of
the reconstructed wavefronts is evident as the scale and shape correspond well to the measured data
from the SHS.
beams, beams with phase singularities and even beams with extrinsic aberrations (aberra-
tions induced by the optical imaging system such a spherical aberration). In the case of
beams with a spatially varying polarisation, or vector beams, a larger set of correlation
measurements is required. To fully reconstruct the wavefront of these types of beams, the
polarisation properties are required to be determined correctly and this is obtained by a
combination of classical measurements of Stokes parameters coupled with a modal decom-
position. Experimentally, this is achieved by inserting a quarter-wave plate and a polariser
before the SLM and performing six modal decompositions according to Eq. (2.2.13). This
gives rise to the field components Ux and Uy and their relative phase difference δ , effectively
the entire optical field including the Poynting vector P. The wavefront may then be recon-
structed according to Eq. (2.2.16) by numerically minimising the direction deviations of P
and the wavefront normal vector weighted with the power density |P|. As each component
of the field has its own phase owing to the spatially varying polarisation, there exists no
means as to which Eq. (2.2.17) may be employed.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have explored a technique in which the modal content of a beam emit-
ted from a fibre or resonator is analysed. This technique is traditionally implemented in
what is known as the modal decomposition technique with the use of hard-coded computer
generated holograms (CGHs) fabricated via laser lithography. We replace the CGHs with a
more dynamic approach in employing digital complex amplitude and phase modulation on
a liquid-crystal on silicon based phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). The beams un-
der test were generated by seeding a passive optical fibre at λ = 1064 nm and relay imaging
the end-face of the fibre to a CCD for near-field measurement and to an SLM which is ad-
dressed with gray-scale images of the complex transmission functions. We analysed, in the
Fourier plane, the on-axis intensity of the first-order of diffraction of the various transmis-
sion functions. These correlation channels represent the modal amplitudes and allowed for
the modal power spectrum to be determined. The reconstruction of the beam’s intensity was
achieved by intensity measurements of the modal amplitudes and the intermodal phase de-
lays and in the case of a 3-mode fibre under fundamental mode-like operation, we obtained
a reconstructed field with high finesse. We performed a comparison of the measured inten-
sity to the reconstructed intensity by the determination of the cross correlation coefficient
and found a value of 0.997 attesting to an excellent measurement result as a perfect mea-
surement results in a value of 1. This dynamic measurement process was further illustrated
in the successful reconstruction of a mode with higher-order mode content emitted from
the same fibre under different in-coupling conditions with a cross correlation coefficient of
0.984.
The versatility of the technique is highlighted in the use of a 6-mode fibre at λ =
1064 nm where the longitudinal position of the fibre end-face is consistent with that of
the 3-mode fibre. In the traditional implementation a separate CGH is required to perform
the modal analysis on the 6-mode fibre from the 3-mode fibre as the modal properties as de-
termined by the fibre geometry are altered. This deficiency is alleviated as only the physical
size and number of digital transmission functions were changed, however, the optical set-up
remained static. The cross correlation coefficient was determined as 0.992, where 1 repre-
sents a perfect correlation, for fundamental mode-like operation and 0.942 for higher-order
mode operation, thus confirming a high quality measurement process. The modal decom-
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position tool allows for the full field information to be determined from intensity measure-
ments and with the extraction of the phase component, the wavefront of a scalar beam may
be reconstructed. In this case, care was taken to ensure that the optical set-up imposed lit-
tle distortion to the wavefront of the emitted beam as the set-up was calibrated to that of
the fundamental mode. By definition, this mode has a flat wavefront and the optical-set-
up was altered accordingly and verified by measuring the wavefront on a Shack-Hartmann
wavefront sensor (SHS). Upon doing so, we analysed through the modal decomposition, the
wavefront of some higher-order mode with high accuracy. This technique is not limited to
scalar beams but may also be applied to vector beams, beams with phase singularities and
even beams with extrinsic aberrations, where we outlined an approach for the wavefront
reconstruction of a vector beam.
The SLM has become a ubiquitous tool in optics and particularly in laser beam shaping
with the development of complex amplitude and phase modulation as demonstrated in this
chapter. We exploit this advantage in the following chapter by investigating a supplementary
technique in the generation of an optical bottle beam by the superposition of two identical
Gaussian beams of opposite curvature. This investigation allows for an optical simulation
of the behaviour of laser beams to be directly realised experimentally with high accuracy.
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Chapter 3
Spatial Superpositions of Gaussian
Beams
We explore the generation of an optical bottle beam by the superposition of two identical
Gaussian beams of the same width but opposite curvature. Optical bottle beams are char-
acterised by a considerable variation in their transverse intensity along the propagation axis
upon focusing and we demonstrate that the superimposed Gaussian beams give rise to a
multi-ringed beam with a central intensity maximum which develops into a multi-ringed
beam with a central null at the focal plane of a convergent lens. In addition, we investigate
a bi-axial focusing property of the superimposed beam as a result of focusing and study the
intensity perturbations on the second focus under an on-axis obstruction. The beam shap-
ing is achieved with complex amplitude modulation implemented on a phase-only reflective
spatial light modulator.
33
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3.1 Introduction
A laser beam that is characterised by a dark focus surrounded in the three principal direc-
tions with regions of higher intensity light is termed an optical bottle beam [76; 77]. This
differs substantially from higher-order Bessel beams or Laguerre-Gaussian beams of p> 0
and ` > 0 in which the central intensity minimum is surrounded in two principal directions.
Optical bottle beams are deemed structurally unstable as the intensity cross-section along
its propagation axis differs considerably, unlike Laguerre-Gaussian beams whose transverse
intensity remains unperturbed. Structurally unstable beams may arise from the superposi-
tion of multiple structurally stable beams where the relative phase of each beam varies
in propagation [76]. The variation in the beam’s transverse intensity is characterised by
transmission through a convergent lens, where at the focal plane of the lens, the transverse
intensity profile is represented by an on-axis intensity null surrounded by concentric rings
which thereafter transforms to a beam with an on-axis intensity maximum. The primary
area of interest in bottle beams is devoted to optical trapping, where at the plane of the lens,
it has been shown to be very useful for trapping of particles having a refractive index lower
than the surrounding medium [78].
Several techniques have been exploited in the generation of bottle beams which include
1: transforming a LG00 beam into a LG20 beam by the use of computer generated holo-
grams, where it has been found that the optical barrier along the axis of the beam is roughly
three times larger in the radial direction [76]. 2: Directly inside a laser comprised of a
degenerate set of transverse modes LGp0 (with p=0, 3, 6...). These modes interfere near
the focal plane of a converging lens as they have the same frequency [79; 80]. 3: From the
interference of two Bessel beams which are generated by using a SLM [81] and 4: by the
destructive interference of two Gaussian beams with different waists that are focused in the
same plane in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [77].
In this chapter, we explore a supplementary technique in the generation of a bottle beam
by considering the superposition of two identical Gaussian beams of the same width but
opposite curvature [82]. In realising the characteristics of the bottle beam, we transmit the
superimposed Gaussian beams through a convergent lens, where at the plane of the lens, we
obtain a multi-ringed beam with a central intensity maximum which develops into a multi-
ringed beam with a central null at the focal plane of the lens. Furthermore we explore the
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bi-axial focusing property of this beam as a result of focusing and study the perturbations on
the on-axis intensity of the second focus for an obstruction positioned at the focal plane of
the lens. This technique may be implemented in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer; however,
to avoid phase shift drift due to vibrations and thermal effects we employ complex amplitude
modulation with an SLM to achieve the beam shaping.
3.2 Superposition of Gaussian Beams
The superposition of two Gaussian beams having the same width w and opposite radii of
curvature may be expressed as:
uCGB =
E0
2
exp
(−r2
w2
)(
exp
(
− ikr
2
2R
)
+ exp
(
ikr2
2R
))
, (3.2.1)
where k = 2pi/λ and R is the radius of curvature. The field as described in Eq. (3.2.1)
may be equivalently realised by the modulation of some Gaussian field with a complex
transmission function, cos(β r2), and may be expressed as:
uCGB = E0cos(β r2)exp
(−r2
w2
)
, (3.2.2)
where β is a quantity that is inversely proportional to some squared length. Through analogy
with the argument of the Gaussian term in Eq. (3.2.2) we define the following expression
for β :
β =
2piN
w2
, (3.2.3)
where N ∈ ℜ. The field as represented in Eq. (3.2.2) may otherwise be termed a cosine-
Gaussian beam (CGB) and is characterised by a multi-ringed nature in its intensity as a
result of the modulating term cos(β r2) having its origin in the interference between two
spherical wavefronts with opposite radii of curvature and not in a planar phase difference
between the two Gaussian beams. If we expand the transmission function in Eq. (3.2.2),
cos(β r2) = 1/2(exp(iβ r2)+ exp(−iβ r2)), and equate the argument to that containing the
radius of curvature in the expanded expression in Eq. (3.2.1), we find a relationship for the
radius of curvature to the parameter N, expressed as:
R =
w2
2λN
. (3.2.4)
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The interest in the CGB lies in the behaviour of the beam along its propagation axis upon
focusing with a converging lens. If we consider the field as presented in Eq. (3.2.2), the
determination of the transmitted field emerging after the lens necessitates a numerical cal-
culation with the Fresnel-Kirchoff integral to map out the properties of the field as it prop-
agates in free space. An easier treatment of this field, however, is to consider Eq. (3.2.1)
which allows for the determination of the field properties after the lens by the mere complex
addition of two Gaussian beams.
The selection of the parameter N is particularly significant in determining the spatial
properties of the CGB upon transmission from a focusing lens. There are two cases that
occur simultaneously to the field uCGB (Eq. (3.2.1)) when passed through a lens of focal
length f. At the plane of the lens, the first case is that one of the Gaussian beams will always
focus at some position along the propagation axis, the second case considers the second
Gaussian beam and is comprised of three scenarios: 1. The beam will also focus at some
position along the propagation axis, 2. The beam will be collimated during propagation
and 3. The beam will diverge during propagation. It must be noted that for scenario 1, the
4σ beam width of the second focus will always be larger than that of the first and these
scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Scenario 2 is achieved by equating the curvature of the
field to the focal length of the lens, R = f and from Eq. (3.2.4), we find that this condition
equates to:
N =
w2
2λ f
. (3.2.5)
where scenario 1 is achieved for values of N less than that in Eq. (3.2.5) and scenario 3 is
achieved for values of N larger than that in Eq. (3.2.5).
We consider two Gaussian beams that have identical beam widths, w with radii of cur-
vature R1 = R and R2 =−R incident on a converging lens of focal length f. The transmitted
beam after the lens will have a radius of curvature expressed as:
R1,2 =
f R1,2
f −R1,2 , (3.2.6)
and the beam widths of the associated transformed beams w01 and w02 are given as:
w01,2 =
w√
1+
(
piw2
λR1,2
)2 . (3.2.7)
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Figure 3.1: The CGB undergoes two scenarios when transmitted through a focusing lens. The first
is that one of the Gaussian beams will always focus at some position along the propagation axis
(blue curves). The second case concerns the second Gaussian beam which is separated into three
scenarios: 1. Focus for N less than the critical value, 2. Collimate for N equivalent to the critical
value and 3. Diverge for N larger than the critical value.
The beam waist planes z01 and z02 for the two Gaussian beams will be located at different
longitudinal positions and are given by:
z01,2 =
R1,2
1+
(
λR1,2
piw2
)2 . (3.2.8)
The above equation implies that the beam waist position of the transformed beam is be-
yond (before) the lens provided that the radius of curvature as determined from Eq. (3.2.6)
is negative (positive). With this, the electric field of the transformed beams may be deter-
mined after the lens at some position z, which is expressed as z1,2 = z+ z01,2 with respect
to the beam waist planes. The corresponding electric field expressions u1 and u2 of the
transformed beams at z after the lens is given as:
u1,2 = E01,2
w01,2
w1,2
exp
[
− r
2
w21,2
]
exp
[
−i
(
kz1,2+
kr2
2R1,2
− arctan
(
z1,2
zR1,2
))]
, (3.2.9)
where
zR1,2 =
piw201,2
λ
, w1,2 = w01,2
√
1+
(
z1,2
zR1,2
)2
& R1,2 = z1,2
[
1+
(
zR1,2
z1,2
)2]
. (3.2.10)
The electric field at any position after the lens along the propagation axis is given by
uCGB = u1+u2 with the intensity expressed as I = |uCGB|2. This treatment of the Gaussian
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beams independently allows for all parameters of the cosine-Gaussian beam to be deter-
mined analytically and allows the study of the behaviour of the Gaussian beams themselves.
To supplement this analysis, we also explore a more general approach for the coherent su-
perposition of two Gaussian beams of arbitrary sizes and curvature. We make use of the
complex radius of curvature approach through ABCD matrices to understand the propaga-
tion of this field upon passing through a focusing lens. The electric field of some Gaussian
beam passing through an ABCD system is given as [12]:
E(r,R) =
√
2
piw2
1
A−B/q1(R)exp
[ −ipir2
λq2(R)
]
, (3.2.11)
with
1
q1(R)
=
1
R
− i λ
piw2
& q2(R) =
Aq1(R)+B
Cq1(R)+D
. (3.2.12)
The equivalent ABCD matrix of the system for field passing through a lens of focal length
f and propagating along the propagation axis, z, is given as: A B
C D
=
 1 z
0 1
 1 0
−1/ f 1
=
 1− z/ f z
−1/ f 1
 . (3.2.13)
To obtain the final analytical expression for the field, we substitute the matrix elements from
Eq. (3.2.13) into Eq. (3.2.11 - 3.2.12) and add the two Gaussian expressions of the different
widths (wa and wb) and curvature (Ra and Rb), u(r,R) = 1/2(Ea(r,Ra)+Eb(r,Rb)) which
is given as:
u(r,R) =
1
2
√
2
piw2a
1
(1− z/ f )− z/q1(Ra)exp
[ −ipir2
λq2(Ra)
]
+
1
2
√
2
piw2b
1
(1− z/ f )− z/q1(Rb)exp
[ −ipir2
λq2(Rb)
]
. (3.2.14)
For the field in question, the cosine-Gaussian field, Eq. (3.2.14) is adapted accordingly by
setting wa = wb and Rb = −Ra which reverts to the analysis discussed earlier where the
expression for the radius of curvature as in Eq. (3.2.4) is used with Eq. (3.2.14) to identify
the spatial properties of the CGB.
3.3 Spatial Characteristics of the CGB
As previously mentioned, the suitable selection of the parameter N allows for the CGB
to operate in one of three scenarios upon focusing. The primary noticeable features are
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illustrated in the behaviour of CGB operating in scenario 1 as two features in particular
occur. The first is that the beam possesses a bi-axial focusing property where the distance
Figure 3.2: A CGB is arbitrarily analysed for w = 2.5 mm with f = 300 mm operating at λ =
633 nm. The critical condition for operation in scenario 1 is N < 16.46 and we thus select N = 2. The
(a) CGB at the plane of the lens is characterised by a multi-ringed structure with a central intensity
maximum and upon transmission through a convergent lens, the field (b) focuses at z = 267.8 mm.
The field thereafter transforms to a (c) hollow beam characterised by a multi-ringed structure with
a central intensity null at the focal plane of the lens (z = 300 mm) and subsequently (d) focuses a
second time z = 341.1 mm.
between the two focal positions may be varied depending on the focal length of the lens.
The CGB undergoes a transformation from a multi-ringed beam with a central intensity
maximum to a multi-ringed beam with a central intensity null or hollow beam (HB) at the
focal plane of the lens. The first focus occurs at some position along the propagation axis
between the multi-ringed structures with the second focus occurring after the HB along the
propagation axis. As an example to aid clarity of the beam transformation, we consider
a beam width of w = 2.5 mm with f = 300 mm operating at λ = 633 nm, the resulting
critical condition i.e. operation in scenario 2 from Eq. (3.2.5) is N = 16.46. As our interest
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lies in the bi-axial focusing property of the CGB, we select arbitrarily N = 2 resulting in
a multi-ringed beam at the plane of the lens as in the intensity cross-section in Fig. 3.2 (a)
with its corresponding two dimensional intensity plot in the insert. Beyond this plane, the
CGB focuses at z = 267.8 mm as illustrated in Fig 3.2 (b) and transforms to an HB at the
focal plane of the lens as in Fig 3.2 (c). The beam focuses again thereafter at z = 341.1 mm
as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (d). The behaviour of the CGB is indicative that the beam is a bottle
beam as the characteristics mentioned earlier are fulfilled.
Figure 3.3: The CGB is explored at the focal plane of a convergent lens and for a drastic reduction
in the parameter N, we transform the HB to a beam with a dip in its central intensity (N = 0.27)
and subsequently to a beam characterised by a flat intensity profile (N = 0.165). With a sufficient
reduction in this parameter, we revert back to Gaussian operation (N = 0.1).
The second noticeable feature is seen at the focal plane of the lens for a reduction in N
as it approaches zero. The intensity profile at this plane is characterised by a hollow centre
independent of scenario, however, as the parameter N is significantly reduced as illustrated
in Fig. 3.3, the intensity profile rapidly transforms from a hollow centre (N = 0.27) to a
flat-top profile (N = 0.165) and subsequently a Gaussian profile (N = 0.1) close to zero.
The numerical calculation on this transformation is performed by employing a beam width
of w = 1 mm where the remaining parameters listed in the first feature are unchanged.
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3.4 Experimental Set-up
The modulation of some Gaussian beam with the transmission function in Eq. (3.2.2)
was performed with a phase-only SLM by complex amplitude modulation as discussed
in Chap.2. We considered a laser source that emitted a Gaussian beam at a wavelength of
633 nm (HeNe laser) where we expanded and collimated the output beam with an eye piece
lens of focal length, f = 40 mm, a 10X Olympus microscope objective and a lens of focal
length, f = 500 mm. The expanded beam had a flat wavefront with an approximate diame-
ter of 40 mm which completely filled the active area (15.3 x 8.64 mm) of the SLM screen
(Holoeye-Pluto with 1920x1080 pixels of pitch 8 µm and calibrated for a 2pi phase shift at
633 nm). The expanded Gaussian beam on the SLM can be approximated as a plane wave
over the physical area of the transmission function as the wavefront and intensity profile
over that area are flat. The SLM screen was addressed with a grey scale image of the full
field as in Eq. (3.2.2) such that all the beam parameters were controlled in an all-digital
approach.
The plane of the SLM, namely the CGB, was relay imaged with an afocal telescope onto
the focusing lens ( f = 300 mm) with lenses f = 500 mm and f = 500 mm with an aperture
positioned at the Fourier plane of the first lens to spatially filter the reflected beam in the
selection of the first order of diffraction as is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The beam thereafter was
sampled along the propagation axis with a CCD camera (Spiricon Beamgage) to identify the
respective positions of focus and the HB. In investigating the bi-axial focusing property of
the CGB, we examined the intensity of the second focus for an obstructed CGB at the HB.
As there exists a central intensity null in the HB, the hypothesis is that for an obstruction
that is marginally smaller than this area, the on axis intensity variation of the second focus
as compared to an unobstructed beam will remain unchanged. However, when compared
to an equivalent Gaussian beam focusing at the position of the second focus, the on-axis
intensity variation will differ significantly. The plane of the HB was then relay imaged
with an afocal telescope comprising of lenses f = 200 mm and f = 300 mm such that the
obstructing of the beam may be accurately performed as the obstruction was mounted on
a three axis translation stage. These lenses were mounted on pop-up mounts, such that the
second focus could be sampled with or without any obstruction in the path of the CGB.
The use of an SLM to realise the superposition of two Gaussian beams allows for flexi-
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Figure 3.4: The CGB was realised with a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) where the
transmission function cos(β r2) was encoded with complex amplitude and phase modulation. We
expanded a Gaussian beam operating at λ = 633 nm with a 10X microscope objective and two lenses
( f = 40 mm and f = 500 mm) such that the field on the LCD of the SLM may be approximated as
a plane wave. The plane of the SLM was relay imaged with an afocal telescope ( f = 500 mm and
f = 500 mm) to the focusing lens, f = 300 mm with an aperture positioned within the telescope
to select the first order of diffraction. The field thereafter was sampled along the propagation axis
with a CCD device to identify the CGB, the two positions of focus and the HB. The plane of the HB
was relay imaged with lenses f = 200 mm and f = 300 mm for accurate positioning of the circular
obstruction in investigating the on-axis intensity of the second focus for an obstructed CGB.
bility in the beam shaping as the reshaped beam may continuously evolve by adjusting the
parameter N. Further more, it results in the two Gaussian beams having the same phase inci-
dent on the focusing lens. Although the experimental set-up contained a physical focusing
lens at the image plane of the SLM, this could equally be replaced by a digital lens encoded
to the hologram addressed to the SLM. The realisation of the CGB may be implemented
in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, however, the versatility of using an SLM allows the
phase shift drift due to vibrations and thermal effects to be avoided which are an inherent
limitation of interferometric devices.
3.5 Results and Discussion
In investigating the bi-axial focusing property of the CGB, we select a Gaussian width of
2.5 mm and a focusing lens of f = 300 mm. The condition to be satisfied using the specified
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Figure 3.5: We explore, theoretically, the on-axis intensity for a CGB operating with w = 2.5 mm,
f = 300 mm, λ = 633 nm and N = 11. N is selected for operation in scenario 1 and upon focusing
we identify two positions of focus at z = 180 mm and z = 900 mm, respectively. There exists an
on-axis intensity signal at all positions along the propagation axis except at the HB, however, when
compared to the two positions of focus the signal at the HB is practically insignificant.
Gaussian width and focusing lens such that the CGB operates in scenario 1 is N < 16.46
and we therefore arbitrarily select an N parameter of 11 for the discussion to follow. With
this parameter set operating at λ = 633 nm we theoretically determine using Eq. (3.2.14),
the on-axis intensity variation as a function of the propagation distance. As is illustrated
in Fig. 3.5 (a), there are two distinct peaks which are attributed to the two points of focus.
Although there is an on-axis signal everywhere apart from the plane of the HB, the signals
when compared to the two points of focus are practically insignificant.
The parameters as mentioned above are used with Eq. (3.2.2) to address the SLM with
an appropriate phase screen to obtain the CGB. At the plane of the SLM we measure on
the CCD device the intensity of the CGB as illustrated in Fig. 3.6 (a). Upon transmission
through the focusing lens ( f = 300 mm), the CGB focuses at∼ 180 mm (Fig. 3.6 (b)) which
thereafter transforms to the HB (Fig. 3.6 (c)) at the focal plane of the lens and subsequently
focuses a second time at ∼ 904 mm (Fig. 3.6 (d)). It is clearly evident that they compare
exceedingly well with the theoretical images presented in the insets of Fig. 3.5. It must be
noted that from the symmetry of the starting Gaussian beams, both beams have identical
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Figure 3.6: The experimentally measured 2D intensity profiles of the (a) CGB, (b) First focus, (c)
HB and (d) Second focus operating with w = 2.5 mm, f = 300 mm, λ = 633 nm and N = 11. The
intensity of the beams are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as
the colour black.
divergences. At the focal plane of the lens we can infer the beam divergence through the
beam sizes at this plane and since both beams have the same divergence then they both will
have the same size. Although one beam is converging and the other diverging through this
point, owing to their identical sizes in this plane, they will interfere with high visibility.
One of the Gaussian beams will also acquire the entire Guoy phase shift thus indicating
that the two Gaussian beams will have a pi phase shift with respect to each other, inherently
converting the cosine transmission function into a sine function and this is only valid at the
focal plane of the lens which gives rise to the HB.
We explore obstructing the CGB at the plane of the HB such that the obstruction is
positioned at the intensity null. As the first focus is unaffected by the obstruction, we aim to
study the effect of the obstruction on the on-axis intensity of the second focus. This effect
is compared to an equivalent Gaussian beam, where a Gaussian beam of w = 2.5 mm is
addressed to the SLM with a curvature such that it focuses at the position of the second focus
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Figure 3.7: In investigating the effect on the on-axis intensity of the second focus for an obstructed
CGB at the plane of the HB, we considered the use of two circular obstructions of (a) 200 µm and (b)
400 µm in diameter, respectively and the corresponding obstructed beams present well defined foci
(d)-(e) at the plane of the second focus. The obstructed CGB is compared to an equivalent Gaussian
beam, where a Gaussian beam of w= 2.5 mm is addressed with some curvature such that it focuses at
the position of the second focus upon transmission through the focusing lens and the corresponding
obstructed Gaussian beams at the focal plane of the lens (c),(g) present well defined foci (f),(h),
respectively. The (i) on-axis intensity variation of the second focus to that of the unobstructed beams
illustrates minimal deviation of 0.43% for the CGB under the first obstruction while a significant
deviation of 4.88% for the equivalent Gaussian beam. Under the second obstruction, both beams
suffer a reduction in on-axis intensity of 6.13% and 6.85%, respectively. The intensity of the beams
are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black.
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upon transmission through the focusing lens. For the unobstructed CGB (see Fig. 3.6 (c)),
the central null of the HB is measured to be ∼ 192 µm in diameter. Experimentally, we
obstruct the beams with two circular opaque disks of 200 µm and 400 µm in diameter
that are fabricated via photolithography on a glass plate. The CGB at the plane of the HB is
obstructed at its centre as illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (a)-(b) and we find that the obstructed beams
still focus at the plane of the second focus (as determined from the unobstructed beam) as
shown in Fig. 3.7 (d)-(e). Upon comparison to an equivalent obstructed Gaussian beam we
use Eq. (3.2.4) to determine the required field curvature to be applied to the Gaussian beam,
which is calculated to be R = 448.8 mm. The corresponding obstructed Gaussian beams at
the focal plane of the lens are illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (c),(g) with their respective foci shown in
Fig. 3.7 (f),(h). The on-axis intensity of the second focus is analysed by sampling the power
within a 20 µm diameter aperture and all the data are normalised to that of their respective
unobstructed equivalents as illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (i). The variation in the on-axis intensity
between the obstructed CGB and its unobstructed equivalent for an obstruction diameter of
200 µm is measured to be 0.43% which indicates minimal deviation as anticipated. This,
however, when compared to the equivalent Gaussian beam shows a substantial difference
of 4.88% from its unobstructed equivalent. Under the obstruction of 400 µm in diameter,
the variations in the on-axis intensity of both the CGB and equivalent Gaussian beam are
measured to be 6.13% and 6.85%, respectively.
It must be noted that for the equivalent Gaussian beam, the beam width at the focal
plane of the lens is considerably larger than the circular obstructions leading to a well de-
fined focus. Thus, by carefully selecting all parameters, including that of the obstruction
diameters (variable sizes), it can be shown that the on-axis intensity variation of the second
focus of the equivalent Gaussian beam will decrease rapidly with a minimal decrease in the
second focus of the CGB.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have explored the versatility of a phase-only spatial light modulator in the
capacity of implementing an amplitude hologram with high finesse. We have successfully
demonstrated the generation of an optical bottle beam by the superposition of two identi-
cal Gaussian beams of equal width but opposite curvature characterised by a multi-ringed
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beam with a central intensity maximum. This was achieved by modulating a Gaussian beam
with a transmission function of the form cos(β r2), which is termed a cosine-Gaussian beam
(CGB). This technique may be implemented in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer; however, to
avoid phase shift drift due to vibrations and thermal effects we employ complex amplitude
modulation with a spatial light modulator (SLM) to achieve the beam shaping. There are
two interesting features that occur upon passing the CGB through a focusing lens. Firstly,
the multi-ringed beam with a central intensity maximum focuses twice along the propaga-
tion axis around the focal plane of the lens and at this plane the CGB transforms into a
multi-ringed beam with a central intensity null termed a hollow beam (HB). The second
feature is the selection of a beam with a flat intensity profile at the focal plane of the lens
by sufficiently reducing the parameter, N, embedded in β .
We have investigated the first feature due to the interest in the bi-axial focusing property
by sampling the on-axis intensity of the second focus for an obstructed CGB at the focal
plane of the convergent lens. As the HB is characterised by a central intensity null, the
hypothesis is that for a suitable obstruction, the on-axis intensity of the second focus will
experience minimal deviation to an equivalent unobstructed CGB, however, a significant
deviation when compared to a Gaussian of equivalent curvature. The central intensity null
was measured to be ∼ 192 µm and we obstructed the CGB and the equivalent Gaussian
beam at the focal plane of the lens with an obstruction of 200 µm in diameter. On mea-
suring the on-axis intensity we found a variation from the initially unobstructed beam of
0.43% for the CGB and 4.88% for the equivalent Gaussian beam, thus illustrating that the
obstruction presents a minimal effect on the CGB but a notable decrease in on-axis intensity
for the equivalent Gaussian beam. With the careful selection of all parameters, including
obstruction diameters, a larger decrease in on-axis intensity for the equivalent Gaussian
beam is achievable while maintaining minimal variation for the CGB.
As demonstrated in this chapter, extra-cavity beam shaping in a phase-only approach
with amplitude encoded information is achievable with high finesse. This allows for hard
coded amplitude filters to be investigated external to a laser cavity for implementation intra-
cavity. In the following chapter we explore intra-cavity beam shaping in a solid-state laser
resonator in the selection of pure higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian vortex modes of opposite
handedness. Vortex modes of equivalent azimuthal index but opposite handedness are in-
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distinguishable in their intra-cavity loss and this degeneracy leads to some superposition of
these modes. We explore two approaches to suppress the intra-cavity degeneracy with an
amplitude filter and a phase-shaped pump beam, respectively.
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Chapter 4
Coherent and Incoherent
Superpositions of Vortex Beams
We investigate the active intra-cavity selection of LG0` vortex modes with two beam shaping
approaches. We firstly explore the use of an intra-cavity amplitude filter and we successfully
demonstrate the suppression of Gaussian oscillation and the selection of circular symmetric
modes characterised by 2` nodes in the azimuth resulting in modes consisting of "petals".
We illustrate through an azimuthal modal decomposition that the petal modes are coherent
superpositions of pure LG0` modes of opposite handedness. The second approach considers
pumping a monolithic microchip laser with an annular shaped pump profile and we inves-
tigate the effect of varying the lateral position of pumping. We show that by exploiting the
lateral gradient of temperature across the gain medium, we select annular shaped beams op-
erating under different polarisation states particularly that of linear at 45◦ and superpositions
thereof. We demonstrate that although the outputs are annular shaped, they are incoherent
superpositions of LG0` modes.
49
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4.1 Introduction
The electric field of some light beam that has an azimuthally varying phase dependence
of exp(i`φ) is said to carry an extrinsic component of angular momentum, namely orbital
angular momentum (OAM) [18; 83]. Fields that carry OAM may be expressed through
numerous basis functions which include Bessel-Gaussian beams [76], Airy beams [84] and
Laguerre-Gaussian (LGp`) beams [18] where the associated OAM is equivalent to `h¯ per
photon. In particular, LG0` beams are characterised by an intensity profile that is radially
symmetric with a zero on-axis intensity and are otherwise referred to as vortex beams. An
optical vortex is a singularity point where the phase is undefined and the field amplitude
vanishes. The phase that circulates about the singularity is an integer multiple of 2pi which
results in the LG0` beam possessing an OAM. This circulation results in the phase of the
beam varying in a corkscrew-like manner along the beam’s propagation axis and conse-
quently gives rise to a helical wavefront. Light beams carrying OAM have emerged into
many highly topical research areas which include transferring OAM to matter with optical
tweezers [85] to the investigation of the conservation of OAM related to quantum informa-
tion processing [86; 11; 87; 88; 89]. Amongst these applications, LG0` beams have found
relevance in the trapping of small particles [90; 91], guiding of ultra-cold atomic beams
[92; 93] and improving the performance of confocal microscopes [94].
These beams are routinely realised external to a laser cavity [21] and have progressed
from cylindrical lens mode converters [18] to transmissive spiral phase plates for LG0`
beams [95; 96], applied to electron beams [97] and by the use of static holograms em-
bedded with a fork-shaped dislocation [98] or dynamically with implementing an ` fork
dislocation through a computer generated hologram on a spatial light modulator (SLM)
[99; 100]. These techniques external to a laser cavity, albeit efficient, are limited to the
power handling capabilities in the case of an SLM or the range of LG0` modes [101] as
many of these approaches allow for a single mode to be selected. To overcome these de-
ficiencies, an intra-cavity generation is most apt. Many intra-cavity approaches have been
investigated in the generation of LG0` modes carrying OAM and include thermally induced
bi-focusing [102], spatially variable retardation plates [103] and annular shaped pump pro-
files [23]. While these approaches are effective in producing an annular shaped intensity
profile, many of these outputs are examples of superpositions of LG0` modes and unproven
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yet claimed pure OAM modes.
In this chapter we investigate the intra-cavity selection of vortex beams and demonstrate
that non OAM sensitive approaches result in either a coherent or incoherent superposition
of LG0` vortex modes. We investigate the output of a solid-state laser resonator under an
intra-cavity amplitude filter and subsequent to the amplitude beam shaping, we explore a
phase beam shaping approach by shaping the pump light in an end-pumped configuration
to actively excite vortex modes in a monolithic microchip laser (MML). We show that the
lateral gradient of temperature in the laser crystal is a crucial parameter allowing multiple
output polarisation states dependent on the shape of the incident pump beam. We infer the
modal purities at the outputs of both cavities by executing an azimuthal decomposition and
demonstrate that the outputs are some superposition of LG0` modes.
4.2 Amplitude Beam Shaping
4.2.1 Experimental Intra-cavity Amplitude Beam Shaping
In the selection of LG0` modes or superpositions thereof, we have investigated an amplitude
beam shaping approach previously with the use of a thin opaque circular metal disk [17].
The opaque disk was fabricated via photolithography on a glass plate and was selected to
be 200 µm in diameter. The size was judiciously selected to obstruct Gaussian oscillation
and aid near circular symmetric oscillation within the resonator cavity. The intensity pattern
at the output was characterised by 2` nodes in the azimuth resulting in a mode consisting
of "petals" and the number of petals was varied with a variation in the input pump power.
The use of the opaque disk resulted in the coherent superposition of an LG0+` and LG0−`
mode (otherwise termed a petal mode) at the output which was affirmed by by an azimuthal
decomposition.
Subsequent to the investigation with the opaque disk, we considered the selection of
pure LG0` modes with an amplitude mask in an end-pumped plano-concave solid-state laser
resonator as shown in Fig. 4.1. We end-pumped a 1.1 at.-% Nd-doped YAG rod (4 × 25
mm rod) with a 75 W multi-mode fibre coupled diode (Jenoptic, JOLD-75-CPXF-2P) at
808 nm. The plano-concave cavity was configured in an L-shape so as to prevent the pump
light incident onto the amplitude mask. We considered an amplitude mask for intra-cavity
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Figure 4.1: Experimental schematic of the implementation of an amplitude beam shaping approach
through an amplitude mask consisting of lithography produced thin aluminium absorbing rings.
The cavity consisted of an Nd:YAG gain medium that was end-pumped with a 75 W fibre coupled
multimode diode. The cavity was constructed in a plano-concave configuration with a high reflecting
concave mirror of R= 200 mm and a plane mirror of 90% reflectivity. The mask was positioned at
the concave high reflector with a variable circular aperture for accurate mode control. The cavity
was constructed in an L-shape to prevent the residual pump light from impinging on the amplitude
mask.
use that consisted of lithography produced thin aluminium absorbing rings fabricated on a
700 µm thick borosilicate glass with a 93% transmission at a wavelength of 1064 nm. The
mask consisted of a 5×4 grid corresponding to a varying number of concentric rings, p= 1
to 5, with varying thicknesses, h = 10µm to 25µm. The amplitude mask was mounted on
a 3-axis translation stage for accurate lateral movement and was positioned at the curved
high reflector of R= 200 mm with the oscillating mode out coupled at the plane mirror of
90% reflectivity. A variable circular aperture was positioned between the amplitude mask
and high reflector for control over the selected mode. The g parameter, which is a measure
of the resonator stability was chosen to be 0.4 for a cavity length of L = 120 mm.
4.2.2 Coherent Superpositions of Vortex Beams
The motivation for the use of an amplitude mask consisting of concentric rings is much the
same for that of an opaque disk. The diameter of the rings were selected to provide adequate
obstruction of Gaussian oscillation and facilitated the selection of circular symmetric modes
with a hollow centre. The spacing of the concentric rings was determined from the positions
of zero intensity corresponding to Laguerre-Gaussian radial modes for a Gaussian width of
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Figure 4.2: The output of the cavity under amplitude filtering at the threshold of the laser gives rise
to modes that are characterised by petals. The amplitude mask consists of a 5×4 grid of concentric
rings where the columns correspond to the number of rings, p = 1 to 5 and the rows correspond to
the thickness (h) of each ring h = 10µm to 25µm. An increase in the number of petals is primarily
due to an increase in the number of rings but is also attributed to an increase in the thickness of the
rings. This approach provides a means to actively select petal modes, however, does not provide
adequate discrimination in the selection of pure LG0` modes. The intensity of the beams are shown
as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black.
w0 = 184µm. The cavity design as presented in Fig. 4.1 was selected such that the curvature
of the concave mirror and cavity length produced a Gaussian beam size on the plane mirror
comparable to that used in the fabrication of the mask. This allowed for the selection of
Laguerre-Gaussian radial modes for the mask positioned at the plane mirror, however, with
the mask positioned at the concave mirror and with the cavity operated at the threshold of
the laser, the outputs of the cavity as captured on a CCD device were consistently petal
modes as illustrated in Fig. 4.2 for an opened variable aperture.
The outputs of the cavity under amplitude filtering consistently gives rise to petal modes
and the increase in the number of petals is primarily due to an increase in the number of
rings. With the cavity operated under p = 5 and h = 25µm, the mode size is apertured by
the limiting size of the pump beam resulting in an impure mode structure. As mentioned
previously, the outputs of the cavity were obtained at the threshold of the laser with an
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Figure 4.3: The petal modes as in the case of p = 1 and h = 10µm at the threshold of the laser
evolve into an incoherent multimode mixture at maximum input pump power with an opened vari-
able aperture. At maximum input power, the aperture size is progressively decreased giving rise to a
Gaussian shaped beam, however, no further petal modes are realised.
open variable aperture and with an increase in pump energy for p = 1 and h = 10µm, the
petal mode develops into an incoherent multimode mixture as demonstrated in Fig. 4.3. At
maximum input power, the aperture size is progressively decreased and we find that we
arrive at a Gaussian shaped beam, however, no further petal modes were achieved as is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
At the threshold of the laser we performed an azimuthal modal decomposition on the
respective outputs, where we measured the correlation signals of the output field with the
digitally encoded field exp(imφ) for m varying from -10 to +10 in unit steps as described in
Chap. 2. This was performed with a phase-only liquid-crystal-on-silicon SLM operating in
reflection mode where the SLM (Holoeye, PLUTO-NIR with 1920×1080 pixels of pitch 8
µm and calibrated for a 2pi phase shift at λ = 1064 nm) was programmed with grayscale
images containing the information about the transmission functions. We performed the
decomposition on three of the output petal modes (8, 12 and 18 petals) and their relative
modal weights confirm that the modes are indeed an equivalent coherent superposition of
an LG0+` and LG0−` mode as illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (a). The corresponding measurement
channels for the decomposition of the 8, 12 and 18 petal modes are illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (b)
- (d), respectively and it can be clearly seen that there exists an on-axis intensity signal for
the corresponding LG0` mode comprising the petal mode characterised by 2` nodes.
An intra-cavity amplitude beam shaping approach provides a means for the excitation
of coherent superpositions of LG0` modes with high finesse, however, due to the degeneracy
of this set of angular modes, an amplitude approach is not sufficient to provide the adequate
discrimination in selecting pure LG0` modes.
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Figure 4.4: An azimuthal modal decomposition was executed on three petal modes, 8, 12 and 18
petals and the (a) corresponding modal weighting illustrates an equivalent coherent superposition of
an LG0+4 and LG0−4 mode, an LG0+6 and LG0−6 mode and LG0+9 and LG0−9 mode, respectively.
The corresponding measurement channels inferring the modal weights for the (b) 8 petal mode, (c)
12 petal mode and (d) 18 petal indicate an on-axis intensity signal corresponding to LG0` mode
comprising the petal mode.
4.3 Phase Beam Shaping
4.3.1 Experimental Annular Pump Shaping in a MML
The selective excitation of annular shaped LG0` beams or superpositions thereof in a phase
only approach was achieved with a monolithic microchip that was end-pumped by a phase-
shaped single mode output from a fibre-coupled diode laser. A monolithic microchip laser
(MML) is characterised by a thin slice of laser crystal or glass that is polished flat and
parallel on two facing surfaces. The peculiarity of this laser lies in its compact assembly as
the cavity mirrors are deposited directly onto these surfaces allowing for single-frequency
oscillation for a sufficiently short cavity length (i.e. crystal thickness). Pumping of the
MML is typically achieved in an end-pumped configuration by focusing a pump beam inside
the solid-state medium normal to the input face where the optical laser axis is identical to
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the experimental set-up for optically pumping a microchip laser with an
annular shaped pump intensity profile. The beam shaping element could be removed to revert back
to the Gaussian pump scenario.
that of the pump beam. In general, the laser beam generated by a MML is Gaussian in
shape, and actively selecting higher-order transverse mode oscillation is not a trivial task.
For instance, the intra-cavity insertion of some phase [104; 105] or amplitude [106; 107; 22]
masks imposing the zeroes of intensity of the desired high-order transverse modes as above
are not permissible due to the restriction imposed by the design of the MML. However, it
is possible to control the output transverse mode-order by judiciously reshaping the pump
beam. This technique has been demonstrated recently [108] by transforming a Gaussian
pump beam into an annular shaped profile with a binary diffractive optical element (BDOE)
referred to as a pi-plate.
The effect of the element is the introduction of a pi phase shift in the central region of
the incident Gaussian pump beam and when applied to the MML, the output was observed
to be a LG0` shaped mode. Such a transverse mode not only behaves as a pure eigenmode,
preserving its spatial distribution in both the near-and-far-field, but also constitutes an opti-
cal vortex indicating the possibility of the presence of OAM. Beams possessing OAM have
found many applications in diverse fields as mentioned previously and the single-frequency
behaviour of the MML is particularly well adapted to the guiding of cold atoms through
a fine adjustment of the laser frequency through prudent temperature control of the laser
crystal.
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Experimentally we considered a monolithic microchip that was end-pumped by a single
mode fibre-coupled diode laser(Gaussian beam) emitted at a wavelength of 808 nm with a
maximum power of 160 mW. The microchip consisted of a thin slice (5× 5× 0.5 mm) of
Nd:YVO4 polished flat and parallel on opposing sides, and with dielectric mirrors deposited
directly onto the polished surfaces acting as the cavity mirrors having a reflectivity of R1 =
99.5% for the rear mirror and R2 = 98% for the coupling mirror optimised for 1064 nm
as presented in Fig. 4.5. The Nd:YVO4 gain medium was a uniaxial crystal characterised
by a high anisotropy and in this work we considered a c-cut crystal i.e. the crystal was cut
into flat wafers oriented with the c-axis normal to the facets. The crystal in its present form
can sustain any pure polarisation or superpositions thereof (linear, radial or azimuthal) as a
result of thermal fluctuations. The microchip was housed in a thermoelectric cooler (TEC)
and considering an imperfect thermal contact between the copper mount and crystal one
can anticipate a non-symmetric distribution of temperature inside the Nd:YVO4 crystal.
The incident Gaussian pump beam was telescoped to a second moment diameter of
4σx = 1.912 mm and 4σy = 1.911 mm, which resulted in a Gaussian beam of 4σx = 71.9 µm
and 4σy = 71.4 µm in the focal plane of the lens ( f = 100 mm). In obtaining LG01 mode
operation, we reshaped our Gaussian pump beam with a pi-plate, which introduced a pi
phase shift in the central region of radius b of an incident collimated Gaussian beam of
width W . By adjusting the ratio ∆ = b/W , we obtained an annular shaped pump beam at
the focal plane of a lens positioned just after the pi-plate. The incident Gaussian pump on
the pi-plate resulted in a ratio of ∆ = 0.76 and this produced a good quality annular beam
of 4σx = 153.8 µm and 4σy = 153.4 µm at the focal plane of the lens. The size of the
shaped beam could be controlled through the choice of the focal length of the lens, without
changing the intensity profile of the shaped light.
4.3.2 Incoherent Superpositions of Vortex Beams
In the selection of annular shaped beams, the microchip was pumped with the shaped light
at three positions on the gain medium (see Fig. 4.6) where Position 1 represents the centre
with Position 2 and 3 representing the edges along the horizontal. We initially pumped the
crystal at Position 1 with a Gaussian pump and as anticipated, the near field output is a
Gaussian beam as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 (a) with its corresponding far field image presented
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Figure 4.6: The crystal (Nd:YVO4) was mounted in a copper casing and the incident shaped pump
light was used to pump the crystal at three respective positions.
in Fig. 4.7 (b), illustrating that the output mode is an eigenmode of the cavity as the near-
and far-field intensities are Gaussian. To determine the state of polarisation, we position
a polariser in the path of the output beam and measure the transmitted beam profile at
four rotation angles of the polariser, namely 0◦ (represents vertical), 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦
(equivalently -45◦). These are represented in Fig. 4.7 (c) where the double arrow represents
the orientation of the polariser and this illustrates that the output is linearly polarised at -45◦.
Figure 4.7: The (a) near field output of the laser operating under the Gaussian shaped pump beam
on Position 1 of the crystal with its corresponding (b) far field profile. The output beam is passed
through a linear polariser where the (c) double sided arrow represents the orientation of the polariser.
This illustrates a Gaussian beam that is linearly polarised at -45◦.
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Figure 4.8: The (a) near field output of the laser operating under the annular shaped pump beam
on Position 1 of the crystal with its corresponding (b) far field profile. The output beam is passed
through a linear polariser where the (c) double sided arrow represents the orientation of the polariser.
This illustrates an annular shaped beam that is linearly polarised at -45◦. (d) The relative modal
weightings resulting from an azimuthal modal decomposition states an incoherent mixture of LG0`
modes at the output.
As previously mentioned, if we consider an imperfect thermal contact between the cop-
per casing in the TEC around the gain medium, we anticipate a non-symmetric temperature
distribution inside the gain medium. It has been demonstrated that due to this variation
in temperature over the gain medium, the lateral position at which the crystal is pumped
is a critical factor on the properties of the output transverse mode [109]. We find that this
presents a drastic effect on the transverse shape of the mode when selectively exciting annu-
lar shaped modes of different polarisation states at the output. We note that the temperature
fluctuation by the TEC under active cooling was in the order of ±2◦C, where the temper-
ature change would occur within a 30 second period. Under these conditions, the active
cooling was disabled for all the tests that commenced. In the selection of an annular shaped
beam, we pump the crystal at Position 1 with an annular shaped pump beam. The near
field output is a well defined hollow beam as in Fig. 4.8 (a) with its corresponding far-field
image in Fig. 4.8 (b) that operates under linear polarisation at -45◦ as is demonstrated in
Fig. 4.8 (c). We see that in the vertical and horizontal positions of the polarisation measure-
ments, the transverse profiles are anti-symmetric and this is indicative that the output mode
is of some superposition and is not a pure Laguerre-Gaussian LG01 mode. This is confirmed
by executing an optical inner product through an azimuthal modal decomposition (as pre-
sented in Chap.2) where the relative modal weightings are illustrated in Fig. 4.8 (d) thus
deeming this mode an incoherent superposition which is a result of either mixing between
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Figure 4.9: The (a, e) near field output of the laser operating under the donut-like pump beam on
Position 2 and 3 of the crystal, respectively, with their corresponding (b, f) far field profiles. The
output beam is passed through a linear polariser where the (c, g) double sided arrow represents
the orientation of the polariser. These illustrate annular shaped beams that are arbitrarily polarised.
(d, h) The relative modal weightings resulting from an azimuthal modal decomposition states an
incoherent mixture of LG0` modes at the output.
two LG0` modes of opposite handedness or between two equivalent petal modes with some
associated phase shift [110]. The LCD display of the SLM is oriented in the horizontal
direction and thus the horizontal component of the output beam is selected for the decom-
position. On selecting the vertical component and rotating the LCD display by 90◦, much
the same outputs were seen.
Pumping the centre of the crystal (Position 1) with an annular shaped pump gives rise to
an impure annular-shaped mode and we thus investigate pumping the crystal at Positions 2
and 3 (see Fig. 4.6). As active cooling is disabled, the temperature distribution at Positions 2
and 3 are markedly different from that at Position 1 due to the close proximity of the copper
casing at the boundary. We thus anticipate the polarisation of the output annular shaped
beam to behave differently to that at Position 1. The near field output profiles as a result of
pumping the MML at Position 2 and Position 3 are illustrated in Fig. 4.9 (a) and Fig. 4.9 (e),
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respectively, with their corresponding far field images in Fig. 4.9 (b) and Fig. 4.9 (f). We
notice very interesting behaviour, particularly associated with the polarisation of the output
beam in both cases as illustrated in Fig. 4.9 (c) and Fig. 4.9 (g), respectively. The intensity
of the beam after passing through the rotated polariser does not remain constant which
indicates that the light is not unpolarised and since the light is not completely obstructed at
a specific rotation angle of the polariser, the light is of some arbitrary mixture. Note that the
c-cut Nd:YVO4 gain medium is particularly adapted to operate in a dual-polarisation state
in which the polarisations of the two states are linear and perpendicular to each other [111].
Again to infer the modal purity, we executed an azimuthal modal decomposition on the
outputs arising from Position 2 and 3, respectively and find that both outputs are incoherent
superpositions of LG0` modes as graphically represented in Fig. 4.9 (d) and Fig. 4.9 (h),
respectively. The tests above indicate that this approach in realising pure LG0` modes is
not plausible as we primarily obtain an incoherent superposition of pure modes and that an
OAM sensitive approach is necessary to alleviate the degeneracy.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the active selection of pure LG0` OAM vortex beams
with an intra-cavity amplitude filter in a solid state laser resonator and via a phase shaped
pump in a monolithic laser microchip. LG0` modes of opposite handedness (±`) are prac-
tically indistinguishable in their intra-cavity loss and intensity structure. Within a laser
resonator, vortex modes of equal but opposite handedness will coherently or incoherently
superimpose giving rise to petal beams or annular shaped beams, respectively and are only
distinguishable in their phase structure. We have firstly investigated the use of an intra-
cavity amplitude filter consisting of lithography produced thin aluminium absorbing rings.
The mask consisted of a 5×4 grid corresponding to a varying number of concentric rings,
p = 1 to 5, with varying thickness’s, h = 10µ to 25µm. The filter was positioned at a con-
cave high reflector in a plano-concave configuration and the curvature of the high reflector
and length of the cavity were selected such that Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian radial
mode oscillation were obstructed. The outputs of the cavity operated at the threshold of the
laser were consistently circular symmetric modes characterised by 2` nodes in the azimuth
resulting in a mode consisting of "petals". At maximum input pump power (75 W), multi-
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mode oscillation was obtained and the use of a variable intra-cavity aperture resulted in a
Gaussian shaped output, however, no further petal modes were achieved. Upon perform-
ing an azimuthal modal decomposition, it was affirmed that the petal modes are equivalent
coherent superpositions of two LG0` modes of equal but opposite handedness.
We have also investigated a phase beam shaping approach by end pumping a monolithic
microchip laser with an annular shaped pump beam as a result of a phase shaped Gaussian
beam. The annular shaped pump beam was realised in the focal plane of a convergent lens
after transmitting a collimated Gaussian beam through a binary diffractive element termed
a pi-plate. We considered a c-cut Nd:YVO4 gain medium that was housed in a thermoelec-
tric cooler, however, without active cooling due to substantial temperature fluctuations. In
obtaining LG0` operation, we subsequently pumped the gain medium at three respective po-
sitions with the shaped pump light to explore the polarisation effects on the annular shaped
outputs. The favoured polarisation state at the output under Gaussian pumping is linear at
-45◦ and is independent of the lateral position of pumping on the gain medium. With the an-
nular shaped pump beam, we always obtained an annular shaped output beam independent
of the lateral pumping position on the crystal, however, the polarisation state at the output
was dependent on the lateral pumping position. We executed an azimuthal decomposition
to infer the purity of the output annular beams and have shown that we obtain an incoherent
superposition of two LG0` of opposite handedness or a superposition between two equiva-
lent petal modes with some associated phase shift, thus illustrating that the modes are not
pure LG0` modes.
The investigations performed in this chapter strongly illustrate that a non-sensitive OAM
approach in the selection of pure LG0` modes is not plausible as either a coherent or incoher-
ent superposition is obtained due to the degeneracy of LG0` modes. In the following chapter
we explore a novel intra-cavity approach in the selection of pure LG0` vortex modes where
the approach is centred on the coupling of spin angular momentum (SAM) to orbital angular
momentum (OAM).
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Selective Excitation of LG0` Vortex
Beams
We investigate a novel approach in the active intra-cavity selection of pure LG0` vortex
modes. We consider an OAM sensitive technique to suppress the degeneracy of vortex
modes of opposite handedness by exploring the intra-cavity spin angular momentum (SAM)
to orbital angular momentum (OAM) coupling with an OAM sensitive element termed a
q-plate. We show through judicious control of the SAM state with an intra-cavity quarter-
wave plate (QWP) the selection of pure LG0` modes of opposite handedness. The output
states are a combination of pure SAM and pure OAM states and with prudent control of the
rotation of the QWP and q-plate, we demonstrate the selection of modes as represented on
a higher-order Poincaré sphere which include vector vortex modes of radial and azimuthal
polarisation.
63
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5.1 Introduction
Light beams that are helically phased as discussed previously possess an azimuthally vary-
ing phase structure of exp(i`φ) and are said to carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) of
`h¯ per photon where ` is referred to as the topological charge and can take any integer value.
It was recognised in the seminal work [83; 86; 112] of Allen et al. in 1992 that higher-order
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG0`) fields can carry a well-defined OAM independent of the polar-
ization state which has led to a plethora of advancements from this natural property. This
has given rise, in addition to that mentioned in Chap.4, to substantial developments in the
areas of optical manipulation [113], optical tweezing and trapping [114], optical spanners
[115], quantum information processing [116] and due to the theoretically unlimited range of
` it also leads to a potentially unbounded state space for optical free space communication
[117].
It is well known that the spatial intensity distributions of laser modes with opposite
handedness (such as +` and −`) in their helicoidal wavefront are indistinguishable [118].
The discrimination of either mode through amplitude filtering as in Chap.4 proves unlikely
and is accredited to the degeneracy of this set of angular modes. As these eigenmodes are
indistinguishable, in the context of a laser cavity they posses identical intra-cavity losses
and the process of intra-cavity discrimination of such modes has to be based on an OAM
sensitive technique that incorporates a difference in parity. It has been shown that due
to the degeneracy of such modes the conventional, OAM-insensitive techniques, are not
plausible for such discrimination [119]. Consequently it has also been demonstrated that
the output of a conventional laser cavity with an annular shaped intensity profile is not pure
LG0` azimuthal eigenmode but in fact an incoherent sum of petal modes [120] as in Chap.4,
which do not carry any OAM [121].
In this chapter we demonstrate the controlled intra-cavity selection of pure OAM LG0`
modes of opposite handedness by implementing a well-known technique of spin angular
momentum (SAM) to OAM coupling [122] in a solid-state laser resonator. We outline
the concept for arbitrary OAM mode selection with the aid of a q-plate and demonstrate it
experimentally. With this we also present a direct approach to realise arbitrary vectorial vor-
tex fields including vortex modes of radial and azimuthal polarisation that may be described
through a higher-order Poincaré sphere [123; 124].
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5.2 Intra-cavity SAM to OAM Coupling
The excitation of pure LG0` modes is accomplished by coupling SAM to OAM by actively
controlling the state of polarisation incident on a q-plate inside a laser resonator. The q-
plate sets the OAM of some transmitted single-mode to one of two values depending on
the handedness of the incident circular polarisation state. It is based on harnessing a liq-
uid crystal approach to create a half-wave plate whose fast axis rotates as a function of the
azimuthal angle. The transmitted beam undergoes some geometric phase shift that is pro-
portional to the angular position in the input beam such that the output beam has helical
phase fronts [122]. The purity of the handedness of the SAM state (circular polarisation
state) is selected by transmitting some single-mode light beam that is linearly polarised
through a rotated quarter-wave plate. For a pure SAM state incident on the OAM sensitive
element, the output contains a SAM state of opposite handedness to that of the input with a
central intensity null comprised of a helicoidal wavefront.
Figure 5.1: A single round trip in a laser cavity is represented by unfolding the cavity about the
output mirror, M2. For some linear polarisation state either horizontal (H) or vertical (V), we obtain
a pure SAM state by transmission through a rotated quarter-wave plate (QWP) giving rise to either
left or right circular, (LC or RC). Upon transmission through a q-plate (QP), the incident SAM state
of zero OAM is flipped and the output contains some OAM of +` or −`. Acting in reverse, the
OAM state is required to be destroyed such that the final state have zero OAM and of some linear
polarisation state.
The converse of this succession is, however, required to be true such that the state of
OAM be destroyed upon transmission through the q-plate on the return pass in the laser
cavity to obtain a self repeating mode. This succession is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where we
unwrap a conventional laser resonator cavity to display a single round trip. At mirror M1 we
begin with a single-mode beam of some linear polarisation state that is converted to some
SAM state upon transmission through a rotated quarter-wave plate (QWP) where both of
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these states have zero OAM. Upon transmission through the q-plate (QP), the OAM is either
increased or decreased as is shown at mirror M2. With this progression acting in reverse, it
is required that the OAM state and polarisation state be of the same form to that initially.
The output state as indicated is a combination of some associated SAM and OAM state
and may be altered to the opposite state depending on the handedness of the incident circu-
lar state. This is indicative of a vectorial vortex nature where pure SAM states are located
on the poles of a higher-order Poincaré sphere [123; 124] as illustrated in Fig. 5.2 (a). An
equivalent superposition of these SAM states of opposite handedness results in the localised
polarization vectors directed away from the origin as depicted on the equator in Fig. 5.2 (a)
and for some associated phase shift between the two SAM states, all states along the equator
may be mapped accordingly as illustrated. As the outputs are a combination of SAM and
OAM states, the outputs will consistently be represented by an intensity that has a central
null independent of the position on the sphere as shown in Fig. 5.2 (b) and may be differen-
tiated by the transmitted intensity from a linear polarizer oriented in the vertical as depicted
by the double sided arrows.
Figure 5.2: Higher-order Poincaré sphere representation of vector vortex beams illustrating the (a)
local polarization states at various positions on the sphere. The intensities of the outputs are (b)
consistently beams with a central intensity null and are differentiated by the transmitted intensity
from a linear polarizer oriented in the vertical direction as depicted by the double sided arrows.
5.3 Theoretical Analysis
The Jones matrix formalism is the most convenient approach to describe the functionality
of the optical system in realising SAM to OAM coupling. There are two vector bases
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that are convenient to implement, namely the horizontal and vertical linear basis or the
left and right circular basis. As we wish to illustrate a representation of the output states
on a higher-order Poincaré sphere, the most apt approach is to consider the left and right
circular basis as the output is some combination of SAM and OAM. Many of the physical
components, however, are conveniently expressed in the horizontal and vertical basis and it
is thus necessary to show the conversion between the bases. In converting a column vector
in the linear basis to the circular basis we may apply the following matrix to a linear state:
UHV to LR =
 1√2 −i√2
1√
2
i√
2
 . (5.3.1)
As mentioned earlier the selection of pure SAM states is obtained from some linear state
transmitted through a rotated QWP. The linear states of interest are horizontal and vertical
as these are the simplest states to control within a laser resonator and these states may be
represented in the circular basis as:
vHor =
 1√2
1√
2
 and vVer =
 −i√2
i√
2
 . (5.3.2)
As we require the QWP to be rotated for the selection of different SAM states, it is necessary
to infer a rotation matrix of some arbitrary angle, ϑ to be applied to the QWP and this may
be expressed as:
UrotLR(ϑ) =
 exp(−iϑ) 0
0 exp(iϑ)
 . (5.3.3)
The rotation of some matrix M is implemented by the following transformation, Mrot →
UrotLR(−ϑ)MUrotLR(ϑ). This is subsequently applied to the matrix for a QWP and in the
circular basis may be represented as:
UQWP(β ) =
1√
2
 1 iexp(i2β )
iexp(−i2β ) 1
 . (5.3.4)
The q-plate is a polarisation sensitive element as it is a half-wave plate but with a fast
axis that rotates as a function of the azimuthal angle and in the linear polarisation basis is
expressed as:
UQ =
 cos(2α) sin(2α)
sin(2α) −cos(2α)
 (5.3.5)
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with α = qφ + q0 , where q and q0 are constants with q denoting the charge of the q-
plate such that the OAM state ` = ±2q. A feature of the q-plate is that the optical axis
is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis presenting an output that remains constant for
a fixed input circular state. This, however, does not apply for an input state that is of
some linear combination and we thus apply a rotation matrix of an arbitrary angle, γ to
UQ (UQP→ UrotLR(−γ)UQUrotLR(γ)). In the circular polarization basis the matrix UQP for
q = 1/2 may accordingly be represented as:
UQP(γ) =
 0 exp[i(φ − γ)]
exp[−i(φ − γ)] 0
 . (5.3.6)
Progressing with the Jones matrix formalism it is instructive to explore the round trip matrix
of the conceptual resonator cavity (see Fig. 5.3) to ascertain the polarization eigenstates
[12]. There were several pertinent practical considerations that aided the development of
the round trip matrix. Physically, a plane or curved mirror alters the handedness of the
state of SAM and OAM upon reflection. An appropriate matrix is thus selected which
consequently impacts on the description of the QWP and q-plate after this mirror in that
they are required to incorporate −β and −α , respectively. The polarization eigenstates of
the cavity which are the states of polarization that remain unaffected upon passing through
the optical system are calculated to be linearly polarized light in the two principal directions
with zero OAM, respectively as is described by Eq. (5.3.2) and in the insert of Fig. 5.3. The
eigenstates, however, do not reflect the polarization state after a single pass through the
system (mirror R1 to mirror R2) and for some incident state that is linearly polarized along
one of the principal axes with zero OAM, the output single pass state is opposite to that of
the input, thus necessitating an unconventional 3-mirror resonator design.
It is fundamentally necessary to infer the output states for a given input state and with
the aforementioned eigenstate the output may be selected to encompass pure SAM and
OAM of opposite handedness in both polarization and helicity, respectively, as determined
from the output matrix vout = UQP(γ)UQWP(β )vHor, expressed as:
vout =
 cos(pi4 −β)exp( ipi4 )exp[i(φ −β − γ)]
sin
(pi
4 −β
)
exp
( ipi
4
)
exp[−i(φ −β − γ)]
 . (5.3.7)
The output may be equivalently expressed as a linear combination of the matrix elements in
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Figure 5.3: Experimental concept of the active selection pure OAM LG0` modes of opposite hand-
edness by the intra-cavity coupling of SAM to OAM. The coupling is achieved by selecting a pure
SAM state by transmitting light that is linearly polarized in the horizontal through a quarter-wave
plate (QWP) rotated at some angle β . This LG00 shaped field is directed to a q-plate (QP) rotated
at some angle γ and consequently out coupled. The two rotation angles may be varied accordingly
to map out the higher-order Poincaré sphere. The inset illustrates the various polarization states
operating in the cavity with their associated vectors described in the circular polarization basis.
Eq. (5.3.7) as:
vout = exp
(
ipi
4
)[
cos
(
Θ
2
)
exp
(
−iΦ
2
)
|L`〉+ sin
(
Θ
2
)
exp
(
i
Φ
2
)
|R`〉
]
(5.3.8)
where |L`〉 = exp(iφ)eˆL, |R`〉 = exp(−iφ)eˆR, Θ = pi/2−2β and Φ = 2β +2γ . The global
phase factor,exp
( ipi
4
)
, may be ignored and the remaining expression provides the general
expression for a qubit on the Bloch sphere with coordinates Θ and Φ, where the poles on
the sphere represent the basis states |L`〉 and |R`〉. The coordinate system defined here is
consistent with the higher-order Poincaré sphere as in Fig. 5.2 and is a function of the two
physical rotation angles as the input linear state is fixed.
5.4 Experimental Implementation of a 3 Mirror Cavity
The implementation of the 3-mirror resonator cavity ensures that the input and single trip
state both with zero OAM retain their purity as they are separated into the two arms of the
cavity, respectively. The resonator concept as illustrated in Fig. 5.3 necessitates the use of
a pair of q-plates and a pair of QWPs with a polarization insensitive 45◦ mirror (FM) posi-
tioned between the q-plates. This cavity may be equivalently constructed by resorting to a
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Figure 5.4: Experimental schematic of a solid-state laser resonator for the intra-cavity coupling of
SAM to OAM. The V-shaped cavity allows for the use of a single QWP and q-plate (QP) where the
arms of the V are separated within a few degrees. The output coupler (FM) is a flat mirror of 90%
reflectivity and the output mode is that of the forward propagating wave (mirror R1 to mirror R2).
The QWP is rotatable at some angle β for the selection of pure SAM states or superpositions thereof
incident on the QP resulting in the active selection of arbitrary vector vortex modes with a rotation
in the QP of some angle γ .
V-shaped cavity where the two arms are separated within a few degrees with a planar mirror
positioned at the apex of the V allowing for an off-axis design where only a single q-plate
and QWP are required as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The V-shaped cavity was experimentally
realised in a diode-pumped solid-state laser where a 0.5 at.-% Nd-doped YAG rod (4 × 50
mm rod) was side pumped with a total input average pump power of ∼ 600 W operating
at 805 nm. The end mirrors were both concave high reflectors with curvatures R1 = 400
mm and R2 = 500 mm, respectively, with a planar mirror of 90% reflectivity positioned at
the apex of the V. The separation distance between the two concave mirrors was 900 mm
and the angle at which the two arms were separated by the plane mirror was in the order
of 5◦. The q-plate (q = 1/2 with q0 = 0) was designed to operate most efficiently when
positioned on-axis and it was thus positioned sufficiently adjacent to the plane mirror. The
QWP (Multi-order operating at 1064 nm) was required to transmit both arms and was thus
positioned to incorporate its clear aperture of∼ 12 mm. A lens of focal length f = 400 mm
was inserted in the cavity to aid stability and to facilitate the clear aperture restriction im-
posed by the QWP. Finally a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) was preferred for the selection
of linear polarization in the horizontal. A further practical consideration was required to be
met in that with the pump arrangement, multimode operation was favoured which presents
the existence of higher-order OAM states, we thus inserted a variable circular aperture such
that the field incident on the q-plate was LG00 in shape. The forward propagating wave with
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this arrangement was considered as the propagation from R1 to R2 with the back propagat-
ing wave acting in reverse. These two waves impinged on the planar mirror thus presenting
two outputs; however, our interest lies in the output of the forward wave as is described by
Eq. 5.3.8.
5.5 Selection of Pure Vector Vortex Modes
We initially analysed the output of the cavity with γ set to zero and by varying the angle
of rotation, β of the QWP the output was consistently a well-defined annular shaped beam
(see Fig. 5.5) independent of the angle. We infer the output polarization state by sampling
the transmitted intensity from a diffractive polarization grating (PG) and as is evident from
the inserts in Fig. 5.5, we evolve from a pure SAM state of left handedness (Fig. 5.5 (a))
to a pure SAM state of right handedness (Fig. 5.5 (i)) with an equivalent superposition of
SAM states in between (Fig. 5.5 (e)). On validating the state of OAM, many techniques
have been exploited that include an efficient sorter [125], a robust interferometer [126] and
a triangular aperture [127] to name a few. We opt to explore an azimuthal inner product
with a phase-only spatial light modulator operating in reflection mode.
Upon measuring the correlation signals of the output field with β =−45◦ with the dig-
itally encoded field exp(imφ) for m varying from -2 to +2 in unit steps, we identify an
on-axis signal for m = +1 and zero elsewhere as presented in Fig. 5.6 (a) with its corre-
sponding measurement channels in Fig. 5.6 (b). This fundamental measurement affirms
that the output is a pure LG0+` mode which is in impeccable agreement with the theoret-
ical predictions at the output. By merely rotating the QWP to β = +45◦ with the laser in
continuous-wave operation, we effortlessly select a pure LG0−` mode where the azimuthal
inner product determination is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 (a) with the corresponding correlation
signals in Fig. 5.6 (c). This approach presents a means to actively select the handedness of
pure LG0±` modes depending only on the rotation angle of the QWP β and the charge q of
the q-plate in a completely effortless and controlled environment.
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Figure 5.5: Annular shaped profiles are recorded at the output of the laser for the forward propagat-
ing wave with the QWP rotated at β = (a) −45◦, (b) −30◦, (c) −20◦, (d) −10◦, (e) 0◦, (f) 10◦, (g)
20◦, (h) 30◦ and (i) 45◦. The inserts illustrate the state of polarization at the output by transmitting
the output through a diffractive polarisation grating which acts as a beam splitter for left and right
polarisation, where we evolve from a (a) pure SAM state of left handedness to a (i) pure SAM state
of right handedness with an (e) equivalent superposition of SAM states in between. The intensity of
the beams are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour
black.
Figure 5.6: An azimuthal inner product is executed on the output of the laser operating under β =
−45◦ and +45◦ illustrating (a) a pure LG0+` and LG0−` mode, respectively, with the corresponding
experimental correlation signals illustrated in (b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Pure vectorial vortex beams are actively selected by propagating linearly polarized light
onto the q-plate by setting β to zero. The (a) output of the laser at γ set to zero is an annular shaped
beam which is subsequently transmitted through a linear polariser resulting in a lobed beam that
angularly rotates with a rotation of the polariser presenting a purely radially polarized beam. (b)
The lobed structure is parallel to the orientation of the polariser (indicated as double sided arrows)
upon rotation. With γ rotated by 90◦ we select (c) an annular shaped profile that again delivers a
lobed structure that rotates with a rotation in the linear polariser, however, (d) perpendicularly to the
orientation of the polariser indicating pure azimuthal polarisation.
Modes represented on the equator of a higher-order Poincaré sphere consist of an equiv-
alent mixture of SAM and OAM states as determined by Eq. (5.3.8). The combination of
SAM states is achieved by setting β to zero such that a pure linear state is incident on the
q-plate resulting in an equivalently superimposed output (as in the insert of Fig. 5.5 (e)).
Consequently this also leads to a superposition of OAM states at the output as is deter-
mined through the property of the q-plate. Owing to the nature of the mixture of states,
upon passing the output through a linear polariser, the annular shaped output splits into two
lobes that rotate with a rotation in the polariser.
With the laser operating under these conditions and with γ set to zero, we obtain an
annular shaped (Fig. 5.7 (a)) beam that leads to a rotatable lobed beam (Fig. 5.7 (b)) suc-
ceeding a linear polariser. The two lobed structure is oriented parallel to the orientation of
the linear polariser (illustrated as double sided arrows) thus presenting a pure radially polar-
ized vectorial vortex beam which is a state that is of particular interest. Radially polarised
laser beams have retained much attention due to their remarkable properties. For instance,
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such a polarisation state yields a strong component of the field oriented along the propa-
gation axis at the focus after a high-numerical-aperture lens [128; 129]. Radially polarised
laser beams differ substantially from linear polarised light as the spot size after focusing
may be significantly reduced [130; 131; 132; 23; 133]. These beams have been shown to
improve the cutting efficiency of metals [134; 135], are constructive in charged-particle
acceleration [136] and in guiding or trapping of particles [137; 138].
With q-plate rotated by 90◦ (γ = 90◦) we select an annular shaped beam (Fig. 5.7 (c))
that is of pure azimuthal polarization which is hallmarked by the two lobed structure be-
ing perpendicular to the orientation of the linear polariser (Fig. 5.7 (d)). The remarkable
nature of selectively exciting these vectorial vortex beams is that not only pure states are
achievable but so too are arbitrary states by controlling the input polarization state on the
q-plate by adequately selecting the rotation angle β . An astute control of β and γ allows for
the entire high-order Poincaré sphere to be mapped and to aid consistency in comparison
to Fig. 5.2 (b), the states between the radial and azimuthal polarizations are accordingly
determined as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The annular outputs are transmitted through a linear
polariser oriented in the vertical (depicted by the double sided arrows) and are in excellent
agreement with the anticipated intensities.
Figure 5.8: The experimental selection of beams as represented on a higher-order Poincaré sphere
illustrating output beams that have an annular shaped intensity profile and are differentiated by the
transmitted intensity from a linear polariser oriented in the vertical as depicted by the double sided
arrows.
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This technique is not limited to LG0±1 modes, in fact a q-plate with a higher q value may
be equivalently realised. We demonstrate this by replacing the q-plate of q = 1/2 to q = 5
thus allowing for the selection of LG0±10 modes without changing the physical properties
of the cavity. The outputs for the cavity operating under β =−45◦ and +45◦ with γ = 0 are
illustrated in Fig. 5.9 (a) and show well defined annular beams. Again, to infer the purity of
the mode, we execute an azimuthal inner product with the digitally encoded field exp(imφ)
for m varying from -12 to +12 in unit steps and we identify an on-axis signal for m =+10
and m = −10 with zero elsewhere corresponding to operation for β = −45◦ and +45◦,
respectively as presented in Fig. 5.9 (b) with its corresponding measurement channels in
Fig. 5.9 (c).
Representation of the outputs for a q-plate with q= 5 on a higher-order Poincaré sphere
is achievable in the same process as in the case of q = 1/2. In the realisation of radially or
azimuthally polarised higher-order vector vortex modes, the principle as described for q =
1/2 is consistent for q = 5. With the laser operated at β =+45◦ and −45◦, we transmit the
respective outputs through a rotated linear polariser (where the double arrow represents the
orientation of the polariser) and sample the intensity of the transmitted light as is illustrated
in Fig. 5.10 (a)-(b), respectively. As is evident, there is little deviation in the transverse
shape of the mode from the initial unobstructed outputs with merely an intensity variation.
With the laser operated at β = 0◦ as is illustrated in Fig. 5.10 (c), the output of the cavity
is comparable to operation at β = +45◦ and −45◦, however, the transverse shape of the
transmitted light after the linear polariser is characterised by "petals" that rotate with a
rotation in the polariser which is indicative of a radially polarised vortex mode. With astute
control of the rotation angles of β and γ for q = 5, the entire high-order Poincaré sphere
may be mapped accordingly.
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Figure 5.9: (The technique in the selection of pure LG0±` modes is not limited to `=±1 and for a
q-plate with q = 5 we obtain (a) annular outputs for the cavity operating under β =−45◦ and +45◦
with γ = 0. We execute an azimuthal decomposition illustrating (b) a pure LG0+10 and LG0−10
mode, respectively, with the (c) corresponding experimental correlation signals illustrated for the
respective beams.
Figure 5.10: The realisation of higher-order vector vortex modes allows for the selection of a ra-
dially polarised higher-order vector vortex mode. The output of the laser is transmitted through a
rotated linear polariser for the laser operated at (a) β = +45◦, (b) β = −45◦ and (c) β = 0◦ and
demonstrate minimal deviation in the transmitted transverse shape for β = +45◦ and −45◦, how-
ever, for β = 0◦, the resulting transmitted light is characterised by "petals". The petals rotate with
a rotation in the linear polariser which is indicative of a radially polarised mode where the double
sided arrows represent the orientation of the linear polariser. The intensity of the beams are shown
as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black.
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5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated a novel approach in the active selection of pure LG0`
vortex beams. It is very clear that in the selection of pure LG0` vortex beams one would
require an OAM sensitive technique that incorporates a difference in parity to aid the intra-
cavity discrimination of one mode from another. We achieved this by implementing SAM
to OAM coupling with a specialised polarisation sensitive element termed a q-plate. The
q-plate set the OAM of some transmitted beam to one of two values (±`) depending on
the state of the incident SAM of some single mode beam (LG00). We have analysed the
conceptual idea with a Jones matrix formalism and have applied it to the circular polarisa-
tion basis as the output is a mixture of SAM and OAM. An output state that contains some
SAM with an associated OAM may be represented on a higher-order Poincaré sphere where
an output of pure SAM and pure OAM is located at the poles with superpositions located
around the sphere. With this, we have experimentally demonstrated the active selection of
a pure LG0` of order ` = 1 by controlling the state of SAM incident on a q-plate with a
rotatable quarter-wave plate (QWP).
The result was verified by executing an azimuthal inner product with high finesse and by
a mere rotation of the QWP resulting in a SAM state of opposite handedness we effortlessly
selected and OAM state of ` = −1. This approach presents a means to actively select the
handedness of pure LG0±` modes depending only on the rotation angle of the QWP β and
the charge q of the q-plate in a completely effortless and controlled environment. With a
rotation in the q-plate of some angle γ we have demonstrated the selection of vector vortex
modes as represented on a higher-order Poincaré sphere where we have selected vortex
beams of radial and azimuthal polarisation. Through judicious control of β and γ , the entire
sphere may be mapped accordingly. This technique is not limited to ` = ±1 and may be
applied to higher ` states and we have demonstrated the selection of LG0±10 modes without
changing the physical properties of the cavity but only by replacing the q-plate.
In this chapter we have demonstrated the prudent intra-cavity control of polarisation in
the selection of pure LG0` modes with high finesse. Higher-order modes in general occupy
a larger mode volume resulting in higher energy extraction and in the selection of pure
eigenmodes, one may convert these modes to a Gaussian mode at the output for operation
in the high brightness regime. Ideally a mode with a flat intensity profile is desirable for
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high brightness as the energy extraction is more uniform as compared to a Gaussian beam.
These modes, however, are not eigenmodes of the free space wave equation and so change
shape dramatically during propagation. In the following chapter we investigate the selection
of a shape invariant flat-top beam from a monolithic laser microchip through the incoherent
superposition of two eigenmodes. We build on the excitation of a flat-top beam to select a
Gaussian beam by the intra-cavity metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam at the output coupler
to a flat-top beam on the opposing mirror.
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High Brightness Laser
We explore the intra-cavity selection of a flat-top beam in two approaches. In the first
approach we investigate a shape invariant flat-top beam by the simultaneous excitation of
a Gaussian beam (LG00) and a donut-shaped beam (LG01) in a Fabry-Pérot interferome-
ter with a monolithic microchip laser (MML) in a two wave interference approach. We
demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that it is possible to force the MML to oscil-
late simultaneously on two transverse modes, LG00 and LG01 under Gaussian pumping by
coupling the MML to an external reflecting surface (ERS). The incoherent superposition of
these two modes gives rise to a shape-invariant flat-top beam from the near- to the far-field.
This result can only be obtained if the LG00 and LG01 modes are equally weighted, and this
condition can be fulfilled for a particular longitudinal position of the ERS.
In the second approach we explore the generation of a Gaussian distribution by the
metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam into a flat-top distribution on opposing mirrors. The
concept is tested external to the cavity with a spatial light modulator (SLM), where the
SLM is used to transform a collimated Gaussian into a flat-top distribution and convert the
flat-top back into a Gaussian by addressing the SLM with the conjugate phase of the flat-
top. We implement this intra-cavity selection through the use of two optical elements of
the refractive variant in a solid-state diode side-pumped laser resonator that consists of two
planar mirrors where the refractive optics are positioned at the mirrors. We out couple the
Gaussian and show that the output beam size is comparable with the theoretical predictions
and that we have a substantial increase in optical brightness when compared to the cavity
without any optics.
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6.1 Introduction
A laser beam profile that is characterised by an intensity with a central flat plateau with
steep skirts at the edges, often referred to as a flat-top beam, is extremely sought after in
many diverse fields [139]. These beams have found applications in corneal treatment [140],
efficient proton acceleration [141] and laser micromachining [142]. Many techniques have
been exploited in the selection of flat-top beams and are traditionally separated into two
classes. The first class typically involves the reshaping of some Gaussian beam external
to a laser cavity and may be accomplished with high efficiency by a number of methods.
Some of these methods are executed with a diffractive [143; 144] approach where the flat-
top beam is generated by an alteration in the phase of the Gaussian field or by a refractive
[145; 146] method where the energy of the Gaussian field is redistributed by refraction and
even through interference phenomena [82]. Although these processes may be lossless they
are generally limited to having fixed input parameters (eg., beam size and profile). The
second class explores intra-cavity beam shaping techniques and allow for the flat-top beam
to be generated directly as the cavity output mode and is more desirable than extra-cavity
techniques as this ensures that the gain is coupled into the desired mode and diffraction
effects and other unavoidable losses are reduced. There are several advantages to executing
intra-cavity beam shaping for flat-top beams which include controlling the output size with
conventional imaging systems without the need for specialised optics and the potential for
higher energy extraction due to a larger mode volume.
The realisation of flat-top beams through intra-cavity techniques has been explored with
amplitude [147] and phase elements [38] and even through an incoherent generation [148]
by utilising the vector nature of light. These methods albeit effective have a particularly
common feature in that the desired intensity profile occurs only at one specific plane or
within a small longitudinal range [82]. Methods in the generation of flat-top beams as
transverse eigenmodes are often complicated and require specific deformable mirrors, as-
pheric optics, graded phase mirrors and diffractive optics [29; 30; 34; 149; 32; 150; 151;
152; 153; 154], rendering these processes particularly expensive. The primary disadvantage
is that flat-top beams are mathematically not eigen solutions to laser resonators with spher-
ical curvature mirrors and thus cannot be generated from conventional canonical resonators
and so change shape dramatically during propagation. Consequently flat-top beams are usu-
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ally created at specific planes, e.g., for materials processing, and relay imaged if required at
distances far from the creation plane.
Typically, the quest to obtain higher energy extraction lies in the ability to select an
appropriate low-loss fundamental mode. The selection of such a mode may be achieved
through a suitable choice of an internal aperture in a stable laser resonator. This, however,
results in poor energy extraction due to the small beam waist and poor power loss discrim-
ination between low-order modes. A higher energy extraction is achievable in an unstable
laser resonator through a large mode volume but at the expense of high intrinsic losses for
the oscillating modes. These unfavourable characteristics are overcome by the introduction
of a low loss stable graded-phase mirror (GPM) which when implemented in a resonator
presents a very large discrimination of higher-order modes by altering the generalised ra-
dius of curvature of some incoming beam [29; 30; 31]. This principle has been successfully
implemented to solid-state lasers [34] and has been furthered by the inclusion of an intra-
cavity phase plate for improving the discrimination [32]. There is, however, a limitation
with the use of such a GPM in that when the mirror is spherical, the change in curvature of
the beam is not dependent on the amplitude of the field incident on the mirror. This implies
that the GPM is not suitable for the selection of Hermite-Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian
modes in the resonator which includes the most fundamental of these families of modes,
the Gaussian mode. This deficiency is overcome by metamorphosing a Gaussian beam into
some other desired shape, such as a flat-top beam [38; 149].
In this chapter we firstly investigate the selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam from
a monolithic laser microchip through the incoherent superposition of two eigenmodes. As
intra-cavity beam shaping elements are not permissible in microchip lasers, we explore the
implementation of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer in a two wave interference experiment in
the simultaneous excitation of a Gaussian beam (LG00) and a donut-shaped beam (LG01)
where the optical feedback is provided by a laser line filter. Thereafter we explore a laser
resonator with the use of two optical elements of the refractive variant to select a Gaussian
beam by the intra-cavity metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam at the output coupler to a flat-
top beam on the opposing mirror. This technique is first tested external to the cavity by
the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM) to mimic the unfolded cavity, where the phase
profiles of the two optical elements are addressed to the SLM. These phase profiles are
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used to design physical optical elements for intra-cavity use where we show a substantial
increase in the brightness of the output as compared to an unstable cavity.
6.2 Shape-Invariant Flat-Top Beam
6.2.1 Two Wave Interference in a Fabry-Pérot Interferometer
In the selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam from a monolithic laser microchip through
an incoherent superposition of two eigenmodes, the requirement is that one mode should be
a Gaussian beam (LG00) and the other a donut-shaped beam (LG01). The first mode will fill
the hollow centre of the second mode such that the resulting beam has a flat-top intensity
profile corresponding to an equally weighted superposition as is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Note
that this flat-top profile remains invariant in its transverse shape along the propagation axis,
apart from a lateral expansion. The simultaneous excitation of an LG00 mode and LG01
mode in a monolithic laser microchip is restricted as intra-cavity beam shaping elements as
in the case mentioned before, are not permissible. One can also anticipate that the compe-
tition between these two modes would be relatively low since they effectively extract their
energy from distinct regions on the laser gain medium. These limitations allow us to ex-
plore the transverse properties of coupled-cavities theoretically demonstrated in the case of
two-wave [155] and multiple-wave interferences [156].
Figure 6.1: The selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam through the incoherent superposition
of an equally weighted LG00 and LG01 beam. The transverse profile is characterised by a (a) flat
plateau and further illustrated in its (b) cross-section.
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In order to force the monolithic microchip laser to oscillate simultaneously on several
transverse modes we will form the three-mirror laser cavity as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The
reduction of the three-mirror cavity (Fig. 6.2 (a)) to a two-mirror cavity (Fig. 6.2 (b)) (for
the purposes of the theoretical analysis) is achieved by introducing an equivalent mirror Meq
in place of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI) (M2-Mext). This equivalent mirror is char-
acterised by a reflectivity, defined as a power ratio, which depends on the transverse mode
order. This can be considered as a transverse effect which we intend to exploit for forcing
the laser oscillation simultaneously on the LG00 and LG01 modes. The reflectivity coeffi-
cients (power ratio) of mirrors M1 and M2 are R1 = 0.995 and R2 = 0.98, respectively and
the reflectivity of the external reflecting surface Mext has been measured to be Rext = 0.6. It
is imperative to rigorously notice that the external cavity (M2-Mext) is to be considered as
a FPI, and consequently we consider the multiple round-trips as in REF [156] and in this
case it is easily demonstrated that the multiple round-trips reduce to the first two reflections
from the FPI. Indeed the amplitude of the first reflection is proportional to
√
R2 = 0.9899
while the second reflection has an amplitude proportional to (1−R2)
√
Rext = 0.015.
Figure 6.2: Schematic of the three-mirror laser made up of a main resonator (MML) and an external
passive resonator. The system is reduced by replacing the external cavity by an equivalent mirror
Meq.
In REF [155] we have considered the effective reflectivity Rp of a Michelson mirror
(MM) which is typically a two-wave interference device when illuminated by a symmetri-
cal Laguerre-Gaussian beam LGp0. In this chapter, we will consider a more general case
which consists of determining the effective reflectivity Rp` of a MM when it is illuminated
by a LGp` beam. This, however, does not completely describe the experiment performed
as the two-wave interference occurs between two beams having very different intensities
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contrary to the usual MM. The details for the calculation of Rp` is beyond the scope of this
analysis, however, it does not differ significantly from the calculation of Rp presented in
REF [155] where we have taken into account the asymmetry in the amplitude of the two-
wave interference. As specified in REF [155], the reflectivity of the MM is sensitive to the
following parameters:
(i) the transverse mode order
(ii) the ratio ZR/Lext, where ZR is the Rayleigh range of the incident beam
(iii) the microscopic phase shift ∆Φ which results from a modulo operation applied to the
macroscopic phase shift 2kLext:
∆Φ= mod (2kLext,2pi) = 2kLext− INT(2kLext/(2pi))×2pi
For the sake of clarity, we will stress on the variations of the Michelson reflectivity, Rp`
for the LG00 and LG01 beams, only and for ∆Φ = 180◦ and ∆Φ = 220◦ the variations are
illustrated in Fig. 6.3 (a) and 6.3 (b), respectively. It can be seen in Fig. 6.3 (a) (∆Φ= 180◦)
that the laser will oscillate on the LG00 (R00) mode independent of the external distance Lext
as it is reflected more efficiently. In contrast, for ∆Φ= 220◦, there exists a critical distance
Lext ≈ ZR/2.5 and the following should be recognised:
(i) for Lext < ZR/2.5 the laser mode will oscillate on the donut mode although the pump-
ing is Gaussian in shape
(ii) for Lext ≈ ZR/2.5 the laser will oscillate simultaneously on a LG00 and LG01 modes
and the laser output can be a flat-top profile in both the near and far-field
(iii) for Lext > ZR/2.5 the laser beam is a Gaussian beam.
The above analysis is qualitative but complements the experimental observations. It must
be noted that since the crystal thickness is very small (0.5 mm) the laser is very sensitive to
small changes in the reflectivity of the equivalent mirror Meq allowing for the laser oscilla-
tion to jump from LG01 to (LG00+LG01) and lastly LG00 when the distance Lext is altered.
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Figure 6.3: The variations of the Michelson reflectivity (where Lext = ∆), Rp` for the LG00 and
LG01 beams for (a) ∆Φ= 180◦ and (b) ∆Φ= 220◦.
6.2.2 Experimental Investigation
The investigation of the generation of a flat-top beam was experimentally realised in an
end-pumped monolithic microchip laser as in REF [108]. We considered a pumping config-
uration that consisted of a single mode fibre-coupled diode laser emitting a Gaussian beam
at 808 nm with a maximum power of 160 mW. The microchip was polished flat and parallel
on opposing sides and consisted of a Nd:YVO4 gain medium of dimensions 5× 5× 0.5
mm with dielectric mirrors deposited directly onto the polished surfaces that perform as
the laser cavity mirrors with reflectivities of R1=99.5% for the back mirror and R2=98%
for the out coupling mirror operating at 1064 nm as presented in Fig. 6.4. The incident
Gaussian pump beam was collimated to a second moment diameter of 4σx = 1.912 mm and
4σy = 1.911 mm, and focused into the microchip with a lens of focal length, f = 100 mm,
which resulted in a Gaussian beam of 4σx = 71.9 µm and 4σy = 71.4 µm. The size of the
pump beam could be controlled through the choice of the focal length of the lens, without
changing the intensity profile of the shaped light. The optical feedback into the microchip
in the selection of a shape invariant flat-top beam was provided by a laser line filter opti-
mised for reflection at 808 nm and transmission at 1064 nm. The distance at which the line
filter was positioned from R2 was variable (Lext) and the filter was housed on a three axis
translation mount for accurate injection.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the experimental setup for optically pumping a microchip laser with a
Gaussian pump. The optical feedback in the multiple wave interference experiment in the simulta-
neous excitation of a Gaussian beam (LG00) and a donut-shaped beam (LG01) was provided by an
interference filter.
6.2.3 Generation of a Shape-Invariant Flat-Top Beam During Propagation
In implementing the FPI as in Fig. 6.2 (a) in the simultaneous selection of a LG00 and a
LG01 beam, we make use of a laser line filter as the Mext optimised to absorb the residual
pump beam at 808 nm and transmit the output at 1064 nm. The position (Lext) of the
filter relative to R2 of the microchip along the propagation axis was a critical factor on the
transverse shape of the output beam. It has been well documented that the output mode
from a monolithic microchip laser is Gaussian under Gaussian pumping, however, with the
effect of the line filter the typical effects on the output beam that were initially viewed are
illustrated in Fig. 6.5, where the line filter was positioned at 25 mm from the microchip
which was pumped at the centre of the gain medium with a Gaussian pump. We find that
in the near field (Fig. 6.5 (a)) we obtain a hollow beam indicating operation in the region
Lext < ZR/2.5. Apart from the distance that the filter is positioned from the microchip
along the propagation axis, we find that the position where the output from the microchip is
incident on the line filter is also a critical factor and the position on the filter that presented
the least distorted outputs is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 (b), where the reflection from the front
surface of the filter provided the optical feedback.
In an attempt to vary Lext (Fig. 6.2 (a)) and progress beyond the above operating con-
dition, the line filter was positioned at a distance of 40 mm from the microchip and the
respective near and far field profiles are illustrated in Fig. 6.6 (a) and (b). We find indeed
that we are approaching the condition Lext ≈ ZR/2.5 where the nearly hollow centre in
Fig. 6.5 (a) transforms into a beam with a central dip in the near and far fields. We optimise
Lext such that we are in the Lext ≈ ZR/2.5 regime and find that at a distance of 60 mm from
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Figure 6.5: A laser line filter is positioned at a distance 25 mm from the microchip. The reflection
from the surface of the filter is directed back into the microchip thus creating optical feedback. The
(a) near field profile as recorded for the laser operating under Gaussian pumping. The (b) position
at which the output mode from the microchip is incident on the filter. The centre of the line filter
provided drastic interference thus requiring the position in (b).
Figure 6.6: The (a) near field profile of the transmitted light after optical feedback and its cor-
responding (b) far field profile with the filter positioned at a distance 40 mm from the microchip
indicating operation in the Lext < ZR/2.5 regime. With the line filter positioned at a distance of 60
mm we obtain a (c) near field profile that is a well defined flat-top beam indicative of operation in
the Lext ≈ ZR/2.5 regime that retains its transverse profile into the (d) far field. With the line filter
positioned at a distance of 100 mm we obtain (e) near and (f) far field profiles that are Gaussian
which provide a limit to the optical feedback as we are operating in the Lext > ZR/2.5 regime. The
line filter is then flipped about its axis and the (g) near and (h) far field profiles illustrate no effect
from the optical feedback.
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the microchip the near field profile as illustrated in Fig. 6.6 (c), is a well defined flat-top
beam that retains its transverse profile in the far field (Fig. 6.6 (d)) which is in excellent
agreement with the theoretical prediction presented in Fig. 6.1. Finally, the line filter is po-
sitioned at 100 mm from the microchip where the near and far field profiles are illustrated
in Fig. 6.6 (e) and (f), respectively and it is clearly evident from Fig. 6.6 (e) that the output
is Gaussian shaped which indicates that we are operating in the Lext > ZR/2.5 regime. The
distance at which the filter is positioned is within a very narrow band to obtain a flat-top
beam (approximately 50 - 70 mm) and with the filter positioned at 100 mm this provides an
absolute limit as to which the effects of the feedback occur. The line filter has two surfaces
which are distinguishable through their physical appearance in colour where the one sur-
face is silver and the other is green. For the effects of optical feedback the output from the
microchip was incident on the silver surface, which distorted the output beam but aided the
optical feedback. At this distance of 100 mm, the filter was flipped such that the output was
incident on the green surface and the near and far field profiles are illustrated in Fig. 6.6 (g)
and (h) which illustrate a Gaussian shaped profile as this surface provided little to no optical
feedback independent of the distance from the microchip.
6.3 Intra-Cavity Metamorphosis of a Gaussian to Flat-top
6.3.1 Theoretical Analysis
As mentioned previously the graded-phase mirror (GPM) that is spherical is not suitable
for the selection of Hermite-Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian modes as the change in curva-
ture of a beam is not dependent on the amplitude of the field incident on the mirror. We
overcome this deficiency by metamorphosing a Gaussian beam into a flat-top beam. In fact
any other beam may be chosen, however, for the purposes of attaining higher optical bright-
ness, the flat-top beam proves the best option based on potentially higher energy extraction.
We explore the use of two phase-only optical elements and it is imperative to develop a
functional form of the required phase profiles of the optical elements. Each element is to
be positioned at a mirror where at the output coupler (M1 as in Fig. 6.7) we considered
a Gaussian field of the form uG (ρ) = exp
[
−i(ρ/w0)2
]
, where w0 is the Gaussian beam
width. If the element at M1 is comprised of a Fourier transforming lens and some phase-
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Figure 6.7: Schematic implementation of the metamorphosis a Gaussian beam into a flat-top beam
with two phase-only optical elements. The first optical element (ψ1(ρ)) is used to transform a
Gaussian field into a flat-top distribution. The second element (ψ2(r)) is encoded as the conjugate
of the field at that plane such that the output flat-top beam has a flat wavefront as desired.
only transmission component, ψF , where the optical length of the cavity matches that of the
Fourier transforming lens (L = f ), then the resulting field at the opposing mirror M2 may
be expressed as [149]:
uF =−i kf exp
(
ik f +
ikr2
2 f
) ∞∫
0
uG (ρ)exp [iψF (ρ)]J0
(
krρ
f
)
ρdρ. (6.3.1)
We may determine an analytical solution for the phase function of the phase-only transmis-
sion component through the stationary phase approximation such that uF is a flat-top beam
of width wFT B by [144]:
ψF (ρ) = α
√
pi
2
ρ/w0∫
0
√
1− exp(−ξ 2)dξ , (6.3.2)
where α is a dimensionless parameter that is defined as:
α =
2piw0wFT B
fλ
. (6.3.3)
The flat-top beam is generated on M2 which is the Fourier plane of the lens and the phase
profile of the element at M1 has a dual function of the lens and element which is given as:
ψ1 (ρ) = ψF (ρ)− kρ
2
2 f
, (6.3.4)
where the term kρ2/2 f is required for the Fourier lens. As with the phase profile of the first
element, ψ1, it is also possible to apply the stationary phase approximation to determine a
closed form solution for the phase profile of the element at M2 as:
ψ2 (r) = arg
{
exp
[
i
(
kr2
2 f
+ψF (ϑ (r))− αrϑ (r)w0wFT B
)]}
, (6.3.5)
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where the unknown function ϑ(r) may be determined from the stationary phase condition
r/wFT B = ∂ψF/∂ρ with:
ϑ (r) = w0
√√√√−ln[1−( 2r√
piwFT B
)2]
. (6.3.6)
Such an element in combination with M2 will reproduce a Gaussian field at M1 with a flat
wavefront as desired.
It is instructive to numerically analyse the single pass (M1 to M2) progression of the
field transformation as in the optical system in Fig. 6.7. We examine this progression by
arbitrarily selecting the following parameters: w0 = 1 mm, wFT B = 1.8 mm, λ = 1.064 µm
and f = 250 mm. This allows for α (Eq. (6.3.3)) to be determined appropriately and by
the use of Eq. (6.3.4) and Eq. (6.3.5) we may determine the required phase profiles of the
optical elements. As we desire an output Gaussian field with a flat wavefront, we inject
a Gaussian beam of width w0 = 1 mm with a planar wavefront onto the Gaussian trans-
formation element (ψ1(ρ)) as illustrated in Fig. 6.8 (a)-(c) corresponding to the input field
intensity, the phase of the input field and the phase of the first element, respectively. As
the wavefront of the input beam is planar, the phase of the beam directly after the Gaussian
transformation element is completely acquired from the element, however, with no change
to the intensity as illustrated in Fig. 6.8 (e)-(d), respectively. We propagate the field a dis-
tance corresponding to the focal length of the Fourier lens which results in a well defined
flat-top beam as illustrated in Fig. 6.8 (f) with its phase structure in Fig. 6.8 (g). This field
is directed onto the flat-top transformation element as illustrated in Fig. 6.8 (h) resulting in
a flat-top beam with a planar wavefront as depicted in Fig. 6.8 (i)-(j), respectively.
It is remarkable to note that the phase of the input and output are both planar, thus
indicating that for two planar mirrors, M1 and M2 positioned as in Fig. 6.7, will result in
a self repeating mode. We verify this by examining the progression (M2 to M1) of the
phase of the output mode (Fig. 6.8 (j)), however, acting in reverse to the case above. The
output is directed onto the flat-top transformation element and propagated to the Gaussian
transformation element. The phase of the field at this plane is illustrated in Fig. 6.9 (a)
with its corresponding cross-section in Fig. 6.9 (b). Upon comparison to the cross-section
of the Gaussian transformation element (Fig. 6.9 (c)) we find that the phase is the inverse
to that of the element. The phase of the transmitted field after the element is illustrated
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Figure 6.8: We numerically investigate the phase transformation of an input Gaussian field trans-
mitted through both optical elements in a single pass test. The input Gaussian (a) field intensity
contains a (b) planar wavefront and is directed onto the Gaussian transformation element (ψ1(ρ))
characterised by some (c) phase structure. The resulting field has a Gaussian (d) intensity with its
(e) phase acquired solely from the element. The field is propagated by a distance equivalent to that
of the Fourier lens resulting in a well defined (f) flat-top intensity profile with its corresponding (g)
phase. This field is directed onto the (h) flat-top transformation element resulting in a (i) flat-top
intensity profile with a (j) planar wavefront.
Figure 6.9: We investigate the phase transformation of the field of the single pass test acting in
reverse. The output flat-top beam is directed onto the flat-top transformation element and propagated
to the Gaussian transformation element. The field is characterised by some (a) phase structure
with its corresponding (b) cross-section. The cross-section is compared to that of the (c) Gaussian
transformation element and is found to be the inverse. Upon transmission through the element the
output Gaussian beam contains a (d) planar wavefront with its corresponding (e) cross-section. Upon
comparison to the (f) cross-section of the input Gaussian beam as in the single pass test, there exists
minimal deviation.
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in Fig. 6.9 (c) with its corresponding cross-section in Fig. 6.9 (d) and upon comparison to
the cross-section of the input planar wavefront (Fig. 6.8 (b)) we identify minimal deviation.
It is imperative to note that these minimal deviations will be accounted for under active
operation as the phase of the output beams, both the Gaussian and flat-top will acquire the
phase of the planar mirrors.
The quality of the solution of ψF is strongly dependent on the dimensionless parameter
α and there is a particularly interesting feature in that if ψF is any even function solution
then so too is −ψF . This is obtained if the input and output beams are both even func-
tions and in its simplest form the input and output optical fields are related by the Fourier
transform and may be expressed in one dimension as:
g(ω) =
∫
f (x)exp [iαψF(x)]exp [−iωx]dx, (6.3.7)
where g(ω) and f (x) are the output and input fields, respectively. The integrand may be
expanded to give:
g(ω) =
∫
f (x) [cosαψF(x)+ isinαψF(x)] [cosωx− isinωx]dx
=
∫
f (x)cos[αψF(x)]cosωx dx
=
∫
f (x)cos[−αψF(x)]cosωx dx. (6.3.8)
The positive and negative solutions are equivalent as the odd terms in the integrand inte-
grate to zero and the cosine function is an even function. The positive solution will produce
a beam that converges to a small diameter at some position after the output plane while
the negative solution produces a beam that converges to small diameter before the output
plane. We control this behaviour by setting the dimensionless parameter α to either positive
or negative giving rise to the negative or positive solution, respectively. Although the final
solutions are identical at the output plane, there is a marked difference in the beam trans-
formation between ψ1(ρ) and ψ2(r). For the case where α is positive, the beam will focus
at some position between the two transformation phase elements, however, for a negative α
the point of focus lies well beyond the plane of the flat-top transformation element. If we
consider the parameters as in the case before and sample the intensity of the field at arbi-
trary propagation positions between the two optics, we find that at the plane of the Gaussian
transformation element we begin with a Gaussian beam which then focuses at ∼ 70 mm for
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a positive α . The field thereafter transforms to a multi-ringed beam and ultimately arrives at
a flat-top intensity profile at a distance equivalent to the Fourier lens (250 mm) as illustrated
in Fig. 6.10. In contrast to this behaviour, for a negative α , the Gaussian beam at the plane
of ψ1(ρ) proceeds to transform more elegantly as the intensity profile begins to flatten giv-
ing rise to a flat-top profile at 250 mm as shown in Fig. 6.10. Applications may require the
use of either solution, however, the positive solution (−α) is preferable as it offers the least
sensitivity to defocus aberrations.
Figure 6.10: There exists two equivalent solutions for the transformation of a Gaussian beam into a
flat-top beam, −ψF and ψF . Although these solutions both provide flat-top intensity profiles at the
output, there is a marked difference in the beam transformation. The negative solution produces a
beam that converges at some plane before the output while the positive solution converges at a plane
after the output plane. We realised these solutions by setting the dimensionless parameter α to either
positive or negative, respectively and sampled the intensity of the beam transformation between the
optical elements. The positive solution is preferable as it offers the least sensitivity to defocus errors.
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6.3.2 External Optical Testing
The concept of the laser resonator analogous to that presented in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 was
optically tested external to a laser cavity by the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM) where
we explored the beam transformations in a single round trip as in the case of the numerical
analysis. A single round trip requires four optical phase transformations as we pass through
each optical element twice and we reduce this to two transformations by adequately modi-
fying the phase of the flat-top transformation element. In the single round trip progression
we pass through the flat-top transformation element (ψ2(r)) twice, however, with no optical
propagation required and we may thus represent the double element transformation as a sin-
gle element transformation, ψ3(r) = 2ψ2(r) as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. We arbitrarily select
the transformation of a Gaussian beam of diameter 4σ = 2.0 mm to flat-top beams of diam-
eters 2 mm and 3.6 mm where the corresponding modification to the flat-top transformation
phase profiles are illustrated in Fig. 6.11 (a)-(b) and (c)-(d), respectively.
Figure 6.11: A single intra-cavity round trip may be represented as an unfolded cavity which gives
rise to four optical phase transformations as we pass through each optical element twice. We reduce
this to two phase transformations by firstly modifying the flat-top transformation element from a
double element transformation to a single element transformation, ψ3(r) = 2ψ2(r). As an example
of this modification we considered the conversion of a Gaussian beam of diameter 4σ = 2.0 mm to
flat-top beams of diameters 2 mm and 3.6 mm resulting in the corresponding (a), (c) phase profiles
of the flat-top transformation element, respectively. (b), (d) These profiles are adequately altered
giving rise to a single element transformation. Secondly, the intensity of the field immediately
before and after an element are identical thus negating a secondary propagation through the Gaussian
transformation element to infer the reverse propagated intensity.
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Figure 6.12: A single round trip is tested external to a laser cavity by use of a spatial light modula-
tor (SLM). We addressed the liquid crystal display (LCD) with both phase profiles simultaneously
where the right half of the screen contained ψ1(ρ) and the left half contained ψ3(r). We collimated
and directed a Gaussian beam onto the right half of the LCD and the resulting reflected beam was
directed to the left half with a pop-up mirror. The distance between the two halves via the pop-up
mirror was equivalent to the focal length of the digitally encoded lens, f embedded in ψ1(ρ). The
resulting transformed beam was measured on a CCD device to infer the intensity of the field from
the transformation element, ψ3(r).
As demonstrated in Fig. 6.8 (a) and (d), the intensity profile immediately before and
after an element are identical although their phase compositions are markedly different.
This implies that on the return pass (M2 to M1) in the single round trip analysis, the intensity
of the field immediately beforeψ1(ρ)may be adequately analysed to infer the intensity after
the optical element thus transmission through the element is not required.
To further optically simplify the phase transformations, we addressed a single SLM with
both phase profiles (ψ1(ρ) and ψ3(r))simultaneously. The liquid crystal display (LCD) is
comprised of 1920×1080 pixels and each phase profile was addressed to 960×1080 pixels
resulting in a split screen functionality. In realising the external testing of the single pass
progression, we directed a collimated Gaussian beam operating at λ = 633 nm onto one
half of the LCD as illustrated in Fig. 6.12. The right half of the LCD was addressed with
the phase of the Gaussian transformation element, as illustrated in the grayscale phase pat-
tern, where the red transparent circular overlay represents the area over which the incident
beam was directed. The reflected beam was directed to a pop-up mirror where the distance
between the mirror and the left half of the SLM screen was equivalent to the focal length of
the digitally encoded lens, f embedded in ψ1(ρ). The pop-up mirror may be flipped off axis
to sample the flat-top beam on a CCD device for accurate alignment on the incident beam.
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Figure 6.13: The external optical testing of a single round trip was executed with a (a),(f) Gaussian
beam of w0 = 1 mm operating at λ = 633 nm for transformation to two flat-top beams of widths
wFT B1 = 1 mm and wFT B2 = 1.8 mm, respectively. The Gaussian field was directed to the appropriate
(b),(g) phase profiles which resulted in well defined (c),(h) flat-top beams of edge-to-edge diameters
2.02 mm and 3.61 mm, respectively, at a length equivalent to the encoded lens f = 250 mm. The
flat-top beams were directed to the single element transformation (d),(i) phase profiles and resulted
in (e),(j) Gaussian beams of diameters 4σ = 1.91 mm and 4σ = 1.90 mm, respectively.
The resulting beam after transformation by the amended flat-top transformation element on
the left of the LCD was captured on a CCD device at a distance equivalent to f .
We arbitrarily selected a Gaussian beam of w0 = 1 mm operating at λ = 633 nm as
illustrated in Fig. 6.13 (a) and (f) for transformation to two flat-top beams of widths wFT B1 =
1 mm and wFT B2 = 1.8 mm, respectively. The corresponding phase profiles addressed to
the right half of the LCD contained an encoded lens of f = 250 mm and are illustrated in
Fig. 6.13 (b) and (g). The output resulted in well defined flat-top beams at 250 mm from
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the plane of the SLM with a measured edge-to-edge diameter of 2.02 mm and 3.61 mm as
shown in Fig. 6.13 (c) and (h), respectively. The pop-up mirror was thereafter positioned
to reflect the respective flat-top beams onto the left half of the LCD which was addressed
with the amended flat-top transformation elements as illustrated in Fig. 6.13 (d) and (i). The
corresponding reverse propagated fields resulted in output Gaussian beams at 250 mm from
the plane of the SLM of diameters 4σ = 1.91 mm and 4σ = 1.90 mm, respectively. This
successful extra-cavity verification of a single round trip presents Gaussian beams at the
output, however, with a fair degree of noise. The noise is due to imperfect transformations
and may be corrected with high resolution images of the phase on the SLM and accurate
sizing of the phase profiles corresponding to the incident flat-top beam diameter. The noise
on the reverse propagated Gaussian beam will not affect the output profile from a laser
resonator as it will be accounted for in the loss of the transformation.
The selection of output beam parameters (w0 and wFT B) for intra-cavity implementation
are dependent on the cavity design, particularly the diameter of the gain medium and clear
aperture of the remaining intra-cavity optics. We intended on realising the intra-cavity meta-
morphosis for a cavity with a gain medium of 4 mm in diameter and with a smallest clear
aperture of 6 mm. We thus selected w0 = 1.5 mm and wFT B = 1.75 mm with a flat-top beam
of 2 mm in diameter traversing the length of the gain. The judicious choice of the flat-top
beam size traversing the length of the gain medium was to ensure minimal diffraction effects
and effectively to obtain a proof of principle. An Nd:YAG gain medium was selected for
operation at λ = 1.064 µm with a cavity length of ∼ 538 mm corresponding to the embed-
ded lens of f = 538 mm. The phase profiles of the two elements under these specifications
were computed and were used in the manufacturing of physical elements of the refractive
variant for intra-cavity implementation. In verification of the beam transformation we trans-
mitted a collimated Gaussian beam of 4σ = 3.04 mm operating at λ = 1.064 µm through
the Gaussian transformation element (ψ1(ρ)) as illustrated in Fig. 6.14 (a). We captured
the transmitted beam on a CCD device at four positions along the propagation axis namely,
338 mm, 400 mm, 522 mm and 542 mm as shown in Fig. 6.14 (b)-(e), respectively. As
anticipated the beam transformation follows the positive solution as described earlier and at
a distance of ∼ 538 mm, the flat-top edge-to-edge diameter was measured to be 1.98 mm
which is in exceptional agreement with the aforementioned specifications. With the inser-
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Figure 6.14: The beam transformation of the physical optical elements was verified external to a
laser cavity by transmitting a collimated (a) Gaussian beam of 4σ = 3.04 mm operating at λ =
1.064 µm through the Gaussian transformation element. The intensity of the transmitted beam was
captured on a CCD device at (b) 338 mm, (c) 400 mm, (d) 522 mm and (e) 542 mm along the
propagation axis. The insertion of the flat-top transformation element gave rise to a (f) flat-top beam
with an edge-to-edge diameter of 3.49 mm.
tion of the flat-top transformation element at this plane, the output flat-top beam diameter
was measured to be 3.49 mm. This external test provided strong affirmation of the quality
of the transformation as the output flat-top beam contains minimal noise when compared to
the input Gaussian profile.
6.3.3 Experimental Realisation of a High Brightness Laser
The experimental implementation of the intra-cavity metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam
to a flat-top beam was realised in a diode-pumped solid-state laser where a 0.5 at.-% Nd-
doped YAG rod (4 × 50 mm rod) was side pumped with a total input average pump power
of ∼ 600 W at 805 nm and may be operated at 1 pulse per second (1pps) or 20 pulses per
second (20pps). The cavity mirrors were both flat with the back mirror acting as a high
reflector (HR) while the output coupler (FM) had a reflectivity of 40% as is illustrated in
the experimental schematic in Fig. 6.15. The optical elements were positioned sufficiently
adjacent to the mirrors and were mounted on 3-axis translation stages and housed in 3-
axis gimble mounts for accurate control of the lateral positioning and tip and tilt. The
laser was operated under two conditions pertaining to the use of an electrically controlled
q-switch which was comprised of a polarising beam splitter (PBS), a LiNbO3 crystal and
a quarter-wave plate (QWP) oriented at 45◦ to its fast axis. The length (L) of the cavity
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was adjusted to accommodate the gain medium and was increased from its nominal length
of 538 mm (corresponding to the embedded lens of f = 538 mm) to 570 mm for operation
under condition 1 (without the q-switch) or to 590 mm for operation under condition 2 (with
the q-switch).
Figure 6.15: Experimental schematic of the implementation of the intra-cavity metamorphosis of a
Gaussian beam to a flat-top beam. The cavity consisted of a side-pumped 0.5 at.-% Nd-doped YAG
rod with a total input average pump power of ∼ 600 W operating at 805 nm. The cavity mirrors
were both flat with the end mirror (HR) acting as a high reflector with an output coupler (FM) of
40% reflectivity. The optical elements, ψ1(ρ) and ψ2(r) were positioned sufficiently adjacent to the
cavity mirrors and suitably mounted for control of lateral positioning and tip and tilt. The laser was
operated under two conditions namely with or without an electrically controlled q-switch and the
length of the cavity (L) was adjustable to accommodate for the inclusion of the q-switch.
6.3.4 Results and Discussion
The key point of comparison to the resonator as presented in Fig. 6.15, is an optical res-
onator of the same cavity length and output mirrors, however, without the inclusion of the
optical elements termed an empty cavity. The output of the empty cavity with the laser
operating under condition 1 at 1pps and 20pps are illustrated in Fig. 6.16 (a) and (b), re-
spectively, and have measured second moment beam diameters of 4σx = 3.49 mm and 4σy
= 3.41 mm at 1pps with 4σx = 3.45 mm and 4σy = 3.37 mm at 20pps. It is clearly evident
from the intensity cross-sections that the outputs are not pure LG or HG modes and this is
further verified by sampling the intensity of the output in the Fourier plane of the output
coupler as shown in Fig. 6.16 (e) and (f), respectively. With the insertion of the optical
elements in the cavity, the outputs at 1pps and 20pps are approximately Gaussian in shape
as illustrated in Fig. 6.16 (c) and (d), respectively, with measured second moment beam
diameters of 4σx = 3.09 mm and 4σy = 2.92 mm at 1pps with 4σx = 2.95 mm and 4σy =
3.07 mm at 20pps which are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. The
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Figure 6.16: The laser cavity with the inclusion of the beam transformation elements was compared
to an empty cavity, that is a cavity of the same optical mirrors and length, but without any intra-
cavity transformation elements. With the cavity operated under condition 1 (without the q-switch),
the outputs of the empty cavity were not pure LG or HG modes at (a) 1pps and (b) 20pps and verified
in the far-field by executing an optical Fourier transformation as in (e) and (f), respectively. With the
inclusion of the optical elements, the outputs were approximately Gaussian in shape at (c) 1pps and
(d) 20pps and further validated in the optical far-field as in (g) and (h), respectively. The cavities
are operated under condition 2 (with the q-switch) and multi-mode operation was obtained for the
empty cavity at (i) 1pps and (j) 20pps and affirmed in the far-field in (m) and (n), respectively. The
intra-cavity insertion of the optical elements gave rise to Gaussian outputs at (k) 1pps and (l) 20pps
and further validated in the optical far-field as in (o) and (p), respectively. The intensity of the beams
are shown as a colour variation where a maximum intensity is represented as the colour black.
Gaussian shaped outputs are further validated by their far field intensity profiles as shown
in Fig. 6.16 (g) and (h), respectively. The results as discussed above are for operation under
condition 1 and for the cavity operating with the insertion of the electro-optic q-switch, the
outputs of the empty cavity at 1pps and 20pps are multi-mode as illustrated in Fig. 6.16 (i)
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and (j), respectively. The measured second moment beam diameters were 4σx = 2.99 mm
and 4σy = 2.99 mm at 1pps with 4σx = 2.93 mm and 4σy = 2.88 mm at 20pps and the far
field intensity profiles affirm multi-mode outputs as shown in Fig. 6.16 (m) and (n). For
the cavity in operation with the optical elements inserted, again the outputs are Gaussian
shaped as illustrated in Fig. 6.16 (k) and (l), respectively, with measured second moment
beam diameters of 4σx = 3.50 mm and 4σy = 3.57 mm at 1pps with 4σx = 2.93 mm and
4σy = 3.07 mm at 20pps. The outputs are slightly distorted when compared to operation in
condition 1, however, the far field intensity profiles in Fig. 6.16 (o) and (p) confirm that the
outputs are Gaussian.
The outputs of the empty cavities and the cavities with the optics inserted were anal-
ysed in its beam quality (M2), far field divergence and output energy which were used to
determine the brightness at the output. A standard beam profiling technique was used to
determine the M2, where the output of the laser was sampled after a focusing lens. The
second moment beam width was measured at successive positions (z) along the propaga-
tion axis and to infer the beam quality, the square of the beam width (w(z)2x,y) was plot-
ted against its longitudinal position and fitted with a second order polynomial of the form
y = Ax2+Bx+C. The coefficients may be used to determine the beam quality from:
M2 =
pi
√
A
λ
√
C− B
2
4A
. (6.3.9)
The measurement process used to determine the beam quality factor was also used to de-
termine the full angle beam divergence. The far field divergence was determined from
measurement of the second moment beam diameter (Wf ) at the focal plane of a focusing
lens and may be calculated from:
D = arctan
(
Wf
f
)
. (6.3.10)
The corresponding measurements of the M2 and far field beam divergence (D) on the out-
puts as presented in Fig. 6.16 resulted in M2E = 3.54 and DE = 1.43 mrad at 1pps with
M2E = 4.03 and DE = 1.62 mrad at 20 pps for the empty cavity operated under condition
1. For the optics inserted in the cavity the measured properties improved dramatically as
compared to the empty cavity and resulted in M2O = 1.67 and DO = 0.83 mrad at 1pps with
M2O = 1.55 and DO = 0.79 mrad at 20 pps, confirming that the outputs were low divergence
Gaussian beams. An example of the measurement procedure in the determination of the M2
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on the aforementioned outputs is illustrated in Fig. 6.17 for sampling the beam width in the
x plane (w(z)2x). In much the same description as above, for the cavity operated under con-
dition 2, the output of the empty cavity resulted in M2E = 2.36 and DE = 0.92 mrad at 1pps
with M2E = 2.94 and DE = 1.63 mrad at 20 pps. This demonstrates that the inclusion of the
electro-optic q-switch has notably improved the beam properties and is further seen with
the inclusion of the optics which resulted in M2O = 1.38 and DO = 0.85 mrad at 1pps with
M2O = 1.42 and DO = 0.66 mrad at 20 pps. A summary of the measured beam properties is
provided in Table. 6.1.
Figure 6.17: A standard beam profiling method was used to determine the quality of the beam at
the output arising from the various cavities. The output of the laser was focused with a convergent
lens and the second moment beam width was sampled along the propagation axis. The square of the
width was plotted against its longitudinal position from the plane of the lens and fitted with a two
order polynomial. The coefficients of the fit were extracted and used to determine the beam quality
factor, M2.
These fundamental tests show a marked improvement on the output of the laser with
the inclusion of the optical transformation elements when compared to an equivalent empty
cavity. As previously mentioned, a route to high brightness is either to increase the output
power with an increase in input pump power in an unstable flat-flat cavity or to significantly
improve the quality of the beam at the output by the use of a circular aperture in the Gaus-
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Table 6.1: The resulting measured beam quality (M2) and full angle far-field divergence (D) of
the cavities operated under condition 1 and 2 for the empty cavity (E) and for the cavity with the
insertion of the optical transformation elements (O).
M2E M
2
O DE (mrad) DO (mrad)
Condition 1
1pps 3.54 1.67 1.43 0.83
20pps 4.03 1.55 1.62 0.79
Condition 2
1pps 2.36 1.38 0.92 0.85
20pps 2.94 1.42 1.63 0.66
Figure 6.18: The output energy of the empty cavity operated under condition 1 was measured and
normalised to unity for comparison to the cavity with the insertion of the optical transformation ele-
ments. The output energy with the inclusion of the optical elements resulted in an energy extraction
of∼ 47.5% as compared to the empty cavity which is in excellent agreement with the expected value
of 50% as imposed by the cavity design.
sian mode selection (M2→ 1). The former is exploited as the point of comparison in this
investigation as obtaining a Gaussian output with a flat wavefront of some arbitrary size,
typically larger diameters, requires a substantially long cavity which is found to be imprac-
tical. In determining the brightness at the output, we measured the output energy of the
cavities operated under condition 1 as is illustrated in Fig. 6.18. The output of the empty
cavity was normalised to unity and with the inclusion of the optics, the extracted energy
was ∼ 47.5% as compared to the empty cavity. We anticipated a 50% loss in energy as the
flat-top beam diameter traversing the length of the gain medium was half of that of the gain
medium. The remaining∼ 2.5% loss is attributed to losses imposed by the optical elements,
length optimisation and alignment.
The measured output energy and beam quality of the cavities operated under condi-
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Figure 6.19: The optical brightness for each laser cavity was determined from the output energy and
the measured beam quality. With the cavity operated under (a) condition 1, the optical brightness
of the cavity with the inclusion of the optical transformation elements was increased by 2.36× at
1pps and 3.55× at 20pps when compared to the equivalent empty cavity. (b) Under condition 2, the
increase in optical brightness was 1.54× at 1pps with 2.25× at 20pps.
tion 1 and 2 were used to determine the optical brightness from the following expression,
B = P
(
1/M2λ
)2. As in the case of the output energy, it is imperative to form a compar-
ison between the empty cavity and the cavity with the optics included and we find that
under condition 1, we obtained on average an increase in brightness of 2.36× at 1pps with
3.55× at 20pps as is illustrated in Fig. 6.19 (a). For the cavities operated under condition
2, we obtained an increase in brightness of 1.54× at 1pps with 2.25× at 20pps as shown in
Fig. 6.19 (b). The increase in optical brightness, particularly under condition 1, illustrates
a marked improvement on the empty cavity and may be further improved by exploring a
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Figure 6.20: The cavity with the inclusion of the optical elements was selected to extract 50% of the
optical energy as compared to the empty cavity. With astute control of the flat-top beam diameter,
the cavity may be engineered to have the same energy extraction when compared to the equivalent
empty cavity. With this, the brightness improvement may potentially be improved (a) by 4.49×
at 1pps and 6.76× at 20pps operated in condition 1. Under (b) condition 2, the optical brightness
improvement may be 2.92× at 1pps with 4.29× at 20pps.
larger flat-top beam over the length of the crystal.
The conservative flat-top beam diameter chosen in this investigation may be increased
to match the size of the multi-mode beam (∼ 3.5 mm) and in doing so, the energy extrac-
tion may be equivalent to that of the empty cavity. This potentially results in an increased
optical brightness of 4.49× at 1pps with 6.76× at 20pps operated in condition 1 and 2.92×
at 1pps with 4.29× at 20pps operated in condition 2 as illustrated in Fig. 6.20 (a) and (b),
respectively. A further improvement is again possible and this is obtained by decreasing the
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lengths of the cavities with an appropriate redesign of the elements to match the specified
length. The shorter empty cavity will result in a similar energy extraction to that as mea-
sured above, however, with an increased M2, thus reducing the overall brightness. This,
however, does not occur for the cavity with the inclusion of the optical elements as the
output parameters as measured previously (M2 and D) will not change dramatically with
an increase or decrease in cavity length. The remarkable nature of this approach lies in
the ability to optically design elements for intra-cavity realisation without a redesign of the
initial empty cavity.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have investigated the intra-cavity selection of a shape-invariant flat-top
beam and the intra-cavity metamorphosis of a Gaussian beam to a flat-top beam. Flat-top
beams are extremely sought after in many diverse fields and numerous intra-cavity tech-
niques have been exploited in the selection of these beams. These techniques often compli-
cated and require specific intra-cavity optical elements as flat-top beams are not eigensolu-
tions to laser resonators with spherical curvature mirrors. The resulting field thus changes
shape dramatically during propagation and we have successfully demonstrated the selection
of a shape invariant flat-top beam by implementing a Fabry-Pérot interferometer in a two
wave interference experiment. We executed the two wave interferometer in a monolithic
laser microchip in the selection of an incoherent superposition of two eigenmodes namely,
a Gaussian beam (LG00) and a donut-shaped beam (LG01). We pumped a monolithic mi-
crochip laser with a Gaussian pump beam and created an optical feedback configuration
with a laser line filter. We studied the feedback provided by the laser line filter optimised
to transmit at 1064 nm and absorb at 808 nm. The output of the laser was directed onto the
filter where the reflected light from the filter is directed back into the microchip. We identi-
fied that the distance at which the filter is positioned from the microchip is a critical factor
which was qualitatively explained. So too is the position on the filter where the output light
is directed in obtaining a transmitted flat-top like beam. This result has been interpreted in
terms of transverse effects occurring in the external sub-cavity formed by the laser mirror
output and the reflecting surface from the interference filter.
In the realisation of a high brightness laser we have executed an intra-cavity meta-
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morphosis of a Gaussian beam to a flat-top beam on opposing mirrors. There are several
advantages to executing intra-cavity beam shaping for flat-top beams which include cou-
pling the gain into the desired mode to alleviate diffraction effects, controlling the output
size with conventional imaging systems and the potential for higher energy extraction due
to a larger mode volume. The approach that we considered was to transform a Gaussian
beam with a flat wavefront to a flat-top beam at some position along the propagation axis
with an appropriate phase function. The distance at which the flat-top was generated was
equivalent to the focal length of a Fourier lens embedded in the phase function. A secondary
phase function, which contained the conjugate of the phase of the flat-top beam, was used
to thereafter transform the phase of the incident flat-top such that the output contained a flat
wavefront. This progression is true for the transformation acting in reverse as both the input
and output wavefronts are flat.
We theoretically investigated the beam transformations in a single round trip test and
explored the equivalence of a positive and negative solution. We verified this result by
physically executing a single round trip test with the aid of a spatial light modulator in
transforming a Gaussian beam of 4σ = 2.0 mm to flat-top beams of edge-to-edge diameters
of 2.0 mm and 3.6 mm, respectively. The flat-top beams were reverse propagated result-
ing in Gaussian beams of comparable widths (4σ = ∼1.9 mm) to that at the input. For
implementation in a diode side-pumped solid-state laser resonator, we arbitrarily selected
the transformation of a Gaussian beam of 4σ = 3.0 mm to a flat-top beam of 3.5 mm in
edge-to-edge diameter with a separation distance of ∼ 538 mm (corresponding to the focal
length of the Fourier lens) operating at λ = 1064 nm. We judiciously selected a flat-top
beam of ∼ 2 mm in diameter traversing the length of the gain medium (4×50 mm rod) to
ensure minimal diffraction effects. The phase profiles to execute the transformation were
used in the manufacturing of physical optical elements of the refractive variant and were
tested external to a laser cavity which resulted in beam transformations of high finesse.
The optical implementation of the respective optical elements resulted in output Gaus-
sian beams with a measured beam quality and full angle far-field divergence of M2O = 1.67
and DO = 0.83 mrad operated at a pump pulse rate of 1 pulse per second (1pps) with
M2O = 1.55 and DO = 0.79 mrad at 20 pulses per second (20pps). This was compared
to a flat-flat cavity of the same length and resonator mirrors, however, without any opti-
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cal elements (empty cavity) and the measured properties were M2E = 3.54 and DE = 1.43
mrad at 1pps with M2E = 4.03 and DE = 1.62 mrad at 20 pps. The inclusion of the opti-
cal elements demonstrated a dramatic improvement on the output beam properties and was
further affirmed with the cavity operated under an electro-optic q-switch which resulted in
M2E = 2.36 and DE = 0.92 mrad at 1pps with M
2
E = 2.94 and DE = 1.63 mrad at 20 pps
for the empty cavity and M2O = 1.38 and DO = 0.85 mrad at 1pps with M
2
O = 1.42 and
DO = 0.66 mrad at 20 pps with the optics. The output energy with the inclusion of the op-
tical elements was on average ∼ 47.5% of that of the empty cavity as anticipated due to the
flat-top beam size over the gain medium. Although the energy extraction was practically
half of that of the empty cavity, the increase in optical brightness at the output was calcu-
lated to be 2.36× at 1pps with 3.55× at 20pps. With the cavity operated with the insertion
of the q-switch, the increase in optical brightness was calculated to be 1.54× at 1pps with
2.25× at 20pps. This approach in increasing the optical brightness of a solid-state laser has
proven to be remarkably successful and a further increase in optical brightness is achievable
with an increase in the flat-top beam width over the gain medium.
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Conclusion
The work performed in this thesis was aimed at investigating intra-cavity beam shaping
toward the realisation of high brightness diode-pumped solid-state lasers. We introduced
diode-pumped solid-state lasers in Chapter 1 and identified the need for a large mode vol-
ume in attaining a higher energy extraction. This consequently gives rise to a incoherent su-
perposition of modes at the output which conversely degrades the beam quality thus reduc-
ing the overall brightness. Ideally, the intra-cavity selection of a Gaussian mode (M2 = 1)
at the output is most apt, however, the intra-cavity selection of pure higher-order transverse
modes allows for a larger mode volume and an extra-cavity conversion to a Gaussian beam
may be implemented.
In the conversion of some higher-order output to a Gaussian mode is it imperative to de-
termine the modal characteristics of the output in amplitude and phase. We have explored a
full field modal decomposition in Chapter 2, by digitally implementing a technique termed
modal decomposition (MD). The MD has been realised with the use of static amplitude- or
phase-only computer generated holograms (CGH) and have the disadvantage that the CGH
that is programmed with spatial field information of a particular set of modes is limited to
analyse only that corresponding set of modes. We considered a more dynamic approach in
the digital implementation of respective CGHs with complex amplitude and phase modu-
lation on a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). The approach was executed on the
scalar outputs of two LMA-fibres that guided 3 and 6 modes, respectively and by mea-
surement of a few amplitudes and phases we retrieved the full field information. This was
used to reconstruct the intensity of the field at the exit of the fibre and upon comparison
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to the measured intensities, we found a cross correlation of greater than 95% attesting to
an excellent measurement procedure. The digital implementation of the modal decompo-
sition technique was also used to reconstruct the wavefront of the scalar outputs and may
be applied to vector beams, beams with phase singularities and even beams with extrinsic
aberrations.
Complex amplitude modulation as implemented on a phase-only spatial light modulator
allows for the extra-cavity generation of beams that would otherwise have been achieved
with hard coded CGHs. We explored this advantage in Chapter 3 with the generation of
an optical bottle beam (OBB) by the superposition of two identical Gaussian beams of the
same width but opposite curvature. An OBB is characterised by a dark focus surrounded
in the three principal directions with regions of higher intensity light and we demonstrated
the generation of an OBB characterised by a hollow beam (HB) at the focal plane of a
convergent lens. Upon transmission through a convergent lens we also identified a bi-axial
focusing property where the positions of focus occurred before and after the HB along
the propagation axis. We demonstrated that by obstructing the OBB at the plane of the
HB, a minimal on-axis intensity variation on the second focus is measured as compared
to an unobstructed beam. However, a noticeable variation is measured when compared
to an equivalent Gaussian beam. With judicious control over the input beam parameters
and obstruction diameter, a substantial variation between an obstructed OBB and Gaussian
beam may be measured.
The extra-cavity generation of transverse modes or superpositions thereof albeit effi-
cient are limited to power handling capabilities and the intra-cavity beam shaping tech-
niques are found to be preferable as the gain may be coupled into the desired mode. We in-
vestigated, in Chapter 4, the intra-cavity selection of pure Laguerre-Gaussian vortex modes
(p= 0, ` > 0), which are known to carry orbital angular momentum (OAM), with two beam
shaping approaches. Vortex modes of of opposite handedness (such as+` and−`) are indis-
tinguishable in their helicoidal wavefront and in the context of laser resonators they possess
identical losses. These modes are deemed degenerate and will typically superimpose either
coherently or incoherently giving rise to modes characterised by petals or annular shaped
beams, respectively. We have investigated the use of an amplitude filter consisting of con-
centric rings where the outputs of the cavity at the threshold of the laser were consistently
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modes comprised of petals where the coherent superposition of modes was affirmed by per-
forming an azimuthal modal decomposition on the outputs. Subsequent to the amplitude
beam shaping, we considered the selection of pure vortex modes with an annular phase-
shaped pump beam in a monolithic laser microchip. The outputs were annular shaped and
upon executing an azimuthal decomposition it was found that the modes were an incoherent
superposition of pure vortex modes.
The investigations in Chapter 4 strongly illustrate that a non-sensitive OAM approach
in the selection of pure vortex modes is not plausible and we thus explored the intra-cavity
spin angular momentum (SAM) to OAM coupling in Chapter 5. We exploited the properties
of a specialised polarisation sensitive element termed a q-plate where the state of OAM of
a transmitted beam is set to one of two values (±`) depending on the incident SAM state of
some single mode light beam. The concept was analysed with the Jones matrix formalism
and implemented in an off-axis cavity design. With prudent control of the state of SAM
with an intra-cavity quarter-wave plate (QWP), we have demonstrated the active selection
of vortex modes of opposite handedness (` = +1 and ` = −1) which was confirmed with
an azimuthal decomposition. The technique that we considered was not limited to ` = ±1
and we demonstrated the selection of vortex modes of ` = ±10 by a mere replacement of
the q-plate. Through judicious control of the rotation of the q-plate and QWP we have
demonstrated the selection of radially and azimuthally polarised vector vortex modes and
have demonstrated the selection of modes as represented on a higher-order Poincaré sphere.
A larger mode volume as occupied by higher-order modes, offers the potential for higher
energy extraction in the realisation of a high brightness laser output. We considered the
selection of a shape-invariant circular flat-top beam in a monolithic microchip laser (MML),
where in Chapter 6, we investigated a Fabry-Pérot interferometer with a laser line filter in
a two wave interference approach. We have demonstrated, with the astute control of the
distance between laser line filter and MML, the selection of an incoherent superposition of
a hollow beam and a Gaussian shaped profile which resulted in a shape-invariant flat-top
beam.
The thesis culminates in the demonstration of a high brightness laser by the intra-cavity
selection of a Gaussian distribution from the metamorphosis of a Gaussian distribution to
a circular flat-top on opposing mirrors with the laser gain medium positioned at the flat-
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top end. The concept was tested external to the laser cavity by use of a phase-only SLM
which acted in a dual screen capacity. The right half of the screen was used to transform
a collimated Gaussian beam into a flat-top distribution at a distance equivalent to the focal
length of a Fourier lens embedded in the phase function addressed to the SLM. The left
half of the screen was employed to convert the flat-top distribution to a Gaussian profile
by addressing the screen with the conjugate phase of the flat-top distribution. This was
demonstrated with high accuracy for two flat-top beam diameters. The phase profiles as
addressed to the SLM were used in the fabrication of two optical elements of the refractive
variant which were subsequently inserted into a plane-plane diode-pumped solid-state laser
cavity. The laser with the optical elements was compared to a plane-plane cavity of the same
length and we have demonstrated the selection of an excellent quality Gaussian distribution
(M2 = 1.38) with an increase in optical brightness of 3.55×. A conservative flat-top beam
diameter was selected for traversing the crystal length and it can be shown that a brightness
improvement of greater than 7× is highly achievable.
7.1 Future Work
This thesis was centred on the investigation of intra-cavity transverse mode control in the
realisation of a high brightness laser output with a cylindrically symmetric gain medium
as illustrated in Fig. 7.1 (a). Gain media of this geometry under a high thermal load often
exhibit several optical distortions which include stress-induced biaxial focusing, thermal
lensing and stress-induced birefringence which severely degrade the quality of the output
mode. These thermally induced effects also lead to stress-induced fracture in the rod and
ultimately lead to a lower energy extraction efficiency [27]. In an effort to reduce the effect
of the negative thermal gradients presented by the rod geometry, we will investigate the
Gaussian to flat-top selection in an end-pumped solid-state laser with a gain medium char-
acterised by a slab geometry as shown in Fig. 7.1 (b). The rectangular gain medium offers
a larger cooling surface area and a one dimensional transverse gradient of temperature may
be assumed across the thickness, t, of the medium along the y-axis provided that the gain
medium is pumped homogeneously over the top and bottom surfaces.
The Gaussian to rectangular flat-top transformation may be implemented in either one
or two dimensions corresponding to the profile of the incident pump beam. In a homo-
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Figure 7.1: The implementation of a high brightness laser output from a diode-pumped solid-state
laser was achieved with a (a) cylindrically symmetric gain medium (rod). Due to thermally induced
aberrations, we will consider the use of a (b) rectangular symmetric gain medium (slab) in the
realisation of a high brightness laser.
geneously pumped medium as in Chapter 6 where we considered a transversally pumped
cylindrically symmetric rod, transverse aperturing is defined by the physical size of the gain
medium thus allowing for a two-dimensional flat-top beam traversing the length of the crys-
tal. This may be achieved for a side-pumped slab where, if we consider the transformation
of a Gaussian beam of 4σ = 2 mm to a two-dimensional flat-top beam of dimensions 4×1
mm over a cavity length of 250 mm, the corresponding beam transformation is illustrated
in Fig. 7.2 (a). For an inhomogeneous pumped medium as in the case of end-pumping,
transverse aperturing is governed by the transverse profile of the pump beam. For a pump
profile that is Gaussian along the y-axis and flat along the x-axis, the problem of trans-
forming a Gaussian to a rectangular flat-top is reduced to one-dimension where the beam
transformation is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 (b) by use of the parameters defined above.
The transverse gradient of temperature in a transversally pumped slab may be consid-
ered to be uniform over the length of the gain medium and the thermal analysis may be re-
duced to one dimension for homogeneous pumping [27]. In contrast to transverse-pumped
gain media, the heat deposition in end-pumped gain media is exceptionally inhomogeneous
leading to complex temperature profiles, stress-dependent variations of the refractive index
and thermal lensing due to end-face bulging. In an effort to obtain high output energies in
end-pumped solid-state lasers, thermal effects which impact the performance must be con-
sidered [157]. As mentioned, the negative thermal effects severely degrade the beam quality
which is an integral part in the beam transformation and with high power systems an appre-
ciable amount of energy is generated in the crystal [158; 159]. The beam distortions occur
as a consequence of a fraction of the absorbed pump being deposited as heat which creates
a temperature gradient [160] resulting in a temperature variation of the refractive index of
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Figure 7.2: Transverse mode selection in a solid-state laser is dependent on the transverse aperturing
as governed by the pump beam profile. For a transversally pumped slab medium a (a) flat-top
beam in two dimensions may be implemented from a circular symmetric Gaussian beam. For an
inhomogeneously end-pumped slab medium, the (b) selection of a rectangular flat-top beam may be
implemented in one dimension.
the gain medium [161]. Effects such as spherical and non-spherical aberrations also occur
in a laser crystal due to heat deposition and will determine to a large degree the brightness
which can be achieved from a laser system [162].
Although the advantages of end-pumping, as mentioned in Chapter 1, prove valuable, a
consequence of this pump is the uniformity of the heating distribution which tends to lead
to parabolic-logarithmic temperature and phase error profiles [6]. These profiles remain one
of the main problems in end-pumped solid-state lasers and in order to predict the thermal
distortions, we will explore a transient temperature distribution within the gain medium.
We will achieve this by obtaining an appropriate solution to the heat equation governed
by the pump energy, coolant flow, gain material and gain dimensions [157] and implement
an optical correction to be embedded into the phase profiles of the optical transformation
elements.
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